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ABSTRACT

This is a study of the deconstruction clf a stigmatized

identity and the attainment of legal protection by members of a

minority group in a pluralistic society. Between 1972 and 1987

two homosexual lobby groups in Manitoba challenged the taken-for-

granted notions of appropriate and inappropriate sexual

orientations and behaviors. Their efforts culminated in the

passage of Bil-l 47 which provides J.ega-t protectÍon for honosexuals

against discriminatory treatment in enployment, housÍng and social

services. Using these groups as a case study, this thesis ained

at determining the crucial factors which make for the success or

failure of ninority groups to achieve goals which may involve the

deconstruction of significant Ítems of reality.

Organizational strength, Ieadership and strategies hrere found

to be positively correlated with interest group success.

Congruence between the demands of the lobby groups and the

ideological position of the targets was also crucial to the

success of the lobby groups. In responding to interest group

demands, targets took into consideration their perception of the

state of public opinion on the specific demands.



At any one time, each society has, as it were, a legalized

definition of reality--it has judicial statements about which

particular bundle of,'oossible human behaviors wÍll be given

'lofficia.t approval, ul'l whÍch will be stanped on by officials. But

what makes this at-anv-one-time realÍty difflcult to transpose

into an at-any-tine reality is the pJ.asticity of hunan nature and

the continuous struggle of men to break out of

¡vorl.ds ( Steven Box, 19?1 :49 ) .

other-men-¡nade
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION: A BRIEF OVERVIET{

This thesis is a study in the dynamic processes involved in

the deconstruction (i.e., the rejection of a previous identity and

its replacenent with a more valued one) of a stigmatized Ídentity

and the enactment of protective -[egislation for a sexual ninority

- homosexuals in Manitoba.

Congregated at the botto¡n of nearJ.y every social order is an

aggregation of demeaned and stigmatized invididuals who tend to be

viewed and discussed prinarily in terms of the characterologica.L

problens they are thought to have, the problems they are thought

to pose for the larger comnunity, or the problems associated with

their material survival (Snow & Anderson, 1987, p. 1337). In

general, the attenpts of such stignatized groups of people to

deconstruct their negative identity and to generate and maintain a

sense of self-worth and dignity has rarely been studied. Thus,

homosexuality has been variously seen as a source of crime,

contanination, demoralization and threat to public welfare. Yet,

although homosexuals across Canada have been organizing thenselves

to deconstruct their stignatÍzed identities and to gain protective

legislation to cover their members since 1965, these efforts have

not been studied, either as a test case in ninority political

lobbying actÍvÍty or as an example par excellence of the broader

issue of the social construction and deconstruction of reality.



The objectives of this thesis are to study the attempts of

honosexual groups in Manitoba to change the conception of

homosexuality as a deviant behavior and to analyze the responses

of the ruling etite to these efforts. That is, this thesis

docunents these efforts, ascertains the relative impact of the

homosexual lobby groups on their targets, and deternines the

factor(s) making for their success.

THEORETICAL ISSUES

In this thesis, I work in the context of the analytical

conflict perspective but the particular theoretical moder is the

e1lte theory of interest group activity. I begin with a brief
discussion of two dominant perspectives in the discipline of

sociology, namely functionalis¡n and conftict theory. The

objective is to explore the possible utility of these theoretical
orientations to this research. slnce this thesis seeks to examine

the rore of interest group activity in changing the deviant status

of honosexuality ln the consclousness of the public and in
pressing for the extension of legal and human rights provisions to
cover homosexuals, it is necessary to discuss interest group

theories. The major theoretical modeLs, pluralist, eritist and

class hegemonist, which have been used to study the exercise of
power by interest groups are exa¡nined and one is selected for this
thesis. A justification for adopting the elite paradign is then

provided. This is followed by a brief discussion of the role of
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interest group activity in Canadian social policy formulation and

implementation from the perspective of elite theory. The

determinants of interest group success as well as the role of

po$rer in the deconstruction of deviant ho¡nosexuai identity are

discussed. This is then followed by the research propositions.

Two homosexuaL interest groups - Gays for Equalityl anO The Sexual

Orientation Lobby - are used as case studies in an attempt to

determine how denands for the inclusion of sexual orientation in

the Human Rights Code as a prohibited ground of discrimination

have been presented and responded to by the governing elites.

Finally, a methodological design for conducting this research

is provided, and issues concerning reliability and vaLidity of the

data are raised and discussed. The findings are presented and

analysed in ter¡ns of the analytical conflict prespective, focusÍng

speclfically on elite theory of interest group activity.

Conclusions are drawn fron these discussions.

CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

The energence and developnent of social policies and laws

have been well documented. There is a plethora of Iiterature on

the political. processes, noral. entrepreneuring and interest group

lobbying that gave birth to the formation of certain laws and

sociaL policies. For example, social welfare progrannes,

anti-abortion laws, pension policies, laws against drunk-driving,

laws on pornogrpahy and prostitution, the criminalization of
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cocaÍne and marijuana use, anti-homosexuality laws and prohibition

are a few of the issues on which interest groups and mora-l

crusaders have acted. tn studies of some of these processes, the

economics and politics of policy formation are seen to saturate

not only public and offÍcial conceptÍons of deviance, but also the

nature of deviation itseLf: rule-naking, the public inagery of

deviance, and the deviant's symbolic re-ordering of his universe

coalesce (Pearson, 1975, p. 57). However, there has been

virtuaLJ.y no study of the deconstruction of devlant identities by

interest groups whose members are stigmatized and discrininated

against by the dominant segment of society. It is therefore hoped

that this thesis will contribute to the body of data available on

the societal treatment of minority groups in politically and

ethnically plura-tistic societies. Difference is perennial.ly

problematic.

The ratÍonale for using ho¡nosexuality as a case study is that

homosexual lobby groups are the most vocal, dissident groups

advocating a definition of reaiity that challenges the do¡ninant

taken-for-granted heterosexual tradition in Manitoba. Rapists,

transvestites, child-abusers and prostitutes nay uphold different

definitions of reality; however, none of these are engaged in an

open, organized campaign to a-tter society's definitions of real.ity

and to secure protective legislation for their menbers. In other

words, these are people who cannot be regarded as champions or
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definers of alternative symbolic universes; they do not seek to

re-define their identity and chatlenge the existing social order

and the dominant conceptions of reality regarding sexuality.

Homosexuat lobby groups are unique in this regard.

Studies on homosexuality and the history of homosexual rights

campaigns also abound. However, usually these are either

etiological accounts of homosexuality from divergent perspectives,

argunents about homosexua-tity as a tife styte, or a chronological

account of the struggles of homosexuars against discrininatory

treat¡nent and the pains and agonies of 'coming out' or 'staying in

the closet'. This thesis departs from these traditional

approaches to ho¡nosexuality. The interest is not in the moral or

historical dimensions of homosexuality as such, but rather in the

political processes involved in the attenpts of honosexuar lobby

groups to deconstruct and redefine their identity and thereby to

obtain legislation to protect their nenbers against discriminatory

treatment.

Honosexuality has been denedicatized and decri¡ninalized but

continues to be regarded as deviant. Historical and current

discourses on homosexuality are genera-tly imbued with a great deal

of politics and passion. The emergence and development of the Gay

Liberation Movement in the 1g60s and early 1920s catapulted the

issue of homosexuality into political limelight. Today,

honosexuality continues to generate interest due largely to the
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pervasive fear of AIDS. The acceptance of homosexuality and the

episodic eruption of homophobic violence represent extre¡ne poles

of the treatment of homosexuality and homosexuals in Canadian

society. The subject continues to evoke deep senti¡nents. Unlike

other forms of sexual expression generally stigmatized by thÍs

culture, homosexuality has gained relative acceptance as a

lifestyle. This was facilitated by a formidable political

novenent which it produced, drawing considerable inspiration from

the civil rÍghts and feminist movements, and the anti-Vietnam war

protests which characterized the political atnosphere in the U.S.

during the 1960's.

But homosexuals are stiLl looked down upon in society. Their

sexual orientation is considered deviant by many people in

society. Sone homosexuals allege they are victims of

discrimination based purely on their sexual orientation. In

Manitoba, two ho¡nosexual groups attempted and succeeded in

Lobbying the provincial government to enact protective legislation

to cover their members and to prohibit discrinination based on

sexual orientation. In other words, they engaged in a polltical

struggle to deconstruct the deviant identity assigned to then by

the dominant segment of society; they wanted to obtaine legitÍmacy

and status for their sexual orientation within the existing

political and legal system. These efforts are the subject of this

thesis .



CHAPTER TWO

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

This chapter serves to illustrate this society's conceptÍons

of sexual deviance through an historical overview of past and

present attitudes. The objective is to show the dynamic role

played by various power groups in defining and changing

conceptions of deviant sexual behavior especial.ly homosexuality.

It wil-t be shorln that these conceptions in turn have influenced

the fornulation of laws and policies concerning sexual deviance.

ThÍs historical overview of the relationship between the

definÍtion of sexual deviance by power groups and the fornulation

of Laws pertaining to sexual deviance is deeneci crucial to any

analysis of the political processes involved in the deconstruction

of such definitions and -[aws. As Chanbliss and Seidnan (1982,

p. 13) point out, the study of law must not only recognize the

uniqueness of law and order in a particu-tar historical period, it

must also take account of the historical context and development

of these social phenonena in order to comprehend the potential

for, as well as the limits of change. In other words, to

understand the deconstruction of any iten of reality it is

essentiaL first to understand the social construction of that

reality, the historical context within which that construction

took place as well as the forces instrumental in the construction

process.
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INTERESTS, POIT'ER AND DEVIANCE DEFINITIONS

The promotion or naintenance of interests constitute the

seed-bed of deviance definitions. There is a fundamentar economic

dimension to definitions of certain for¡ns of sexual activities as

deviant. Kasinsky (1978) points out that the socio-economic

institutions of society Iarge-ty determÍne the cultural definitions

of sexuality.

Sexual norms are intimately related to social power. Human

societies are so labÍIe and diverse that vÍrtually every form of

sexual behavior, even those that are general.Ly assumed to be

socially disruptive, including homosexua.tity and prostitution, has

at so¡netine been regarded as either nornal, or under special

circu¡nstances, permissible. Human nature, (including sexual.ity)

is a very plastic socÍal construction. Nevertheless, the

normality or permissibility of any sexuai form in society is

deternined by those menbers of society who are powerful enough to

define and interpret social reality in terms of their interests.

In some societies,' prostitution enjoys the tacit support of the

political and economic elite who seen to encourage the

proJ.iferation of brothels as a means of quietening the peasantry

and urban proleteriat with cheap sex and entertainment.

Itlhere it serves the interests of the chanpions of the church

and state as a provider of revenue for their lavish lifestyles

and,/or domination of the laity, prostitution nay be pernitted and
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legitimated in reJ.igious pursuits. where it helps advance the

economic or capital accunulation of the political elites, rape may

be defined as a property transgression rather than a personal

sexual violation. The point here is the use va-lue of women in the

structure of socia-l relationships, and the provision of "easy sex',

as an opium of the people--a psychological diversion of the

energies of the poor in society into- physical gratifications and

pseudo-contentment--are all part of domination-subordination

devices.

Human sexual energy could be directed toward many animate and

some inanimate objects, yet in many societies, and especÍally in

Euro-Anerican ones, people are encouraged to confine their sexual

outlets to one legally recognized heterosexuar partner. such

institutionar arrangements have been initiarly justified in terms

of their benefits to individuals and their functionality to the

soclal order, but urtimateLy they have been regitinated as the

manifestatÍon of Divine f|lill or the Natural order of rhings (Box,

1981, p. 122).

The enphasis on only one socially recognized heterosexuar

outlet also serves some politico-economic functions; the nuclear

fanily today functions to provide both a consumption unit for a

corporately organized society, as well as a "garage" for workers.

Snith (7974 ) has poignant-ty pointed out that:

...The home is a place, where people are stored when they are
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not at work, where they are mafntained and serviced, fed and

cieaned, úùhere they are psychologically repaired and the

injuries of the daily routine and tensions generated on the

Job made good, and where the next generation of employees is

produced and tralned for their future occupational roles.

The popular antipathy toward homosexuallty has econo¡nic basis.

Apart fron the fear of the possible extinction of hunanity

consequent to the societal acceptance of homosexuality, sone fear

that homosexualfty would adversely affect fanily life and

consequently distort the nature of the economic system. To

maintain the do¡ninance of heterosexuality, appeals to religÍon and

law are made.

Religious codes have served as the basis of nany laws in nany

cultures. Many Americans and Canadian laws have thelr basis in

the Christian religion. Both the state and religion buttressed

each other in legitimatÍng the existing social order.

MEDICINE

The definition and conception of sexual deviance has not been

the exclusive prercgerive of religious leaders. By the turn of

the 18th century nedicÍne had begun to be part of the social

construction of sexual deviance. Although the nedical influence

was largely an augmentation of the religious positions on

sexuality, medicine began to "discover" and create "nerr¡" forms of

sexual offenses and to isolate the clergy from the "scientific
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treatment" of such "sexual perverts" as homosexuals, sexual

psychopaths and masturbators.

Bullough (19?6, 1979), Katz (1983), and Conrad and Schneider

(19S0, p. 772-93) have docu¡nented the accumulation of medical

opinion which first identified masturbation as a source of mental

and physical degeneration and later assinilated homosexuality into

the masturbation paradÍgm. By the late 1800s, a cascade of

nedical writings had produced a veritable antimasturbation

hysteria and a technology of sexual repression (Bullough, 1976, p.

5421- The work of Mohr (1978) also denonstrates the increasing

role of physicians in the anti-abortion crusade. Over a period of

two centurtes medj.cine éucceeded in gaining a hegenony over the

definÍtion of appropriate sexuality and in becoming the dominant

profession in recent history. Not only did medicine wed itself to

science and thereby became "scientific", but also it became the

great incorporator of knowledge (Zol,a, L977, p. 48), garnering to

its bosom any form of knowledge that night be relevant to its

ends. Today, medicine enconpasses virtually every aspect of human

life, and its control of human sexuality is partlcularly complex

and total. MedicÍne has now becone a doninant systen of social

control .

I{hite no facet of human life has been left outside the

controlling province of medico-psychiatry, sexuality has been a

favored specia-tty.
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THE ROLE OF MEDICO-PSYCHIATRY IN THE SOCIAL

CONSTRUCTION OF HOUOSEXUALITY AS DEVIANT CONDUCT

The work of the English physician Bekkers publishecl in 1710

and entitled Onania or the Heinoqs Sin of Self-Pollution, and all

its Fnightful Consequences in Both Sexes Considered ¡ylth Spiritual

and Physical Advice condemned and produced a full-flectged campaign

against masturbation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

(Guindon, 1976, p. 258). Bekkers' work úras expanded and

translated by a nunber of physlcians throughout those centuries,

setting the pace for a najor transition in the conception of

sexual devÍance.

Sexual counsefling literature has been haunted by many

misconceptions about reproduction, inheritance and sexual matters

in general to the present day:

Homosexuals, whom some consider so by inheritance, are not

sick but vicious--the lash and the dungeon are the treatnent

they reguire. Many symptoms and signs accompany excessive

venery--hunchback, red nose, baldness, elephantiasis, piles,

frequent e¡nissions, constipation, gout. Posture in coition

other than the 'Missionary positionr are harnful (they must

bê, because they dimfnish the likelihood of conception and

are accordingly sins of luxury), but they are described in

practical detail. Impotence arises from defects of the

system, the seed or the penis--or of course, fron being
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bewitched or wanting the desired object too nuch" (Comfort,

1968, p. 29-30).

By the beginning of the nineteenth century ¡nedical ideas in sexual

matters were present. Printing was cheap, and literacy was

growing, enabling those who could read to avail the¡nselves of a

varlety of literature including that on sexuality. Also evident

was a trend toward personal hygiene and physical health, nuch of

which was based on fear of contaglous diseases. lrlhereas

previously diseases r{ere dee¡ned to be visitations from God, people

now began to accept increased personal responsibility for their

own heatth. Religious rituals began to be considered enpty

superstitions unvrrorthy of chrrstians and rational men, although

new rituals appeared in washing, bathing, eating, defecating and

worshipping. An age of "reason" had begun rvhich set the pace for

new developnents (Confort, 1968, p. 44).

Three wrfters emerged from the medicar profession in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centurles to have a maJor impact on

the development of a "sclentific" approach to the study of human

sexuallty and on the establishment of the boundaries for

appropriate sexual behaviors. These nriters were Rfchard von

Krafft-Ebing, Sigmund Freud, and H. Havelock Eltis. No attenpt
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r,Iill be made to provÍde a comprehensive outlÍne of the varying

ways in which these medical scholars approached sexuality.

However, some underlying themes wilI be considered to provide

insight into the source of nany of the conceptions of sexuaj

deviance.

Krafft-Ebing p-tayed a major role in defining the quality of

the scientific environment which proved conducive to, and

receptive to Freudian theories of the nature of sexuality. In

this sense, Krafft-Ebing was the forerunner of Freud (Petras,

1973, p. 24). His nost noted work, Psychopatia Sexualis (1886)

retains as an unquestionable fact the vÍew that masturbation Ís

the essential cause of most of the sexual- deviations plaguing

humanity (Guindon, 1976, p. 259).

In addition, Krafft-Ebing Íras one of the first ¡nedical

writers to sensationalize sexuality in the context of crime. As

Petras (1973) notes, he fostered the idea that "horrible crilnes

were made more horribte if the sexual element was included as part

of the motivation" (p. 25). This can be seen not only in the case

of sinple assault as opposed to rape, but also the view, stÍII

popular today, that sexually sti¡nulating phenonena can act upon an

ÍndivÍdual in such a way as to cause the comnissÍon of crimes that

otherwise would not be comnitted.l

Krafft-Ebing also had the idea that coitus in marriage was

the only normal and therefore acceptable form of sexual activity.
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Any deviation fron this norm even within marriage was considered a

perversion. This conception of which behaviors constitute sexuaL

perversion has influenced attitudes and laws to the present.

Freud was primarily concerned with discoverÍng the "universal

underlying drives" and the individual characteristics that

notivated men and wonen to engage in sexual "expression" of

diverse forms, incLuding repression. He linked human sexuality

with developmental. stages based on physical and psychological.

growth. To the outrage of Victorian norality, Freud argued that

sexual Ilfe begins at birth not at puberty, and described the

infant as a polymorphous pervert (WrÍght , 1977, p. Z4Ol.

Most significant in terns of conceptions of sexual deviance

r'Jas the connection he saw between early chitdhood experiences and

sexuar expressions and perversions in adulthood. Freud's clinicat

writings reinforced the common belief that masturbation hras a

common cause of neurotic disorders.

The writings of Havelock Ellis expressed a different

perspective on sexual behavior from those of Krafft-Ebing and

Freud. Unlike Freud, r,úho saw sexuality as an intrinsic part of

every single human action, Ellis enphasized sexual behavÍor as

only one variant of social behavior. Sexual behavior and sexual

attitudes were acquired through socialization, and therefore they

could be modified. He did not place any emphasis on linkages

between biographic experiences buried in the subconscious of the
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individual and overt sexual expressions in adult life, as h¡as

Freud's orientation. As Petras (1973, p. :l) poÍnts out, El-[is

believed that the labelling of a partÍcular form of behavior as

"normal" or "perverse" was a reflection of social definitions.

The major underlying theme of these medical writers and their

foLlowers was that all sexual activity other than coitus in

narriage was perverse and a basis for neurotic disorder. The

approach to sexuaL devlance rùas transforned into a medical

evaluation and treatnent of symptoms of underlying drives. The

idea of "original sin" as the cause of sexual deviance was

replaced with the concept of "neurotic disorder".

The dominance of the discipline of medicine in defining

appropriate sexual behavior was reinforced by the writings of

Alfred Kinsey beginning in the -tate 1940s. Kinsey and his

colleagues documented the similarities and differences between

nale and fenale sexua-l needs and actual sexuaL behavior. The

extent of pre-maritai and extra-marital sex, masturbation and

homosexuality, bestiality and group sex rr¡ere some of the issues

dealt with in the over 18,000 interviews conducted among a

cross-section of the Anerican populace.

In Kinsey's vÍew, the work of people tike Havelock Ellis,

Freud and Krafft-EbÍng was not scientific (I{right, 1977, p. 241).

In contrast to the writings of the psychoanalysts, Kinsey's work

was couched in the language of the common person and thus ¡nade
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public consumption more feasible. Kinsey's findings also

reflected a change in society's ideas on appropriate and

inappropriate sexual behavior:

Cultural values had changed to the extent of creating a gap

between avai-Lable infornation and desired information. and

that this informatÍon gap provided the condÍtions for the

acceptance of Kinsey. In a sense, then, American society had

created a need for Kinsey in order to provide an

interpretation of the behavior and attitudes that already had

changed (Petras, 1973, p. 45).

More recently, the work of Masters and Johnson in the 1960s

reflect the persistent hold of the medical profession on the

determination of appropriate and inappropriate human sexual

functioning. Their work, which focused on the physiological

aspects of sexual intercourse, inter al1a, highlighted the impact

of hu¡nan feelings on the adequacy of sexual relations. The most

significant dinension of their work was the treatment progranme

they proposed for sexual problems. One of the revealing resuLts

of their research was that inhibÍtive attitudes and ignorance are

the causes of most sexuaL problens. Certainly, this contrasted

very sharply with psychoanalytic views which associated problens

with neurotic or nental and/or physical illnesses. This new

premise on sexuality proved prophetic of changes in the conception

of sexual deviance.
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This overview of the influences from the past has served to

illustrate changing conceptions of sexual deviance. rt has also

shown the rore of the dominant segments of society in constructing

and defining sexuaj deviance.

The trend towards dealing with sexual deviance as a violation

of higher spirituar and moral values refLected the predo¡ninant

Ínfluence of religious scholars. The emergence of psychoanalytic

writings brought the definitions of appropriate and inapprorÍate

sexual behavior within the domains of medicine. since then, the

association of sexual deviance with neurotic disorders has

prevailed, and many sexuar acts have been medical ized, and their
perpetrators paternatistically forced through "rehabilitative"

programmes with significant costs (financiat, emotional and

otherwise) to society and the¡nseLves.

It must be emphasízed, however, that the struggle to
establish given definitions of reality with respect to appropriate

or inappropriate conduct in society is neither simple nor easy.

Rarely has one group or its representatives conpletely succeeded

in annihilating previous definitions of reality and putting a ne$r

set in their place. 0n the contrary, conpeting perspectives often

result in compronises and varying degrees of ',balancecl

coalitions", such as the marriage between nedicine and religion,
often with a great deal of complementarity.
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tAW AND SEXUAL DEVIANCE

As indicated throughout the preceding historical overview,

socÍaI definitiotìs of sexual deviance and societal responses to

such definitions are determined by the power groups prevaiJ.ing at

any given time. Laws have already been enacted (or social norms

established) throughout history and across cultures to sanction

sexual conduct. As the influence of particular power,/interest

groups have waned, so have laws governing appropriate and

inappropriate sexual behavior changed.

Foucault (1978) sees the notion of sexuality as itself an

Ídeological construct, a product of particular historical

cÍrcunstances. According to him, sexuality is enployed by the

powerful segment of society Ín its goal of socÍal control. In any

given society, the powerful sector of the population organizes sex

in its grip on bodies and their forces, energies, sensations, and

pleasures (Foucautt, 1978, p. 155). The point here is not how a

given power group such as the clergy or merchants in a capitalist

society oppress sexuality but rather how various social

definitions of sexuality emerge and the social condltions which

facilitate their existence. In keeping with this mode of

thinking, Gagnon and Si¡non (1973) and Foucault (1978) recognize

that a major way in which sexuality is reguJ.ated Ís through the

process of categorization and the Ímposition definitions upon the

various possibilities of the body and the various forms of
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expression that "sex" can taken (Gay Left Collective, 1980,

p. 74). This role of organization, regulation, and categorization

is performed by various institutions: psychiatry, medicine, the

Law, modern forns of famiJ.y. In spÍte of their relative autonony

within the capitalist system and from the ruLing class, all of

these institutions can be seen as products of the capÍtalist

organization of society.

CHANGING CONCEPTÏONS OF SEXUAL DEVIANCE: THE GAY/LESBIAN

LIBERATION MOVEMENT AND THE DECRIMINATIZATION OF HOMOSEXUALITY

Although specific criticisns of medicat definitions of

deviance (e.g. , "mentai illness", "addiction", "alcoho1ism")

abound, it appears that only in the case of honosexuality is there

a cLear and compelling challenge to basic assumptions of the

nedical model itself (Conrad and Schneider, 1980, p. 193). The

decriminalization of honosexuality represents the most concerted

action by a hitherto stigmatized group of people to forge a conmon

identity, develop a conmon consciousness ancl power, and utilÍze

this power to extricate thernselves from the dominant conception of

their sexual orÍentation. It provides an exanple par excellence

of a challenge to medicalization of sexual orientation, and

therefore serves as a useful point of reference in the anaiysis of

the role of power groups in the fornulation of conceptions of

sexual behavior.

Paradoxically, it was medicine itself that originated this
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challenge when, at the turn of the 20th century, a smaLl number of

respected physicians, lobbÍed for a slight variation in the

medical conception of homosexuality. They declared that although

homosexual preference was probably congenital, it was not

pathological. The demedicalizatÍon of homosexuality reflected a

conceptua-l shift from sin to sickness to lifesty1e.. Eventually,

in AprÍ1 1974, homosexuality was removed from the Diagnostic and

Scientific Manual III, the official list of diseases as defined by

the American PsychÍatric Association. However, the period beth¡een

the artÍculation of this view and the eventua-t demedicalization of

homosexuality and its consequent decriminalizatÍon throughout the

U.S. and Canada ü¡as filled with intense politicking by a nunber of

gayll.esbian lobby groups. The most notable groups in the campaign

to achieve this goa.l were the New York Gay Liberation Front, the

New York MattachÍne Society, the Panthers, and the Berkeley Gay

Liberation Front.

It is not within the scope of this thesis to trace the

detailed history and development of this movement, a task which

has been adequately acconplished by Katz (1976), Bullough (1976)

and Kinsman (1987). Suffice it to say that it has become common

to date the gay liberation novement from June 27, 1969, when the

Stonewall Inn, a popular gay men's bar in the Greenwich Vil-tage

section of New York city was raided by police (Bul-lough, 1979,

p. 63). This resulted in a series of riots by gay people. By the
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fal1 of 1970, a politically active gay communÍty emerged across

the United States, and spread its Iiberationist message through

pl'otests, marches and independent newspapers (D'emilio, 1983,

p. 233).

"Coning out of the closet" was a difficult experience for

some individual homosexuals whose sexual orientation was greatly

stignatized by the "straight" society. The Gay Liberation

Movement drew considerable inspiration and encouragement from the

black power protests, the civil rights ¡novement, the Feninist

movement and the anti-Vietnam War protests which characterized the

1960s. The novenent also transforned the concept of "coming

out"--recognizing one's homosexual desires, subsequently

attenpting to act upon them and acknowledging one's sexual

preferences (D'emilio, 1983, p. 20) into doctrine of collective

assertiveness. These groups openly challenged psychiatric

diagnosis of homosexuality and the treatments prescribed such as

aversion therapy and psychotherapy at conferences of the American

Psychiatric Association. Thus, by AprÍ1 19?4 when Judd Marmour, a

proponent of --::= -J.ifestyJ.e view of ho¡nosexuality, was elected

president of the Anerican Psychiatric Association, an atmosphere

conducive to the exclusion of homosexuality from the AP.A's

nomenclature of diseases had been created (Conrad & SchneÍder,

1980 , p. 208--9 ) .

Also contrÍbuting to the strength of the Gay Liberation
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Movement's campaign was the Kinsey report which rejected the

mysterious psychic processes and sexual "identities', that were the

stock-in trade of psychiatry on homosexuality (conrad & schneider,

1980' p. 198). Kinsey and his corleagues defined honosexual

conduct as any physical sexual contact that involves people of the

same sex (Kinsey et al., 1948, p. 615-61?). Their conclusion that

some 37% of the adult male population of the u.s. had "some overt

homosexual experience to the point of orgasm between adolescence

and old age" (Kinsey et al., 1948, p. 623) arso helped to shatter

some of the myths regarding honosexuality. Contrary to

established medico-religious viewpoints, the evidence from the

Kinsey study pointed to honosexuality as a reLativery comnon

phenomenon.

The gay liberation groups took advantage of the potitical

radicalism and black activism of the 1960s, the conclusions of the

Kinsey study of 1948, the ethos of the sexual revolution of the

1960s, and the popular revulsion against police raÍds on gay bars.

Fron this congloneration of forces emerged a vibrant, politicalty

cohesive homosexuar community which succeeded in lobbying and

challenging nedicar practitioners and politicians to denedicalize

and decriminalize homosexuality.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Homosexuality has been decriminalized in Canada since 1967.

However, the demedicalization and decriminaLization of

homosexuality did not Ímply a deconstruction of the deviant

identity attached to it. The Gay Liberation Movement across

Canada is therefore engaged in a ne$¡ phase of its struggle--to

deconstruct ho¡nosexuality as deviant conduct and to demand

equality and protective legislation to cover homosexuals. In other

words, the strugg.l.e to deconstruct honosexual identity as deviant

is also a struggle for human rights. 'Gay rights'are part and

parcel of hunan rights, and'gay rights' arise on-ly when the

status or treatment of an individual or organization is dependent

on his/her (or Íts) sexual orientatÍon.

Using two homosexual interest groups in Manitoba as a case

study, this thesis explores the dynamics of the demand for the

inclusion of sexual orientation in the ManÍtoba Human Rights Code

as a prohibited ground of discrimination, and examines the factors

that made for the success of this campaign.

POWER AND THE DECONSÎRUCTION OF HOMOSEXUAL IDENTITY AS DEVIANT

Deviance and the profession of deviant identities and

orientations are integral to p-tural.istic societies. This is

because a pluralistic society has a taken-for-granted core

universe within which different partiaJ. universes co-exist in a
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state of mutual accommodation (Berger and Luckman, 1981, p. l4Z).

such a socjety encourages both scepticism ancl innovation which are

inherently subversive to the status quo. This situation permits

the emergence of aLternative, dissenting definitions of reality.

Thus, with regard to sexual norms for Ínstance, a "deviant"

subculture such as homosexuality exists al.ongside the dominant,

taken-for-granted heterosexual culture. The confrontation of

alternative definitions of reality implies a problen of power -

which of the conflicting definitions wÍlL be "made to stick" in

the society. Indeed, the success of particular definitions of

reality is related to the porver possessed by those who try to

establish them. Conflicting definitions of reality are thus

decided in the sphere of opposing social interests whose rivatry

is in turn "translated" into theoreticat and legal terms (Berger &

Luckman, 1981, p. 138).

In pluralistic societies, the ruling class puts forward an

ideology which seeks to represent its own position as legitÍmate

and to suppress or negate alI other definitions of reality that

may be offered by dissident groups or individuals. Departure from

such standard, "legitinate" positions constitutes deviance. But

deviance is always a product of enterprÍse (Becker, 1969, p. 162l.

An individual or group nay champion a cause to have a given

behavior defined as deviant (Blumer, 1971). Deviance designations

then emerge and are legitinated through a political process
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involving conflict about power relations. As Conrad and Sclrneider

(1980, p. 23) note, moral entrepreneurs and other champions of

deviance definitions can operate in any social system that has the

pohrer and authority to impose definitions of deviance on the

behaviors and activities of its members. In other words, deviance

is socially constructed, and definitions are always enbodied, that

is, concrete individuals and groups of individuals serve as

definers of reality (Berger and Luckman, 1981, p. IZg).

Alternative definitions of reality threaten the status quo.

The appearance of an alternative definition of reality poses

a threat because its very existence demonstrates empirically that

the existing, doninant, universe subscribed to by the ruLing eJ.ite
ìt

is less than inevitab¡j:. Berger and Luckman (1981) note that, on

"Ia ¡nore fundanental level, the deviant's conduct challenges the

societal reality as such, putting in question its

taken-for-granted cognitive and nornative operating procedures.

Decisions are made by the ruling elite to deal with the deviant or

inappropriate conduct, and such decisions are essentially

political. In the words of Goffman (1968):

since inappropriate behavior is typically behavior that some

one does not like and finds extrenely troublesome, decisions

concerning it tend to be politica-t, in the sense of

expressing the special interest that can be said to be above

the concerns of any particular grouping (1968, p. 977).
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In other words, those whose interests are served by the existing

symbolic universe make political attempts to control the "deviant"

definitions of reality or the "inappropriate" conduct. This may

be done through therapy. Thus, honosexuals have been subjected to

therapeutic control; they have been exorcised, psycho-analyzed ano

medically treated as sick peopJ.e who must be conpassionately

herped to return to a state of "normalcy", i.ê. heterosexuality.

The conceptual,izatÍon of homosexuatity in medicaL terns as a

sickness, the resurt of bad genes or defective mothering, implies

conpassion. However, as Pearson (192b, p. 25) points out,

compassion invoLves invalidation, a denÍal of authenticity,

desirability and appropriateness to a given act or phenomenon.

This is the essence of therapy: Ít entails the social control of

"deviants" to ensure that they stay within the institutionalized

definitions of reality.

There has been a shift in the conception of homosexuarity

from "demonic possession" (badness) to mental disorder (sickness)

to J.ifestyle (Conrad and Schneider, 1930). Although

homosexuality has been denedÍcalized and decrimina-lized, it is

stitl considered deviant, an aberration.

In pluralistic societies, wÍth the passage of tine,

contradictions nay develop between the prevailing system of social

relations (via identities) and the content of the formaL rules

that purport to govern it. one early task of a dissident group

r'I
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such as a homosexual lobby group

dominant legal ideo-logy in order

to explore the limits of the

see ho¡u much can be

accomplished within those limits. However, those who occupy the

decisive power positÍons are ready to use their power to impose

the traditional definitions of reality on the population under

their authority. Potentiarly conpetitive conceptuarizations of

the universe are liquidated as soon as they appear - either

physically destroyed or integrated within the tradition itsetf
(Berger and Luckmann, 1991, p. 139). In modern day pluralistic

societies the existence of opposition to the physical destruction

of the advocates and practitioners of deviant conceptions of

reality neans that integration in the dominant group's ter¡ns

beco¡nes the usual course.

It is not only the construction of deviance that is a product

of enterprise; so also is its deconstruction. Deviant identities

do not always persist over ti¡ne. sooner or later, those whose

alternatÍve definitions of reality and conduct have been

considered deviant and stigmatized, may organize thenselves in an

effort to deconstruct their assigned identity and the concomitant

negative entitLements. Thus, honosexual lobby groups have

developed in many Euro-Anerican socÍeties to counter the

definition of their sexuar orientation as deviant. Through the

mobirization or organization of their ¡nembers, sexual orientation

has been raised as a civil rights issue - a pub-tic issue of

IS

to
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discrimination arising because of existing Iaws. These robby

groups are engaged in an effort to acguire.tegitinacy and status
for their sexual orientation in the established order. In other

words, they seek to charlenge the established definitions of

rearity and the prevaÍling system of social relations. They are

engaged in a politicat conflict over the re-definition of reality.
In order to deconstruct the deviant identity assigned to them,

homosexuals must organize to chailenge the legitinations of that
identÍty, paradoxically, withÍn the existing regal rures. Even

dissident groups must nobirize themse-lves within the framework of
the established political system. ThÍs is the paracrox of

dissident lobby groups: in part, lobby groups are political

novements which accept the dominant assumptions of the governing

class and seek to use them to their own advantage.

To make sense of honosexuar robbying or interest group action

one must consider that social relations are expressed in formal

legar rules and systems of raw established by the powerful for
their own advantage. Honosexual robby groups must charrenge the

established system of law as a precondition to re-defining their
stigmatized identity. This necessariry means that the

deconstruction and redefinition of homosexual identity is
essentially a po-titicai. process which cannot be divorced from the

politics of sociaJ. policy formation and the enactment of laws.

This study farls within the franework of the sociorogy of
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law. Gurvith describes the sociology of law as:

that part of the sociology of the hu¡nan spirit which studies

the full social reality of law, beginning with its tangible

and externally observable expressions, in effective

collective behaviors and in the material basis (1973, p. 48).

In other words, it is the study of law and society that takes into

account aspects of human þehavior. According to Schur (1968) the

study of law entails the:

analysis and understanding of the 1egal system as such,

rather than the mere recognition of legal aspects in related

areas of social life (p. 4).

The rationa-le for the study of law and society is to "learn from

one unique situation something useful for solving another problen

in another ptace, involving different peopte (and) using

empirical investigations of social science that ineluctably deal

with past events in order to understand and guide problen-solving

Ín the future" (ChamblÍss & Siedman, 1982, p. 12).

THEORETICAL FRAMET{ORK

The presence of some kind of legal system is essential to the

maintenance of social order, especially in nodern, conplex

societies. However, the lega1 system is not static. As new

situations arise and established traditions crumble in the face of

social pressures instigated by modernization and hunan creativity,

societies effect changes in their substantive and procedural laws
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in order to ensure an integrated social system.

The study of the causes, processes, and patterns of changes

in law and society has traditionalJ.y been undertaken within the

framework of structural-functionalisn and modern conflict

theories. Both theoretical traditions attempt to make sense of

the existing social reality and the changes to which the social

system must constantly respond. These theoretical perspectives

are the subject of the next section.

THE FUNCTIONALIST PERSPECTIVE

Functionalisn is a theoreticar perspective that sees each

structure Ín society as serving a certain purpose. It adopts an

organismic view of society. Functionalisn conceives of society

a sociar system consisting of different but interrelated parts,

all of which contribute to ilre overalr integration of the system

and thus ensure the stability of the social order.

Functionalisn equates sociai structures with the organs of

the hunan body, implying that each part serves a positive function

without which the social system cannot survíve (Traub & Little,
1980; chambliss & seidman, 1982; Horton, 1966). A fundanental

concept in functionaiism is the notion of consensus. It is

assumed that people in society are united by commonly shared

values or generatly accepted standards of conduct (!{aLLace &

wolf, 1980; Horton, 1966). This consensus generates and sustains

a stable socia-l order. Moreover, social institutions are presumed
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to be neutral entities operating with a varue-neutral framework.

All functional units in the systen are also presumed to work

toward the attainment of an equiLibrium in the society. society

is conceived as a system composed of a number of sub-systems which

interact with each other (Parsons & Smelser, 1961). Through a

series of adaptations in the form of cooperation, competition,

conflict and accommodation society maintains an equilibrium which

helps sustain a relatively unified social systen.

One strain of the functionalist model worthy of note here is

the general systems approach. It places its emphasis on the study

of organizations and interrelationships rather than on the

sub-systems as associated with Parsonian functionaLism (Easton,

1965). The systens nodel. conceives of social systems as

constantly adapting to their environnent and internal organization

(Theordorson & Theordorson, 1969). It emphasizes an "open" system

characterised by information exchange or "feedback" which

activates a contÍnuous adaptation in society. According to this

model, it is nore useful to view society in its entirety than in

terms of its parts. A holistic view of society facilitates a

clearer appreciation of the causes, consequences, mutual

interactions and the "total emergent processes" as products of

choices made available from positive or negative "feedbacks" of

Índividuais or groups involved (BuckJ.ey, 1962, p. 80).

In this vein, Easton (1965) has pointed out that the
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political system functions on tlre basis of "inputs" and "outputs".

Inputs refer to the demands and support of the members of the

society going to the decision-makers. outputs emmanate from the

leaders and decision-makers in the society in the forn of

responses and actions to specified demands. The choices made by

authorities or "policy-makers" (Lindblom, 19Zg) reflect an

accommodation to a variety of Ínterests. The advantages of

functionalism in social policy analysis inhere in the nature of

the questions the perspective examines, the structures and the

latent and nanifest functions involved (Yelaja, 19?8, p. 15).

FunctÍonalism has several Limitations. It has been

criticized for being an inherently conservative paradigm due to

its emphasis on consensus, neutrality and equilibrium. Blau, for

instance, has noted that, in functionalism:

there is much concern with social order and norms, little

with social discord and poúrrer, opposition and oppression.

The functional orientation introduces a conservative bias

into sociological analysis in the specific sense that it

directs attention to system naintenance and stability and

diverts attention fron conflict and change (1972).

In the same vein, Horowitz points out that

structural-functionalisn "tends to becone a metaphysical

representation of the dominant ideological matrix" (1962, p. Z7O).

It emphasizes universai values over individual interests,
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macroscopic view of the law and its role in the maintenance of

socÍal stability. Thus, law is held to be not only a reflection

of the opinions and conmitments of the members of society

(Greenaway & Brickey, 1978; Chambiiss & Mankoff, 1976) but also

as a neutral entity transcending any diversities in society

(Greenaway & Brickey, 1978; Chambliss and Siedman, 1982). The

function of the lega-t systen. in this view is the promotion of the

common good of society by the impartial enforcement of rules and

arbitration of disputes. The state is also said to be a neutrai

agency whose roLe is the creatÍon of legislation that reflects the

vaLue consensus of all groups in the society. This functionaiist

conception of the nature of society and the function of the state

is not in accord with reality. It is basically a conservative

conception which helps to perpetuate or entrench the existing

social system.

I{ith regards to the emergence and development of social

policies, functionalists posit that a system of inputs and outputs

facilitates the attainment of consensus and hence equilibriu¡n in

society. Adaptations are achieved between conflÍctÍng interests

and resuLtant equilibrium is functional to the overa-tI integration

of the social systen. The polÍtical process is seen as a

never-ending system of inputs and outputs and feedback from the

populace and programs, policies and actions/responses from the
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authorities to which further feedback is provÍded. According to

Begin (1979), Canadian policy decisions are based on this dynamic

premise.

Although functionalism suggests that governnent intervention

through social policy enhances the opportunities and welfare of

the ¡ne¡nbers of society, i.t does not indicate how conflicting

interests are resolved and priorities determined. To this extent,

it is of limited utility for this thesis. It is inperative

therefore that another theoretical perspectÍve--the conflict

perspective--be explored.

THE CONFLICT PERSPECTIVE

Conflict theory is a modaLity for analysing social structures

and social dynamics in terms of diversity, inequality, coercion

and change in society. As far back as the seventeenth century,

the notion that society is based on inequality and conflict was

emphasised by Francis Bacon who wrote, with particular reference

to the English legal system, that "the laws are like cobwebs,

where the snall f1Íes are caught and the great break through".

Sinilarly, the differential treat¡nent of individuals by the law

based on their relationship to power and other socially valued

resources was captured by Machiavelli in the following lines: "he

who steals a handkerchÍef goes to jail, who steals a country

becones a duke" (Inveranity, et al., 1983, p. 9). However, it was

mainly the works of Marx and that provided the basis for the
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emergence and development of confLict theory (Turner, 1gg2;

Wallace & Wolf, 1990; Craib, 1984).

Marx argued that the existence of different social classes

resulting fro¡n the competitive nature of the capital.istic mode of.

production produces conflict between the "haves" and

"have-nots"--those who possess power and prestige and those who

lack them. According to him, the dominant class Ín society

exercised poürer to entrench its advantaged position. weber, like
Marx, asserted that certain social positions wielded considerably

more power than others and that ideas were important in

regitimatÍng these social differences (Itlallace & wo1f, 19g0). It
was the connon ground established by these two thinkers that

formed the basis for the subsequent deveJ.opment of conflict

theory.

According to Marx, human relations changed fundanentally as a

consequence of the replacement of the primitive communal stage of

society with the division of labor and the subsequent energence of

antagonistic groups or ciasses (coser, 1gz1). since then, the

history of all existing societies has been characterized by cfass

struggle generated by economic forces. Marx conceptualized

classes as aggregates of individuals perforning sinirar or

comparabre functions in the social organization of production and

differentiated by ownership of the means of production, access to

relatively scarce resources and power, and class interests (coser,
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1971 ) . The consequences of this sÍtuation are the existence of

social stratification and confiict. stratification and conftict

constitute the essential elements of the conflict perspective.

The conflict approach has certain specific inplications for

the sociology of law. se.Llin (1ggs) presents a view of conflict

in society based on the existence of different cultural groups.

He contends that laws in pluralistic societies represent the norms

and values of the doninant cultural group. Fron this viewpoint,

conflict results from the failure of the domÍnant cultural group

to enact the conduct norns of other cultural groups into law.

That is, laws do not represent a consensus on values but instead

they ref-tect the conduct norms of the doninant cultural group in

socieLy. In the words of Berger and Lucknann, ,,he who has a

bigger stick has the better chance of imposing his definitions of

reality" (1981, p. 1,27).

Although the works within the perspective share core concepts

and theoretical statements, conf-Lict theory is not a honogeneous

and unified perspective. There are key differences over such

issues as the definition of class, and the ultimate cause of

inequal.ity which divide the perspective into two distinctive

traditions: the critical (or Marxian) and the analytical schooLs

of thought (Wallace et al., 1980, p. 77).
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THE CRITICAL CONFLTCT THEORY

This perspective is also cal1ed radical theory. Anong

others, modern Marxist theorists, the Frankfurt school theorists

and c. Ilright Mills can be said to subscribe to this perspective.

In general, this orientation views society as highJ.y

stiatified or sc;:..e:rted along a single dimension of class

rel.ations. Adherents of this theory posit that the uttimate cause

of conflict and inequality is to be tound in the econo¡nic

structure of society. According to this view, differences in the

amount of power possessed by groups in society are largely

determined by the nature of economic activity and the positions of

groups relative to the means of production. Through the private

ownership and control 0f the means of econo¡nic actÍvity,

capita-tisn erects a hierarchicar class structure characterized by

social and economic inequarity and class conflict. capitalist

society comprises two essentiat crasses with opposing interests

and differences in power. Those who have ownershlp and control of

the neans of production--the capitalist ctass--are guaranteed

economic and political. power g{hich enables them to exercise

doninance over those who lack these resources--the working class

(Brickey & comack, 19s6). An integral part of class conflict is

the endless struggle by groups to gain control of the state which

has the ability to enact and enforce law (chambliss & seidman,

1982).
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THE ANALYTICAL CONFLICT THEORY

Adherents of this strain of conflict theory see the creation

of law as:

a process aimed at the resolution of contradictions.

conflicts and dilemmas which are inherent in the structure of

a particular historÍcal period (Chambliss, 19?6, p. 30).

contradictions are inevitable as they inhere in the fundamental

logic of the social structure. From the social structure emerge

contradictory Ínterests which, when pursued, produce conflict in

society. Attempts are made by both capitaL and the state to deat

with the conflict in a manner which does not jeopardize the social

structure, thereby leaving the basic structurai contradictions

intact. In this way, the capitalist systen is maintained and Law

becomes a mere "synptom-solving mechanisn" (Brickey & Conack,

1986, p. lO7). A.tthough the capitalists are better able to

transrate their interests and conduct norms into law than are the

working classes, the scope and content of the 1aw is not simply a

mirror-image of the short-run interests and ideologies of the

ruling class but a reflectÍon of the struggle by these groups to

have their views represented in the law (Chambliss, 1926, p. 49).

Proponents of this strain (variously called analytical

theorists, dia-lecticat theorists and conftict pluralists) argue

that conflict and inequarity derive from the heterogeneity of

society. Contemporary hlestern society comprises diverse groups
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distinguished by such social factors as race, sex, education or

incone (Brickey & Comack, 1986); values (Cunningham, 19?6);

: vested interests (Chambliss & Seidman, 1982; Millbani, 1983); and

political power (Alford, 1975; Friedman, 19771. I{ith the

exception of race and sex, the other factors are considerably

influenced by the availability of resources and the degree of

social organÍzation. Intra-group conflict inexorably results from

, the diversity in values and vested interests (Alford, 1g?S).

Groups attempt to influence the conduct of the state in its law

naking and enforcenent roles ln order to advance or protect their

interests. Those groups with the greatest political poÍrer are

likely to be nore successful than others.

I Power can be defined as the ability of an actor to determine

I the conduct of other(s). Quinney points out that:

I power and the allocation of vaiues are basic in forming

public policy. Groups with special interests become so weLl

' organized that they are able to influence the policies that

are to affect all persons (1920, p. 1Zl.

The extent to which each interest group is influential is largely

dependent on its access to power in the existing political

structure. Different groups are therefore in a constant state of

conflict in attempting to gain access and to control the

decision-making apparatus. Inevitably, there exlsts a social

environment characterized by continuous conflict between existing
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and new interest groups striving to establish their ideals as the

prevailing standards for society. The fot-towing extensive

quotation trom vold (1958, p. 77-79) elaborates on these dynamics:

This continuity of group interaction, the endless series of

moves and counternoves, of checks and cross-checks, is the

essential elenent in the concept qf- social process. It is
this continuous ongoing of interchangÍng influence, in an

inmediate and dynamically naintained equilibrium, that gives

specÍal significance to the designation 'collective behavior'

as opposed to the idea of simultaneously behaving

individuals. rt Ís this flqid flow of collective action

that provides opportunity for a continuous po,.:fsiOiJi!Í.__of

'lshif tÍne positions, of gaining or 1osing statitls, with the
',j

consequent need to naintain an alert defence of one's

position, and also 4lways with the ever-Dresent and

appealÍng chance of improving on one's status relationshin.

The end result is a more or less continuous struggle to

maintain, or to defend, the place of one's own group in the

interaction of groups, always with due attention to the

possibility of inproving its relative status position.

essential social processes upon which the continuing ongoing

of societv depends (Empha_sis added).

groups strive to influence publÍc po.ticy and the

ne of the
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decision-making process, they seek the assistance of the state to

herp them defend their rights and to realize their interests.
Thus, the ideas and standards perpetuated by interest groups

become formalized through raws. In this way, the rives of others

are influenced and controlled lry the interest group which has

becone the prevailing poürer group.

This position in the political structure of the society makes

it possible for the prevailing groups to define criminar and

non-crimina.l behavior. Quinney argues that:

no behavior is crimina-r. untÍl it has been so defined through

recognized procedures of the state. In this sense, ,criminal

behavior' differs fron 'non-crininaL behavior' only according

to the definition that has þeen created by others. It is not

the quality of the behavior that gives it the character of

criminality (1920, p. ZO7).

what is regarded as criminal behavior is deternined by those

segments of society which have the power to shape public policy.

The point here is that crine is a definition of hunan conduct

that is created by authorized agents in a poriticarry organized

society (Quinney, 1921, p. 1b). In other words, analytical

conflict theory views criminaL la¡{ as a reflection of the interest
of particular powerful groups in any given society (Box,

1981, p. 47).

Analytical conflict theorists do not restrÍct their views to
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a narfow economic determinism. Instead, they see the legal system

as an arena in which various kinds of groups conpete hrith one

another (GusfÍeld, 1963; Quinney, 1979; Chambliss & Seidman,

1982). Indeed, prohibition, abortion, gay rights, and school

prayer are a small sample of the many issues over which interest

groups have fought, but these issues were not defined primarily

by their relationship to the economic system. Thus, although the

economic elite often try to influence legislation it does not

always predominate over other interest groups (Berk, Brackman &

Lesser, 7977; Hagan, 1980; Conklin, 1987).

Lewis (1985) suggests that conflict theory can be valuable in

the analysis of sociaL policy because it highlÍghts the potential

conflict between competing groups within society seeking to secure

their particu-tar ains.

SUMMARY

Functionalism and conflict theory are in direct opposition in

their analysis of society, generally, and, the social dynanics of

Iegat norms, in particular. Whereas functiona-tists have

characteristically interpreted the law as reflecting societal

consensus (Evan, 1980, p. 60-90), conflict theorists view the law

as the product of one group's victory over other groups in a

contest to define what behavior is acceptable.

This writer suggests that al.though both perspectives

illuninate the origins of socÍal policies and laws, conflict
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theory is of much greater utitÍty for this research than

functionalism. Yet, not even analytical conflict perspective

which recognizes the role of conflict, power and coercion (from a

multiplicity of sources, unlike the position of the radical

strain) focuses enough attention on the emergence, struggles,

dynanics and deterninants of the successes and tailures of

interest group activity. Attention must therefore be turned to

interest group theorÍes.

INTEREST GROUP THEORIES

From the perspective of the analytical confLict theory, it

can be said that in any given society, at any given time, it is

unlike.Ly that all individuals or groups witt approve of the

prevailing social order and its systems of regitination. This is

particularly true of developed capitalist societies in whÍch

dissent often finds expression in formal organizations, interest

groups and poritical parties. certain individuals or groups such

as socio-polÍtical novements strive to introduce or maintain

subcultural norms or orientations that are bound to conflict with

others. In the finar analysis, soçial reality including social

policy refiects the inevitable struggle of various interest

groups which attenpt to estabrish or protect their conduct norms

as standards for the entire society. The formulation of criminal

law, for instance, is a political act, and public policy is

established by the powerful for governing the lives and affairs of
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all members or a society. Law-making then is the translation or

specific group interests into public policy.

The point here is that social differentiation and

stratirication in society imply sociar confLict which serves as

the pivot for interest group activities. The diversity of groups

protecting and,/or promoting their interests in society (colgrove,

1978, p. 155) and the complexity of motives which inforn social

action and choices over socio-cultural orientations have been

extensively documented by Turner (19S1), Cohen (19S2) and Alberoni

(1e84).

Interest groups function as units of organization and fornal

articulation of the concepts and demands of their members in the

political process. They nay be protective, such as trade unions

and professional associations which defend the interest of their

members, or promotÍonal groups which seek .to advance or promote a

cause such as the conservation society (Blondel, 196g). while the

former represent the interests of specific groups in society, the

latter tend to be cross-sectional. promotional groups are often

unrepresentative of any fornal, identifiable group. The

strategies adopted by interest groups in pursuit of their goals

vary in accordance with their perception of the nature of their

target group, the extent of sympathies they enjoy in the existing

social system, and the resources at their disposal.

There are three paradigns or models of interest group
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activity. These are the pruralistic, elitist, and class paradigms

or mode-l (Alf ord, 1975 ; Marger, 1981) .

THE PLURALIST PARADIGM

In this paradigm, pub.tic authority is predicated on

coexistÍng groups which reach an accommodation of their

confLicting interests (Lewis, 1985, p. 2gr. It is the

responsibility of the government to maintain the equitibrium which

energes as a result of accommodation between the conflicting

groups. From this perspective, the government is not the

instigator of social policy but sinply an agency for facilitating

agreement (KarÍel, 1968).

The pluralists assune that diverse groups and interests

intermittentry present conflicting demands to poJ.itical parties

and other elite coalÍtions that in turn aggregate and represent

those demands to leaders and officials (A1ford, 192S, p. 146).

The state is visuarized as a mosaic of agencies and organizations,

each of which is an institutionalized response to an historic

sequence of denands and responses to those demands. As a means of

defining the essential commitments and objectives of the state,

these demands are filtered or screened via a complicated process

of political, social, and economic competition. This process is

facilitated by high J.evel political leaders and statesnen who

mediate and compromise those demands that come to their attention.

According to Alford (1975) the issues that eventuatly reach the
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poritical arena are relative-ty linited in nu¡nber, scope and

intensity since they occur within the narrow boundaries of a

fundamental consensus on basic values and the institutions

embodying them.

The plural.ist perspective conceptualizes the state as a

multiplicity of overlapping jurisdictÍons conpeting with each

other for scarce resources such as nanpo¡rrer, functions and money.

Each jurisdiction is linked to a public and seeks to expand its

constituency or support-base to the naxi¡num degree possible, while

at the sane time retaining maximum autonony from the others.

Pluralisn assumes that individuats belong to nultipre groups

with diverse goars and varying points of view. This situatÍon is

believed to encourage a tempering of claims by individuals and to

facilitate conpronise, thereby maintaining stability in

inter-group relations (Lewis, 1985, p. 29). presthus (1923) and

Eckstein (1960) also contend that multiple group membership along

diversified lines generates and enhances interest in politics.

The diversity of ideas competing for attention in the politÍcar

arena engenders a broadening of knowledge among policy makers who

are thereby more likely to make intelligent government decisions.

Moreover, pJ.uralism maintains that the existing social order

and its polÍtical apparatus are legitimated lry Ínterest group

activities, even those which challenge certain aspects of the

social system, as long as activities occur within the socialty
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approved channels for the articulation of demands. As Van Loon

and Whittington note, by forwarding inputs through legitimate

media, interest groups provide, "at least Ímplicitly, supportive

inputs for that system" (1971, p. 298).

According to Alford (1975), the pluralist paradigm has an

utopian inage of de¡nocracy, in which the core function of the

state is the achievement of consensus for the maintenance of

sqcÍal. order through continous exchanges of denands and responses

by social groups and government. Group formation is free and

voluntary within the J.arger society and access to authoritative

bodies for the expression of interests and values and the

attain¡nent of unbiased hearing is guaranteed. A shiftÍng

equilibrium of demands and responses constitutes the essential

character of the political process, and no single group enjoys a

predominant position over others.

The pluralist paradigm has its limitations. For one, it

fails to exp.Lain adequately how conflicting groups succeed in

achieving the consensus to which governments presumably respond.

It also assumes a state of equilibrium which is difficult to find

in society. As MilÍbanct (1983) puts it:

l{hat is wrong with pluratist-democratic theory is not its

insistence on the fact of conpetition but its ctaim (very

often its imp-ticit assumption) that the major organized

"interests" in these societies, and notably capital and
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oflabour, compete on more or less equal terms, and that none

them is theref<¡re able to achieve a decisive and permanent

advantage in the process of conpetition. This is where

ideology enters, and turns observation into ¡nyth (p. 191).

studies try Thonpson and stanbury (1975) indÍcate that groups with

superior organizational and/or econo¡nic resources are able to

exert greater pressure on policy makers and to attain their

desired objectives than are groups possessing fewer of these

resources. Thus, the pluralist theory cannot be sustained within

the framework of contemporary society (Lewis, 1985, p. g0).

It neglects the fact that groups in society may lose their

capacity to act as intermediaries between their constituents and

other groups, to soften members' demands and to negotiate

reasonable bargains with other competing groups. This state of

affairs describes what Alford (1975) calls a mass society. It is

a situation which invariably pernits certain groups to make

unrestrained demands as the mediating and negotÍating capabitities

of socÍetal eLites become considerably weakened. As a nodel

essentially concerned with the "normal" processes of group

formation and representation, the plural.ist paradign is incapable

of dealing with such developnents, except to criticÍse them from a

normative, value-laden perspective (Alford, 1925, p. 149).

The paradigm of pluralÍst democracy has also been criticized

for ignoring the way that different elites interlock to form a
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single ruling class (Somhoff, 1978a, 1978b). When pluralists

study poü¡er in local conmunities, they usually tend to overlook

matters such as the impact of a national ruling class on the

definition of proble¡ns or issues deserving of attention, how those

issues are dealt with, and what decisions are eventually reached.

Dahl (1982), a leading pluralist acknowledges such inherent flaws

of democratic pluralisn as its failure to pay attention to the way

that organized interest groups can reinforce social inequality and

promote their own narrow interests. This weakness of pluralism is

one of the strengths of the elite paradigm.

THE ELITE PARADIGM

Elite theory posits that power is wielded by a systen of

interconnected elites who share an identical world-view, dominate

most policy-naking, and "limit policy to narginal changes that do

not upset the status quo" (Adie & Thomas, 1982, p. 94). Elitists

assume that al1 societies, sinple or complex, require authorities

to maintain social order. Pareto and Michels were among the first

social theorists to propose that every organization is inevitably

controlled by a smalI group of taiente<1, expert, or a¡nbitious

leaders (Conklin, 1987, p. 452'), a phenomenon which Michels (1962)

calls the "iron law of oligarchy". In every sector of society and

social life, a minority of people emerge to become leaders and

determine the policy decisions. Once it has attained power, this

elite seeks to preserve its control and the advantages associated
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with it, and to pass these on to Íts hand-picked successors

(Conklin, 19B7, p. 452-3).

Elites in different sectors of society are said to possess

characteristics that differentiate then fron other etites. Elites

are united lry certain basic interests, although some elites are

more powerful than others (Keller, 1968, p. 26) due to the greater

social significance of their activities. As AIford (1975, p. 747)

puts it, "power is held by those who hold dominant positions

within the organizations that controJ. key resources". In order to

have any impact on policy formulation, elites and their interest

groups must reach some threshold of size, homogeniety, and

organizational capabiJ.ity (A1ford, 1975, p. 747). This view is

sustained by Thompson and Stanbury iitSZS) whose studies reveal
I

that groups with superior organizatrbnal and/or economic resources

are better abie to influence policy makers to implement policies

crucial to the welfare of their members.

According to this perspectÍve, elites of bureaucratic

organizations are imbued with considerable pohrer and are hardly

restrained by piuralistic debate and competition. this power is a

function of a co¡nbination of expertise, hierarchical contro-I, and

the capacity to allocate human, technological and material

resources.

Elitists contend that although power is concentrated in a few

specialized groups, the groups govern for the "collective good of
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socÍety". Although elites compete, they also cooperate with each

other in ensuring that the social order remains basically

unchanged. In the elitist paradigm, politics is essentially the

co-operation of a re-latively few elite groups who determine major

government policies in their mutual interest (Garson, L977). It

becomes the responsibility of elites to emphasize common goals

rather than divisÍve sentiments in order to coordinate the

actÍvities of interest groups.

EIite theory has been criticised on several grounds. Critics

a.Llege that while the existence of people who hold great power is

indisputable, those powerful Índividuals do not necessarÍly

constitute an elite--a "cohesive, self-sustaining, and

self-serving" group (Marger, 1981, p. 81). According to Conklin

(1987, p. 453-4) critics also allege that elite theory pays too

little attention to the lack of coordination among people who hold

porrrer and ignore the often bitter disagreenents among those people

about what is the best policy. Furthermore, elite theory is

criticised for slighting the power wielded by the electorate and

for giving inadequate attention to the contributions of

intermediate organized groups to the decision-naking process

(DahI, 1961; Rose, 1967) .

THE CLASS PARADIGM

The class paradÍgm views organizatÍonal elites as operatÍng

within a framework of economic appropriation and cultural hegemony
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that rarely challenges the principles defining the basic structure

of the society (A1ford, 1975, p. 148). The social product of the

society is disproportionately allocated, with a very large portion

of it going to a reLatively small portion of the society that

constitute the "ruling class". This mode of unequal distribution

is sustained and guaranteed by the very principles which define

the social structure. Power is held by those classes which

receive naximun benefits from the existing sociaj structure in any

given historical period (Alford, 19?S, p. 749). Class theorists

argue that power results from control of the econonic system, In

societies such as the UnÍted States and Canada that are

characterized by industrial capitalism, power is the product of

the control of corporate wealth. The state is regarcled as a toot

that capitarists use to protect their interests and maintain their

dominant social position (Miliband, 1969, 1977; Syzmanski,

1978).

WhiIe the class paradign recognizes the reality of a

diversity of social groups representing a wide variety of

interests and vaiues, it regards the idea of "consensus" as nerely

a manifestation of the cultural domination of intellectual and

politica-l life by ideas and attitudes which serve to maintain the

crass system. To the extent that the issues and demands arÍsing

from pluralistic diversity do not challenge the basic

institutional framework, they are relatively unimportant.
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This paradigm regards bureaucratization as an indispensable

technological apparatus essentiai for the management of a class

society. It also holds that elites operating bureaucracies

seldom, if ever, challenge the premises of the institutional

allocation of the social product (Alford, l9ZS, p. 148). From the

perspective of the class paradign therefore, neither the plura-List

nor the elitist paradigms effectively elucidate state-society

relations and the role of interest groups.

The class paradigm pays a great dear of attention to econonic

factors. one of the strongest criticis¡ns of this paradigm is that

it ignores non-economic variables. Although class is certainry an

inportant di¡nension of politics, other factors such as re-tigious

beLÍefs and moral values are also crucial. In the context of the

U.S., Conklin (1987, p.455) points out that conflict over school

prayer, and abortion, issues hotly debated in the po.Litical arena

in recent years, cannot easily be accounted for strictty in terms

of class. Abortion and sex education in Canada have also been

contentious political issues, with the participants on both sides

of the issue drawn from the various levels of the class structure.

THE UTILITY OF THE PARADIGMS

In searching for the most appropriate theoretical model for

the research at hand, the following question is posedr l{hich of

these theories come close to providing a satisfactory explanation

of why certain interest groups are more successful than others?
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In other words, which of the three paradigms has the greatest

explanatory poü¡er on interest group activities and their relative

successes or failures vis-a-vis others?

The pluralist paradigm recognizes that society is

characterized by diversity rather than consensus. However, it

presumes the socialization of individuals to a set of core values,

l¡eliefs and traditions which constitute the reigning world-view.

fn western democracies, thÍs inplies the absence of any

predominant interest groups or classes (Miliband, 1983). 0n the

contrary, society is composed of "competing blocks of

interest", various groups informed by different ideologies and

characterized by different values and interests which generate

conflict among these groups (Chambliss & Seidman, 1982;

Cunninghan, 1976; Miliband, 1983).

Furthermore, by emphasizing consensus, equilibríu¡n and

equality, pluralism can be subsuned under functionaiism. This

notion is buttressed by pluralism's conception of the state as a

neutral mediator acconmodating and reconciling intergroup

differences. This is an essentialJ.y organismic view of society in

which the roie of the state is to maintain an equilibrium within

the social system.

Pluralism is able to explain neither power differentials

among interest groups nor the relative inattention paid to certain

groups by the state. It merely assumes that the state will
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promote the interest of a1I groups fairly and responsibly in order

to avoid the withdrawal of support by groups which might feel

cheated or slighted (Alford, 1975; MiIiband, lggg) and that

whatever power differentials there are wirl be neutralized by the

state which fears the potential loss of its mandate.

Pluralist claims concerning the role of the state, the nature

of power and its use in state-society and intra-group relations

cannot be sustained in contemporary lllestern societies. That some

interest groups are better abre to exert power on governments than

others is an indisputable fact. That governnents sometines (if

not often) reflect the views of the dominant sectors of society is

an enpirically valid statement. That the dominant sectors of

society usually comprise those individuals or groups possessing

greater amounts of valued resources or attributes (be they

economic, intellectual, religÍous, etc.) is also an empirically

valid state¡nent (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). power and its holders

constitute the key to organizational success.

It is essentially the notion of the diversity of sources of

pohrer and influence that exposes the limitations of the class

paradigrn. Its basically monocausal conception of power does not

conforn to the concrete situation in developed Euro-American

societies. Economic variables are not everything. The success of

the civil rights movement in the u.s. was not simply a function of

econonic power possessed by blacks per se. It was a conbination
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of boycotts (whÍch posed real and potential dangers to the welfare

of white, corporate America), organizational competence, numbers

and campaign strategies and ideology which made for its success.

Additionally, the issues that give birth to interest groups are

not always economic, even if some of them have and,/or develop some

remote economic dimensions. Thus, when confronted with

non-economic issues in state-society and intra-group relations,

the class paradign becomes an inadequate theoretical model.

It is the elite paradigm that offers a better explanation of

the relative success of certain interest groups as against others.

This is because it alone recognizes the crucÍaL role of po$rer not

narrowly conceived in economic terms but in the broader sense of

the capacity of actors to infLuence the conduct of others. In

this sense, sources of power nay be as numerous as the resources

vaLued by society. Furthermore the elite paradigm pays attention

to the dynanics and deterninants of organÍzational success beyond

the Íssue of power.

INTEREST GROUPS AND SOCIAL POLICY FORMULATION

According to Presthus (1973), the vital rote of interest

groups in Canadian governmental processes and the for¡nation of

social polÍcy can best be understood in terms of his theory of

"acco¡nmodation of eiites" which regards the political culture as

fragmented along ethnic, regional and party Iines. Presthus holds

that a dominant, econonically-oriented brokerage systen
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acharacterizes polÍtics in canada and that this serves to insure

prominent role for interest groups. presthus contends that in

most canadian poticy making a process of ad hoc bargaining and

compronise between conpeting groups is the najor means of

resolving conflicting interests and the activating force in the

behavior of governmental elites. Interest group infruence is thus

strengthened for those who are strategically tocated, either as

confidantes of the governing erite or as sources of economic and

political support for those in power (Lewis, 19g5, p. gZ).

A-tthough opinions differ on the strength of interest group

influence Ín canadian porÍcy formation, in general, it is believed

that leaders of important interest groups play direct, continuous

and active roles in the canadian political apparatus (presthus,

1973, p' 8). van Loon and whittÍngton (19?1), presthus (1929) and

Thompson and stanbury (1929) note that powerful interest groups

associated with the business community have always been very

influentÍal in the formation of social policies in canada.

Thonpson and stanbury (1929) suggest that poricy outco¡nes tend to
promote the interests of the economic elite, and more generally,

the preservation of the status quo.

In order to have any impact on the formation

policy, interest groups must reach some threshoLd

of

of

social

size,

honogeneity, and organizational capabilÍty (Alford, 19ZS) .

Eckstein (1960), Thompson and stanbury (1929) and Van Loon
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whittington (1971) agree that the most influentiai Ínterest groups

are those possessing physica-l resources and organizational

cohes i on .

The point here is that actors in the political arena take

into consideration their perception and interpretation of the

power of other actors before enbarking on certain major or

significant actions. Power encompasses economic and other human

resources, as well as the organizational strength of interest

groups.

It must be pointed out that wealth may provide interest

groups access to influential political leaders or bodies, directly

or indirectly through the media. Furthernore, group cohesiveness

strengthens the bargaining power of the group whÍch is thereby

better able to present a unified, careful.Ly articulated position

as well as to deflect the arguments of other opposing groups.

Congruence between the demands of interest groups and the

ideological position of the target group or governing elite is

aLso crucial to the success of interest group activities. As

Lewis (1985, p. 17) points out, a nation's social policies are

generally assumed to be developed as solutions to social problems

based upon perceived need, but the recognition of and solution for

"need" is vitally affected by the ideology of the prevailing

political stance. Sexual norns and values are affected by the

prevaiJ.ing politÍcal ideology of a society. Thus, Lenan 11977)
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and Bryden (1974) suggest that Canadian social policies (of which

policies <¡n sexuality are a part) are influenced by the political

ideology of the party in power. However, pressures from certain

segnents of the public can sonetimes precipitate action on

particular issues. The development of sexual norns must therefore

be seen not on-ly as a function of the politicai and cultural

atmosphere which facilitate their emergence but also as a product

of moral entrepreneurship or lobbying by certain interest groups.

In the context of Canada, lobbyÍng by interest groups is so

important that Lewis (1977, p.40b) suggests that "lobbying is the

fourth--occasionally the senior--arm of government". Lobbying

refers to the tactic of pressuring lawmakers and agency officials

in order to inf.Luence policy (Conktin, 1987, p. 450). This

includes letter-writing, petitioning, advertising, denonstrating

in public, and raising campaign funds in order to influence policy

makers and enforcers.

DETERMINANTS OF ÏNTEREST GROUP SUCCESS

As emphasized in the preceding section, there are a number of

interna-l and external factors that affect the extent to which

organizations can achieve their goals in the political arena. A

discussion of these factors follows.
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A. INTERNAL FACTORS

1. WEALTH OR PROPERTY

The possession of wealth, property or physical resources

gives access to the most com¡nonplace exercise of power which is

the bending of one person or group of persons to another by

straightforward purchase (Galbraith, 1984, p. 47) The association

between property and compensatory as well as condign power is very

pervasive, although contemporary society tends to repudiate its

most obvious manifestations. Power is said to be condign if it

wins submission via its ability to impose a sufficiently

unpleasant or painful alternative to the preferences of the

individual or group so that these preferences are abandoned. ït

inflicts or threatens adverse consequence as a means of winning

the subnission of its target. In contrast, poürer is conpensatory

if it "wins submissÍon by the offer of affirmative reward - by the

giving of something of value to the individual so submitting"

(Galbraith, 1984, p. 4-5). PersonaL or public rebuke and praise

are forms of condign and compensatory powers respectively. The

access of property to the instruments of power has been

dininishing, just as in politica-t life, the direct purchase of

submission is declining. Nonetheless, the importance of the role

of property in public affairs, including political struggies over

deviant definitions and the deconstruction of deviant identities,

derives from the access pecuniary resources give to persuasion--to
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conditioned power. As Galbraith (1984) puts it, "the modern man

of wealth no longer uses his money to purchase votes; he

contributes it to the purchase of television commercials and by

this neans hopes to win conditioned sub¡nission to his politÍcal

will" (p. 49).

The possession of wealth then has the potential to accord

interest groups a measure of access to conditioned belief; it also

grants them the facÍIity to "recruit" other groups or inclividuais

to support their cause, as well as the outright purchase ot

support on occasion. In other words, wealth or property in the

hands of an organizationally conpetent interest group can be

transformed into an effective instrument of power, enabJ.ing the

establishment or hiring of public relations machinery for the

dessimination of infornation to target groups and the public

generally. Access to the media, requÍres noney; the education of

the pubJ.ic, and the presentation of the "self" of an organization

and its goals, all require money.

Thus, although property is not an all-inportant source of

power today as it used to be in the era of slavery, it is not

unimportant either. Through compensatory power it wins the daily

submission of the work lives of millions, and it helps win the

effort, as well as the belief, of those who guide the great

economic enterprises (Galbraith, 1984, p. 53).
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2. ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH

In the modern state, the power derived fron wealth or

property has become subservient to that derived from organizatj.on.

Organization has now replaced property as the ultimate locus of

power in the modern large business enterprise (Ga-Lbraith, 1984,

p. 52). Lindholm (1977, p.26) hoids that the ultimate source of

all power is organization. Although this position seems

overstretched, it suggests the growing importance of organization

over other sources of power. Galbraith (1984) captures the total,

enduring pohrer of organization when he writes:

Organization can have access to condign power; in its normal

association with property it has access to compensatory

power; overwhelmingly, and especially in its modern form,

organization has access to conditioned power. In fact, it is

for the exercise of conditioned power that most organizations

is brought into existence (p. 56).

According to Galbraith (1984) organizational conpetence depends on

three critical variables. FÍrst, an organization wins subnission

to its purposes external-ty only as it wÍns submission within.

That is, the strength and reliability of its external power depend

on the depth and certainty of the internal submission it

comnands.

Second, the power of an organization depends on its

association with other sources of power (including other
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influentiat bodies) and on its access to the instruments of

enforcenent. Third, organizational strength, with the notable

exception of the state, depends on the number and diversity of the

purposes for which subnissir¡n is sought: the greater and nore

diverse the purposes on which an organization seeks to enforce its

poürer, the weaker it wilL be in gaining subnission to any one of

then (Galbraith, 1984, p. 57).

These points need further clarification and illustration.

a) INTERNAL COHESION/HOMOGENIETY

To be effective, an organization or lobby group nust posses

the ability to notri.l:zc Íts members to submit themseives to Íts

leadershÍp, dÍrections and strategies. Homogeniety or j.nternal

cohesion and discipline are a sine qua non to organizational

competence. The presentation of the organizational "self" to the

public is also made much easier and much more readily

co¡nprehensib-te to others when there is internal unity and

consensus on which versions of "self" would be presented to the

public. A hieh degree of factionalis¡n within movements and

groups, coupled with a great variation in individual commitment,

can be seriously dysfunctional to organizational conpetence. The

existence of many gay groups in America with considerable

varÍations in social composition and degrees of nilitancy

perpetually blocked the consolidation and unified directÍon of the

gay movement at the national level and largely accounts for the
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rather limited successes chalked by homosexual organizations prì.or

to the 1970s (Humphrey, 19?0, p. 109; Schur, 1980, p. ZZO,) .

b. ASSOCIATION tiIITH OTHER GROUPS

Association with other organizations or bodies perceived by

target groups as powerfuL or influential can be a source of

considerab-le strength to a lobby group in the political system.

This association can enhance the perceived credibility and

acceptability of a lobby group and hence botster its power of

persuasion.

c) DIVERSITY OF GOALS

The number and diversity of an organization's purpose are

also very crucial to its strength and effectiveness. As Gaibraith
,4
,l

(1984) su,i;cinctly points out, if the purposes of an organization
r

are many llnd varied, both the sources and instru¡nents of

enforcenent witl have to be greater for a given effect than if the

purposes are few and specific. Many poritical parties tend to be

weak and Iacking in solidarity and cohesiveness if there is a

plethora of issues with which they are concerned and on which it

is difficult to obtain internal agreement. In contrast

single-issue interest groups tend to be much stronger mainly

because of the narrow focus of issues around which they are

organized, as well as their ability to maintain internal cohesion

and a united public front. organizations focusing exclusively on

abortion, women's rights, BUtr control, a religious exercise in
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schools tends to be effective because their nrembers can unite on

the single issue as they couid not on more numerous natters

(Galbraith, 1984, p. 69). As already noted, internal submission

aids external. power. However, thÍs does not mean that

single-issue party is uniquely powerful, since the ability of such

organizations to expand or enlarge their constituencies is

limited. Indeed. even the narrowness of the issues around which

they are organized nakes possible and effective, a countering

conditÍon and belief (Gatbraith, 1984, p. 69). Nonetheless

single-issue lobby groups tend to be powerful largeJ.y because they

are often clearly united on definite issues or goals which allow

for effective organization.

3. LEADERSHIP

Leadership is also a key component of the power of

organizations. An informed, comnitted and purposeful leadership

has a greater chance of obtaining its goals and objectives than

one possessing fewer of these attributes. For exa¡nple, the rise

to power and dominance of Benito Musolini and Adolph Hitler had as

much to do wÍth leadership as with the other sources and

instruments of power.

4. STRATEGIES

The instrunents or strategies of persuasion ernployed by

interest groups to advance their goals aiso affect the rate and

extent of their success. Petitions and picketings, de¡nonstrations

1i
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and rallies, and hunger strikes, (among others), are likely to

evoke different responses fron targets. It is likely that less

dramatic or more conventional tactics Iike picketings and

petitions wil-l have a greater chance of being favourabry responded

to than more episodic or "grandstand" measures.

5. SIZE OF MEMBERSHIP

Nunbers are arso inportant in deternining the effectiveness

of organizations involved in political struggles. Large

constituencies tend to be more politicalJ.y effective. Many

politicians are fearful of losing their seats or political clout

especially in situations where a sinpre-majority determines the

winner. Nu¡nbers also have the advantage of granting to an

organization an appreciabJ.e pool of financiar, personneL and other

resources to utÍrize. Picketing, rallies and demonstrations by

J.obby groups depend in part on nunbers for their success or

fai I ure .

B. EXTERNAL FACTORS

1. PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES

The ability of lobby groups to attain their goals is

influenced by the nature of public perceptions operative in the

political environment. Perceptions of neans as weli as ends, and

of justifications as well as ranifÍcations strongty influence

peoples' ordering of priorities and decisions regarding support

(Schur, 1980, p. 272).
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In other r'rords, the reigning attitudinal context within which

organizations struggle to obtain their goals is important in

determining their success or failure since politicians and other

target groups tend to be sensitive to the perceptions of the

public. Politically weak and insecure governnents and politicians

or target groups tend to be especially sensitive to this factor in

decÍding whether or not to support the demands of lobby groups.

In this regard, lobby groups must actively seek to influence

conceptions regarding the nature of the "prob1em", the justness of

their cause, the necessity of their tactics and the consistency of

their own priorities. In the words of Schur (1980) "activists must

advance clains about the very process of clains-pressing itself"

(p. 272).

2. IDEOLOGY

Another important external factor Ís the ideology of the

target group. Congruence between the ideological position or

commitnent of the target group and the denands of an interest

group may be an important neasure of the chances of the latter in

obtaining its goals.

PROPOSITIONS

From the perspective of the elitist theory on interest group

activity, the following propositions were deduced for testing:

1. The success or failure of an interest group in seçuring

laws beneficial to its menbers will depend on the amount of vatued
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resources and organizational strength it possesses.

2. The denands of an interest group will be favourabJ.y

responded to if they are in accord with the dominant ideology of

the ru-t ing el ites .

3. The ruling elites wil--t take into account its perception

of the position of the public on specific interest group demands.



In this chapter,

research propositions

CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY

the methodology employed for testing the

outlined in Chapter three is discussed.

THE RESEARCH SITE

Thi.s thesis focuses on the actions of honosexual interest

groups in the city of winnipeg. There are two groups in Manitoba

championing the cause oT g,ay/lesbian rights, and both were located

in ltrinnipeg. These organizations are: Gays for Equality (GFE)

and The Sexual Orientation Lobby (SOt). Although these groups

have worked co-operatively on a number of projects and programs,

because they have different histories, menbershÍp and objectives,

for the purpose of this study they are treated as separate lobby

groups.

DATA PRODUCTION

SAMPTING

All submissions presented by the two homosexual lobby groups

to the Attorney-General of Manitoba, the Manitoba Hu¡nan Rights

commission (MHRC) and the current leaders of the three provincia-t

political parties (the New DenocratÍc Party INDp], the progressive

conservative Party [PCP] and the Liberal party tlpl ) were included

in the sample. The official responses of these five target groups

were aLso inciuded in the sanpte. The opposition parties were

included for two interrelated reasons. First, in a broad sense,
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they are colìsidered part of the ruling elites, and their policies

and actions in the political sphere impinge on the behavior of the

goverrìment party and the public. Second, they were actively

lobbied by the honosexual lobby groups. Indeed, the PCP was in

power in Manitoba from 1977 to 1981, and during this period, they

were the key target of honosexual_ lobbying. In considering

government responses to lobbying in pluralist democracies it is

inperative that attention is paid to the posltion and behavior of

opposition parties with regard to the issue on which action is

required. Politics in pluralist demc¡cracies is an interactive

enterprÍse involving the government party and the opposition (who

jointly forn the "head" of the ruling elites), and the public who

are governed.

SOURCES

1. Archival Records

Archival records of the two interest groups--GFE and SOL were

examined. When I decided in February 1987 to study the politics

of homosexual rights -legislation as a deconstructive process, my

initial concern was how I wou.Ld secure access to any homosexual

lobby groups and obtain their co-operation. LÍke most people in

the "straight" world, I had a great deal of misconceptions about

honosexuality and honosexuals. I combed through the Manitoba

Telephone Directory and found the phone nunber of Gay Community

Services on Broadway Avenue. I teft a message on the answering
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machine to the effect that I would be interested in meeting with

the leadership of any homosexua-l lobby groups for the purpose of

interviewÍng them for my Master's thesis in sociology at this

university. chris vogel, spokesperson of GFE returned my call the

same evening and we scheduLed an appointment for a pilot interview

the next day, February 3, 1982. This was to enab-te ¡ne to gauge

the amount of co-operation I coutd expect.

My neeting with Mr. Vogel and Richard North, his partner, was

very useful. His willing co-operation and openness encouraged me

to ask for access to GFE's fiLes and other judicial records. I

also asked if I could have copies of North's open Letters to the

Attorney-General during his (North's) hunger strike in the Spring

of 1985. Mr. vogel invited me to GFE's J.ibrary the next day where

r could take a took at their files and borrow sone books if I so

desired. They agreed to give me copies of North's open letters.

During my visit to the library, r obtained the fÍles,/records and

the letters which are used in this thesis. vogel also gave me the

nanes, addresses and phone numbers of Margaret coghill and Darryl

Kippen, two leaders of the sOL. I contacted them the following

day and they agreed to neet and talk with me at Coghill's

residence. They gave me permission to review their fites and

provided ¡ne with copies of their lobbying literature and

postcards. Coghill also agreed to grant me an interview.

the use of archival records of various sorts in sociological
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research is quite popular (smith, 1981). According to webb and

his associates (1966) there are two types of archival

records--public and private. Among the four types of public

records (viz; actuarial records, governmental records and

clocuments, political and judicial records, and mass-media

productions) politicar and judicial records have been extensiveJ.y

utilized for sociological purposes (Smith, 1981, p. 144).

(a) Potiti!:al and Judiciat Records

The political records and files of the two interest groups

noted above r{ere exanined. In a study of interest group

activities Ít is crucial to consider the impact of lobbyÍng on

target groups. Indeed, this was a major objective of this thesis:

to ascertain the reratÍve impact of the homosexual lobby groups on

their targets, and to determine the factor(s) making for their

success. Therefore, it was essential to do a content analysis of

the archival records of the Manitoba Human Rights commission, the

Attorney-General's Department and the leaders of the three

po.titical parties in Manitoba pertaining to the .tobbying

activities of these interest groups. The objective here was to

deternine the responses of these target bodies to the

socio-political movements advocating reform in the perception and

treatnent of homosexuals in Manitoba.
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(b) Letters

Private archival records were also empJ.oyed in this research.

Personal documents in the form of open-letters to the Attorney

General of Manitoba and the chairperson of the current provincial

government caucus were examined. These Ietters were written by

Richard North during his hunger strike to protest the failure of

the government of Manitoba to include sexual orientation in the

Manitoba Hunan Rights Act (MHRA). Mr. North commenced his hunger

strike on March 8, 1985, the sane day that the thirty-second

provincial legislature reconvened for the fourth session. The

hunger strike lasted a total of fifty-four consecutive days during

which Mr. North wrote forty open-retters (one per each working

day) backing his protest and calling for protective legislation to

cover homosexuals in Manitoba.

The North letters constitute an invaluable source of

infornation on homosexuality and the dilemmas and chalLenges of

homosexuals in Manitoba. The letters also chronicle the attenpts

of homosexual groups to instigate amendments to the Manitoba Human

Rights Act and the official (governmental) responses to these

demands.

Letters have been extensively used by historians although

less frequently by socÍa.t scientists (NachmÍas & Nachmias, 19g1,

p. 256). Thomas and Znaniecki (1927 ) utilized letters in their

classic study of the Ínmigration of polish peasants to America
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(Smith, 1981, p. 746; Nachmais & Naclrmias, 1981, p. 256). An

assessment of the impact of propaganda on Gernan troops was

undertaken by Janowitz (1958) using letters and dÍaries captured

from Gernan soldiers in l{orld War II (Smith, 19g1, p. 146). In a

recent study, Dexter (1964) also employed this technique to

examine public opinion reflected in letters to the u.s. congress

(Nachmias & Nachmias, 1981, p. 456).

INTERVIET{S

Interviews were used to explore undocumented dimensions of

the lobbying actÍvities of the t¡co interest groups. The executive

nembers or spokespersons of GFE and sol were interviewed. The

leading targets of these two groups, nanely the Attorney-General

of Manitoba, the inmediate past chairperson of the Manitoba Human

Rights commission (MHRC) and the Leaders of the two opposition

political parties in Manitoba, - the pcp and the Lp - were also

interviewed. Due to time constraints, the leader of the NDp of

Manitoba was not availabre to be interviewed. Instead. the

chairperson of the party's caucus in 1985 who was also the speaker

of the legislature during the debate, ü¡as interviewed. The

current chairperson of the MHRC !{as unavailable to be interviewed

because of her rather busy schedule.

ftrith the consent of the interviewers, I tape-recorded all the

interviews while jotting down notes. There hras a very good

response rate. of the nÍne people contacted (the two leaders of
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the lobby groups and representatives of the seven target groups)

only two people, the leader of the NDP who is also Premier of

Manitoba, and the current chairperson of the MHRC, were

unavailable to be interviewed. l

The interviews took place in the ot"f-l¿es of the respondents

during August and September, 198?. A relatively unstructured

interview fornat was used, in order to explore the respondents'

frames of reference and opinion structure (Smith, 1981, p. 156)

concerning the subject matter. A copy of the questions designed

as a guide for the intervÍew is provided in Appendix A. I

developed an effective rapport with the respondents and the

interviews r,vere relaxed, contortable, I Íve1y and business-1Íke '

My experience wÍth a previous research in which I interviewed

prostitutes for my Bachelor's thesis in 1982 proved beneficial to

me. I provided non-directive feedback to the interviewees which

encouraged them to dÍvulge more information' Except for one

respondent who was obviously uncomfortable with the subject matter

of homosexuality and reminded me how lucky I was to gain an

interview with him, the respondents were friendly. The interviews

lasted for an average of forty minutes

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE DATA

The archival and iudicial records

thesis were obtained exclusively fron

None of tlre target groups were able to

and letters used in this

the homosexua-l Lobby groups.

furnish me with the
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documents I requested. Most said they needed to examine their

archives,/files and that would take a rot of tine. others said

their docu¡nents on this issue were unorganized and therefore coutcl

not be given out.

RELIABITITY

The probren of lack of reliability was resoLved by the use of

tape-recorded interviews in addition to note-taking. By replaying

the tapes and comparing the information with the notes, r could

confirm or guarantee the accuracy of the quotations. Another

reliability check enployed was requesting a second person to

listen to tapes to ensure that the transcribed information was

accurate.

VALIDITY OF INTERVIEW DATA

In terms of the validity of the information received fron the

interviewees, I paid attention to internal inconsistencies in

their responses and tried to ensure, as far as possible, that they

were valid. The interviews provided an opportunity for me to

probe the issues further by rephrasing questions as a neans of

checking the accuracy of the information obtained.

r had no reason to questÍon the authenticity of the documents

obtained from the robby groups. specifÍc claims by the lobby

groups pertaining to opinion polls of public support for

homosexual rights legislatÍon were cross-checked for validity with

the resuLts originalJ.y reported in the media. simirarly, the
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Lobby groups' representation of the relative positions of the

target groups on this issue was verified with the statenents made

by the targets in their letters, brochures, campaign leaflets, and

responses during the interview.

ANATYS IS

Data from these sources were submitted to a qualitative

content analysis and interpreted in light of elite theory of

interest group activity within the analytical conflict

perspective. Content analysis refers to 'means of summarizing,

standardizing and comparing, or otherwise systematically

transforming, already existing records' (SmÍth, 1981, p. 147).

This technique allows the content of letters, diaries,

ner,{spaper articles, logs, minutes of meetings, memoranda and other

archival docunents to be systenatically analyzed. Content

analysis is both a method of observation and a method of analysis.

When it functions as the latter, it allows the researcher to take

the communications produced by people and to ask questions about

the conmunicatÍons. It is a device which can be effectively

combÍned wÍth an interview schedule.

Zito ( 1975) defines content analysis as:

a methodology by which the researcher seeks to determine the

manifest content of written, spoken, or published

communication by systematic, objective and quantitative

analysis (p. 27 ) .
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This conceptualization of content anal.ysis restricts it to the

quantifiable manifest content of any piece of communication. From

the perspective of Budd, Thorp and Donohew (1976), the broader

question of the relationship between the manifest content and

other variables are ignored by this usage. it is important

therefore to adopt a definition of content analysis which

encompasses the importance of latent content of archival

documents, and which also facilitates the detection of patterns

and regularitÍes (Holsti, 1969). In this regard, Carney (19?9)

defines content analysis as:

any technique for making Ínferences by objectÍveIy and

systenatically identifying specified characteristics of

messages (p. 25).

The advantage of this formulation is that it provides for a more

flexible application of the method whiLe at the same time

expanding its uti.Lity beyond an analysis of the content of

archival documents and other sources of information such as the

mass media.

With regard to the activities of the two interest groups,

attention was focused on the issues facilitating their energence,

the nature of their activities, their objectives and strategies,

their organizational strength and the resources they possess, and

how these factors have been instrumental in their attempts to

attain their goals. Their attempts to refute arguments against
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homosexual rights in order to justify their demands for the

extension of Human Rights protection to cover homosexuais in

Manitoba were also examined. In examining the responses of the

target groups, the objective was to determine:

(a) Their perceptÍon ot the homosexual lobby groups in terms

of the pourer the latter possess via organizational

strength,/competence, resources and formidability. That is, do tlre

target groups perceive the J.obby groups as powerful enough to

jeopardise their (the targets) political position should they

ignore the dernands of the lobby groups?

(b) The arguments, if any, against the inclusion of sexual

orientation as a prohibited ground of discrinination in the MHRA.
.,:

(c) The formal position of the tail eets on homosexuality and

ri
honosexual rights in general as contaiited in their nanifestos,

official pronouncements, briefs, rulings, throne speeches and

letters.

SUMMARY

The methodology for this research Ínvolves analysis of data

derived fron archival records and interviews. With regard to the

former, political and judicial records of the lobby groups and

their targets are examined, along with the Richard North letters

written between March and April 1985. The official representatives

or spokespersons of the two lobby groups as well as the five

target groups in this research were interviewed. Data from these
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sources were subjected to a content analysis and interpreted in

light of elite theory of interest group activity within the

analytical conf Iict perspectÍve.



CHAPTER FIVE

HOMOSEXUAT LOBBYING IN CONTEXT

This chapter situates the lobbying activities of the t¡yo

honosexual interest groups within the context of campaigning for

human rights legislation. Attention is focused on the lobby

groups in terns of the issues facilitating their emergence; the

nature of their activities; their objectives and strategies and

their substantive arguments for the anendment of the IrlHRA. The

target groups' perception of the power of the lobby groups; their

arguments against the anendment, and their formal positions on

this subject are also examined.

THE MANITOBA HUMAN RIGHÎS ACT

The MHRA enacted in 1920 amended several times since,forbids

unfair discrinination in such areas as employnent, rental housing,

purchase of property and public contracts. other areas include

public places (services, facilities, accomodations), enployment

advertising and notices, signs, and symbors. It provides legal

recourse, adjudicatl0n procedures, penalties and conpensation

provided that the discriminatory act is based on race, color,

national or ethnic origin, age, sex, religion, political beliefs

or source of inco¡ne. other grounds of prohibition incrude family

status, narital status, physicat handicap and nentar handicap.
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A HiSTORY OF BiLL 47

Demand for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the MHRA

begun in 1972 when GFE presented a briet to the NDP government

requesting an amendment of the Act to provide J.ega-l protection for

homosexuals. In 1974, in conjunction with the Council on

Homosexuality and Religion, GFE presented a brief to the MHRC on

this matter. The SOL joined the campaign for amendment of the Act

in January 1986.

In most jurisdictions, a "fair discrimination" exenption

allows for discrimination on some grounds: for example, in

special employment programs, by charitable and religious

Ínstitutions, private clubs, and in jobs requiring agiJ.ity. The

GFE and SOL sought to add "sexual orientation" or "affectionaL

preference" to this list of prohibited grounds for discrimination.

They naintained, however, that none of the jurisdictions (e.g.

Quebec) which protected homosexual persons from discrimination in

employment pernited any exceptions, even for such occupations as

teaching and child care.

In the same vein, positive discrimination, manifest in "quota

hirÍng" for example, is allowed in some statutes, so that me¡nbers

of one or more groups are treated favourably at the expense of

others. GFE contended that positive discriminatory provisions

have never applied, and can never appiy, to honosexuals. Such

provisions, Ít noted, rvere "inappropriate and impossible in the
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case of sexual orientation discrimination...as lì.omosexuars are

a-Lready distributed through all vocations and workplaces in the

same proportion as they occur Ín the populatÍon,, (Digest 0n Gay

Rights, 1983, p. 3).

one objective of incJ,uding "sexua-l orientation or affectiona_

preference" in the HRA of Manitoba was to ensure that an employer

courd not f ire or refuse to hire an individua..l. sinply because of

that individual's sexual orientation. GFE and sol added that the

same protection from unfair discrinination would apply al,so in the

areas of purchase or rental of housing or property, public

services and other areas covered by the legislation. In other

words, gay rights in the HRA, in and of itself, would neiilrer be a

legal]y acceptable criterion for employment, promotion tenancy, or

service, as is the case with race, creed, national origin, or sex,

nor a legally pernissible ground for discrinination. It woutd not

endow homosexuals with any special privileges, þut rather it wourd

protect then from discri¡ninatory treatment.

The amendment was recommended by the MHRC in 19g3 as part of

a package aimed at strengthening the Act and providing legat

protection for various minority and socÍally disadvantaged groups.

The Attorney-General introduced it in the NDp caucus in December

1986. It was proposed as the 47th bilL of the legislative

session, and it was debated and passed by the provincial

legislature on July 17, 1987. On December 10, 1982, the Act was
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proclaimed by the goverlìment as part of activities conmemoratirìg

the 1987 Hunan Rights Day.

THE MANTTOBA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

In 1982, the MHRC announced that it was undertaking a

comprehensive review of the Manitoba Human Rigtrts Act. The

co¡nnission herd pubric hearings in January lggs in winnipeg and

other centers in Manitoba to corlect suggestions for improving the

Act' subsequently, the chairman of the co¡nm-ission, prof . Da-le

Gibson of the university of Manitoba Faculty of Law, announced

that there had been a great deal of support, and aLmost no

opposition, for the addition of "sexual 0rientation" as a

prohibited ground of discrimination (Digest on ,,Gay Rights,', 1988,

p. e).

The com¡nission submitted its report to the NDp government in
1983' The report included a recommendation for the inclusion of
"sexual orientation" in the Act.

HOMOSEXUAL LOBBY GROUPS IN MANITOBA

Arthough there are ten honosexual organizations in Manitoba,

only two of them - Gays For Equality and rhe sexual orientation
Lobby - can be regarded as lobby groups in the proper sense of the

word' The other eight homosexuar groups in the province are

support,/friendship groups providing counselling, education,

information (phone-line) and other sociar services.l
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GAYS FOR EQIJALITY (GFE)

This organization began in rg72 by a group of students on the

university of Manitoba canpus as a community service center for
homosexuals. Its constitution, adopted in 1925, states the

objective of the organization as "homosexual liberation". In

The Manitoba GaV Directory, 19?2, GFE explained that the group:

Seeks to bring about the necessary changes in society such

that honosexuality is recognized as a torm of love and sexual

expression in every way as valid as heterosexualÍty (p.S).

In accordance with this objective,GIE has advocated refor¡n of the

criminal code to eliminate distinctions between the various forms

of heterosexual and homosexual acts and to require the same age of

consent for all. Furthermore, since its inception, it has been

denanding amendnents to the civil service Act, the Landlord and

Tenant Act, Personar Investigations Act, and the regislation
governing hate-mai.t, where human rights protection does not as yet

apply to homosexuals.

GFE has also been lobbying provincial governments since 1972

to include the term "sexual orÍentation" in the Manitoba Humans

Rights Act in order to make discrimination against homosexuals

illegal. ThÍs lras been the major preoccupation of GFE, especially

since october, 1923, when it hosted a national conference during

the Gay Pride lrleek, with the theme centered on the inclusion of

sexual orientation in provincial human rights codes.
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THE SEXUAT ORIENTATION LOBBY

The Sexual Orientation L<¡bby (SOL) was tormed in 1986. Its

spokesperson explained the organization's objective this way:

Our nain objective is to lobby the provincial and federal

goverrìments to amend the Canadian Human Rights Act to include

'sexual orÍentation' so that it protects us in jobs, housing

and services. If we encounter prejudice or discrinination in

any of these spheres we have no recourse for legal redress at

the moment. So someone may treat us badly or abuse the power

of their position because they know that we are lesbians and

there's nothing we can do about Ít.

Although SOL was a single-issue interest group with a recent

history, most of its members had been invoLved in lobbyÍng with

GFE during the previous fifteen years.

The objectives of these lobby groups are deconstructive. In

particu-[ar, GFE's goal of gaining recognition for homosexuality as

"a form of love and sexual expression in every way as valid as

heterosexuality" amounts to an attenpt to redefine the

taken-for-granted reality of human sexuality which many ordinary

members of society understand to invoJ-ve only a male and a female

bonding principle. It amounts to an ambitious attempt to render

homosexuality as an alternative lifestyle equivalent to

heterosexuality. Such an undertaking would require or entail the

total deconstructÍon of orthodox conceptions of homosexuaijty as
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deviant behavior, and its construction as essentia.tly harmless,

non-deviant, and potentially beneficia_l behavior. The other

objective shared by both tobby groups, that of securing the

inclusion of "sexual orientati.on" in the HRA, was equalty

ambitious consiclering the extent to which preference for

heterosexuality and repudiation of honosexuality are successfu-tIy

and tenaciously ingrained in the consciousness of the average

person

These J.obby groups held that gay liberation would be achieved

when a person's sexual orientation no longer matters in peoples'

evaluation and treatment of him or her. They maintainecl that

their motivation for lobbyÍng derived from the fact that because

of their sexual preference, homosexually-oriented people are

denied many of the basic rÍghts which most members of society take

for granted. The attainment of these objectives required

considerable political action and invotved a significant challenge

to conventÍonal norality. Public education and lobbying were key

aspects of this endeavour.

STRATEGIES

The two homosexual J.obby groups undertook public education

through television programntes and publication of pamphlets and

brochures. GFE also organized conferences such as the second

national gay conference in Winnipeg in 7974. One member of GFE

undertook a hunger strike to back the de¡nand for the inclusion of
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sexual orientation in the MHRA. They marchecl, picketed,

demonstrated and petitioned a number of target groups. They

presented briefs and menoranda to the MHRC, the Attorney-Genera1,

the govern¡nent, MLAs, and the political parties. They kept an

active flow of correspondence with federal and provincial

po-titicians and with respectecl professiona-l and scientific bodies.

Above a1I, they worked hard to woo and maintain as much public

support as possible while avoiding the mass media, which they

distrusted. The spokesperson of SOL outlined their strategies

ful ly:

Our main strategy has been to lobby the MLAs first. frle asked

individuals to write three dÍfferent letters to their MLAs.

l¡le sent out infornation leaflets or brochures saying 'this is

what you can do, here's a sample letter you can send'. We

also put out a four-page pamphlet about the issue and the

supporters we had in government and other various places, as

well as copies of the.Latest gallup [sic] polJ.s showing

support for gay protection....

SOL organized post-card canpaigns at both the federal and

provincial levels. Supporters, members and sympathizers were

requested to send a post-card to their MP or MLA, stanp. The

post-card indicated the sender's support for gay rights and

requested the addressee to support the de¡nancl for the amendment.

About 2,000 cards were sent.
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SOL also met individually with the NDP members of the

J,egislature and discussed the gay rights issue with then. The

spokesperson said:

Some of then refused to meet with us. But the ones that

would meet with us, we spoke to, discussed the issues and

answered their questions. l{e tried to do as much educating

as possible and got them comfortabl-e even with just talking

about it.

Another strategy employed by SOL was

open-houses during which its members

of the NDP MLAs who were wavering on

who were opposed to it.

the organization of

succeeded in convincing some

the Íssue as well as those

ARGUING FOR HOMOSEXUAL RIGHTS LEGISLATION

Gays For Equality presented a brÍef entitled Manitoba

Homosexuals: A Minority without Rights to the MHRC during the

first public hearing on amending the Act in 1983. Copies of this

brief were forwarded to the government, and all three provincial

political parties. This brief sought to show that:

I. ho¡nosexual and bisexuai persons were denied the dignity

and equal rÍghts declared by the Manitoba Human Rights Act;

II. anti-honosexual discrimination differed in important ways

from discrininatÍon with regard to race, creed, colour, etc.

but is no less unjust;

IIL the arguments commonly offered against ame¡rding the
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Manitoba Human Rights Act were inval.id and faited to consider

the purpose and function of such legislation.

In Íts preamble to the brief, GFE said it was speakÍng for

the tens of thousands of Manitoba homosexuals who suffered

discri.mination because of their sexual orientation. It identified

itself as a group forned to bring before the Manitoba public the

truth about homosexuality, with the belief that once the

stereotypic conceptions of homosexuality were broken dor,vn and the

destructive effects of discrinination h¡ere known, swift action to

end such discrimination would ensue.

I. THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY AS A MINORITY

The brief noted that the homosexual popuJ-ation encompasses

all ethnic, social, economic and educational groups. It quoted a

study by Nagler (1971) as stating that no significant differences

were observable between homosexuals and the 1971 census figures,

adding that homosexuals exist in all walks of Life, in aIl jobs

and professions, in all creeds and colours, as single, married or

divorced people.

The brief estimated that there r{ere about 35.000 honosexuals

in Manitobaz. This, it said, is not an insignificant ninority.

II. DIGNITY AND EQUAL RIGHTS

The brief noted that while honosexuals form a large minority

scattered through aLl areas of society, certain social forces

continue to repress them. In federal -Legislation, laws against
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"rìon-procreative" sexuality made homosexuals criminals. Even with

recent amendments to the criminal code, there remained an age

differentÍal for homosexual and heterosexual acts, discriminating

against the forner. Moreover, selective app_tication of these laws

effectively discriminated against the homosexual minoritv.

Federal law provided privileges to heterosexual coupres, whire

disenfranchising gay unions. The federal government's Reg.!_on

securÍty (1969) recommended that homosexuals be denied employnent

Ín the higher levels of the CiviI Service.

rt said provincial tegisration was of speciat concern to gay

people. Provincial statutes could insure Iegal recourse for
victi¡nized citizens and also deter those inciined to unfair
practices. They could also act as guidelines which people would

consÍder in fornurating their own views and practices. However,

the brief noted that the Manitoba Human Rights Act, failed to

provide to ho¡nosexual persons the protection it gave to

individuals victimized for other reasons. It added that gay

people had no security in their employment or rented

accommodations and they were often hindered from obtaining life
insurance, credit and personal loans if their sexual orientation
was known.

Furthermore, the brief noted that there was a conspiracy of

silence in Manitoba which resulted in the suppression of

infornation relating to honosexuality. In the mass media
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homosexuals were rare-[y mentioned, and when reference occurred, it

was in an isolated and "specia_I" context. Even worse, print and

broadcast media preferred to restrict their coverage on this issue

to sensational and discreditabte events, such as political clefeats

and mass murders, while ignoring more positive events, such as

political successes and daily-life accounts, on the grounds that

"this is a fa¡nily newspaper" and "our listeners/viewers might

object".

sinilarly, the brief noted homosexua-tity was either ignored

or distorted in discussions of sexuality in the c-tassroom. The

failure of guidance counsellors to present an accurate, non-biased

analysis of homosexuality when the subject arises left young

people seriously misinforned and young gay people comp_l.etely

isolated. compounding the loneliness, anxiety, and guilt feelings

of young homosexual persons. was the "queer baiting" which operates

on the peer group 1eve1. These two factors, causally related,

nade the lives of honosexuatry inclined adoiescents a tiving heli,

the brief noted.

It added further that synptomatic of the school's refusal

to treat homosexuality with sensitivity was the tendency of

ueachers to conceai the sexuai orientation of many famous persons.

Although of secondary concern in itsetf, this fact did reflect

heterosexual society's willingness to benefit from gay culture

while continuing to pontificate upon the "immorality', or
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"sickness" of homosexual persons.

The ignorance of honosexuality and the resurtant creation of

iniquitous stereotypes was more profoundly felt when it led, as

it often did, to homosexuals' inability to benefit from nany of

society's supportive institutions. Social service and legal

facilities were often denied them. similarly, it was impossibre

for them to function within some churches since these institutions
generally condemned them outright.

Anti-homosexual preJudÍce also made it extremeJ.y difficult
for them to run for public office for fear of unscrupulous smear

tactics by their opponents. Thus, gay people had no political
representation and were forced to acquiesce to being denounced by

,rl

sone politiij;ians. Few political flgures object to such
,l

denunciatioiis tor fear that they thenselves would be labelled as

homosexual.

III. DISCRIMINATION AND CONCEALMENT

The brÍef noted that the most costly effect of

anti-ho¡rosexual prejudice and discrimination was the development

of various forms of serf-hatred in many homosexuats and

undesirable tension in the society at large. That nany

homosexuals choose to "pass" as heterosexual was not difficutt to

understand, it said. The rejectton and stigmatization of

homosexuals over the years had forced many peopre to lead hidden

lives in fear of exposure, exploitation, persecution and possible
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prosecution. Homosexual men and wornen found concea-lment easy in

part because society so readily co-operates with them. Parents,

friends, Iandlords and employers would often rather not know. A

great many homosexual relationships were thus surreptitious.

In conciusion, it said there was widespread ignorance about

honosexuals, not only in their sexual activity, but also in their

lifestyle, their social contributions and their very presence in

society. It suggested that the reforn of The Manitoba Human

Rights Act would encourage more widespread education of the public

resulting in a more reasonabie understanding of the subject. The

tensÍon and anxiety experienced by many people who are concerned

about their sexual identity and orientation, in the face of social

repression, would be relieved by more intelligently conceived

legislation. Honosexual individuals especially would benefit,

sÍnce the adverse social attitudes affect them the most deeply.

THE RICHARD NORTH LETTERS AND HUNGER STRIKE

BACKGROUND

On August 13, 1984, North, an avowed homosexual and menber of

GFE sent a two-page, hand-written Ietter to the Attorney-General

of Manitoba. The letter indicated North's intention to enbark on

a hunger strike on tl'ìe fÍrst day of the next legislative session

unless the governnent pronised to include "sexual orientation" in

the HRA. This action would also be accompanied with daily

visitations by North to enquire from the Attorney-General the

ii
ll

'l
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basis of hÍs government's refusal to protect the rÍghts of

homosexuals in the province. North would also deriver an

open-letter to the Attorney-General, the NDp caucus chairperson

and the media on each working day.

The letter did not only spell out the strategy North intendeo

to employ in backing this demand but also highrighted sone of the

salient arguments for the amendment. These were contained in a

series of letters he wrote during the hunger strike the forlowing
year,

0n March r, 198b, GFE issued a press state¡nent endorsing the

actions of one of its members , Mr. North, in undertar(ing a

hunger strike to persuade the Manitoba government to add "sexual

orientation" to the prohibited grounds of discrimination in the

MHRA.

This lobby group contended that the addition of sexual

orientation to the Act would be the only lega1ly-established

nechanism for protecting men and wonen who are honosexual and

bisexual from unfair discrimination in the areas covered by the

Act (employment, housing, business services and advertising).

The release said the GFE and the Manitoba gay comm.nity were

grieved by the fact that disappointment at the ineffectiveness of

ratÍonal argument should comper one of their community into a

symbolic act intended to demonstrate that for them the issue üras

one of life and death. It said, what was popularly referred to as
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"living in the closet" was a form of death, in the form of slow

strangulation of one's self respect, one's abitity to love and be

loved, of the plain comfort and happiness of ordÍnary daiiy life,
rt was from this death, that the gay liberation movement had been

trying to rescue millions of individuais around the world, and

thousands in the province of Manitoba. "To cut short that rescue

operation is to bring our community back into the shadow of death.

The hunger strike being undertaken by Rick North represents in the

bocty of one individual the slow death threatening the life of

every man and woman who is homosexual", the release said. It
concluded that GFE regretted that the situation had called forth
so painful a response and pledged its continuing support in the

endeavour to obtain justice for homosexual and bisexual people.

This -letter from North and the news release from GFE provide

a lrackground to the developments leading up to the hunger strike.
From the perspective of these actors, they had corlectivery

exp-tored and exhausted all avenues open to them to seek redress

for their grievances and to acquire protective legislation for
themselves. The frustrations experienced in a decade of

unsuccessfu-t l0bbying and pubJ.ic education and the need for
protectÍon against discrimination had created a situation in r¡hÍch

a symbolic act of serf-destruction had been deemed by North as the

only means of continuing the struggle of gays for equality.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE TETTERS

Five distinct but interrelated objectives can bre iclentifjed

in these letters. These are: (1) to educate the ruling elites

about homosexuality and homosexua-ls; (2) to demonstrate that

homosexuals are victi¡ns of discrimination; (g) to argue for

protective legislation prohibiting discrimination against

homosexuals; (4) to refute the counter-arguments presented against

such legislation; (5) to challenge the government to demonstrate

its commitment to the defence of the human rights of minorities.

Al1 this q¡as a reaffirnation of the demand for the anendment.

1. Education

Combating ignorance is a critical aspect of persuasion,

especially in situations where peopre lack adequate knowledge of

the issues involved. Education, making people informed about an

issue, is a way of preparing people for ro.Les and actions which

they may otherwise not undertake. The North letters aimed at

informing the targets that: (1) homosexuality is fairly common,

and honosexuals are ordinary, nornai beings; (2i honosexuals,

being ordinary members of society, have nade important

contributions to human civitization, and (g) the majority of

people support the provision of basic human rights for

honosexuals.
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2 . Expos it j.on

To secure protective legislation for categories of peopie in

the population, it is imperative that its necessity and urgency

be demonstrated not only through graphic portrayals of

discrimination but also the ineffectiveness of existing legal

provisions to serve the function expected of the legislation being

demanded. North provided a number of media reports and individual

accounts of discri¡nination against honosexuals. He also provided

political and judicial records, findings of Commissions, Boards

of adjudication and court rulings, which showed that the existing

Human Rights Act did not cover nor was it intended to cover

homosexuals.

3. Arguments

Based on the ordinariness of homosexua-lity and the

dÍscrimination faced by homosexuals, as well as the pervasÍve

support anong the pub.Lic for the legal protection of honosexua.l-s,

North argued that the government should a¡nend the MHRA to include

a prohibition of discrimÍnation based on 'sexual orientation'.

4. Counter-Argunents

Using statistical evidence from media reports, the opinions

of prominent professional and religious organizations and

deductive reasoning, North sought to refute the common argunents

raised against the amendment sought.
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5 . Clra-l lenge

o¡l the basis of the foregoing he ctrallenged the ruling elites

to reconcile their ideological commitments and campaign promÍses

with their hunan rights issue performances.

CHANGES IN THE POSITTON OF THE TARGET GROUPS

This section deals with the history of gay rights tegislation

in Manitoba in relation to the three politicat parties who were

the key targets Lobbied by GFE and SOL. The objective is to

illustrate and analyse the changing position of these groups on

the demand for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the HRA.

It also examines the inpact of the lobbying activities of these

groups on their targets. considerable attention is focused on the

NDP governments in Manitoba since 7972. From the period 19?2 to

1987, the NDP he-ld power in Manitoba except for a brief term of

Conservative rule flom 1977 to 1981. The Lp had not been in

governnent in Manitoba since 7972. Owing to this, although the

PCP and the LP were lobbied, the main interest here is in the NDp

and its various governments.

THE NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Since 7972, NDP governnents in Manitoba have adopted five

different positions on the subject of homosexuar rights. These

positions were contained in public statements by key government

ofi'icials and in judicial docunents and -Letters.

The first four positions have served to relieve the
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government of responsibilÍty for introducing homosexual rÍghts

legislation through the trivialization of homosexuality, while the

rast one recognized the need for such a legislation. These

positions were stated in 1972, 1974, 7977, 1994, and 19g6.

POSITION 1: Homosexuals do not deserve the same rights as others.

In 7972, Attorney-General MacklÍng stated:

There still is great concern on the part of the majority of

society that we do not somehow characterize homosexuarity as

a normal thing, as something that is attractive, that is

sonething that should be encouraged and blessed by the

state (fi¡innipeg Free press, December 6, tg7Z).

He observed that he was not sure society was wÍiring to grant

to groups that were "different" the same legal rights enjoyed by

groups that ¡neet "normal standards".

RESPONSE/COUNTER ARGUMENT

The thrust of this argunent was that legislative reforn in

this matter r,¡ould encourage an undesirable pattern of behavior.

GFE responded Ín its'brÍef to the MHRC that it was an arbitrary

decision on the part of the government or the adherents of certain

religions that honosexuality was morally wrong. rt was not

incongruous to believe that homosexuarity was a moral perversÍon

and yet to be committed to guaranteeing the civil rights of

homosexuars. Public opinion poJ.ls showed that many people who do

not approve of homosexuality nonetheless support civit rights
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protection for homosexuals. Most major religious denominations

supported civil rights protection for ho¡nosexuals because they

recognized the distinction between the private moral issue (sexual

expression) and the pub.Lic ethical issue (civi1 rights).

GFE added that recent research by Szasz (1920) had

established beyond doubt that the supposed association popurarly

between certain socialJ.y undesirable phenomena such as sexual

molestation of children and homosexuality was unfounded. It
pointed out that no distinction couid be made between the

psychology of homosexuals and heterosexuals. rt said further that.

it was not the function of legislation to enforce the unrealistic

views of particular churches. Finalty, it stressed that the

legislation being sought would not affect the process of sexual

orientation but rather simply protect citizens in the ordinary

passage of their 1ives.

In Digest on 'Gay Rights' 1: Human,/Civil Rights (19Sg), GFE

argued that protection on the basis of sexual orientation would no

nore encourage homosexuality than protection on the basis of

religion, race and physical handicap has encouraged catholicÍsm,

black skin or deafness. "There is no evidence to show that

homosexuarity is/was any more prevalent in those cultures which

have not discri¡ninated against homosexuals than it has always been

in Manitoba" it said. Honosexuai behavior would conceivabry

increase only to the extent that those who are homosexuals would
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cease to pretend that they are heterosexuals and enter into

homosexual relationships. It noted that, the point of this

legislation was to ensure that prevalent prejudice does not harm

the lives of innocent individua-ts.

POSITION 2: There is insufficient support for homosexua_l rights

legislation.

On October 4, 7974, three representatives of GFE met with the

Attorney-General, Howard Pawley, to denand that "sexual

orientation" be included in the MHRA. The Attorney-Generat

replied that neither the public nor J.egislators wouid stand for

it, as there was a pervasive dislike of homosexuality. He noted

that, "Ín matters of morality, changes in law must follow public

opinion not lead it" (Itlinnipeg Free Press, October 5, 7974.

In November 1976, Moats, the Executive Director of the MHRC

reiterated the governments' 1974 positÍon on this legislation,

saying that he had not had any indication from Mr. Pawley that

there had been any change in governnent policy concerning

homosexuals in the interval (Winnipeg Free Press, November 20,

1976).

RESPONSE/COUNTER ARGUMENT

The Committee produced evidence to show that the Governnent's

arguments were in conflict wÍth reality. Public opinion polls

showed that the najority of CanadÍans and Manitobans supported

human rights protection for homosexuals. A survey conducted by
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the canadian Institute of public opinion in May 192? showed that
52% oT canadÍans approved of gay rÍghts protection in raw, while
"opposition to thÍs protection is expressed by 30 per cent of

Canadian adujts, and 1g per cent cannot say" (Winnipeg Free press,

June 29, 7977; Winnipeg Tribune, September 28, 19?9).

The committee noted that during the 1gz? provincial election,
while Premier schreyer refused to acknowledge that gay peopre were

an oppressed group, the Manitoba Liberats included hunan rights
protection for gay people in their party pJ.atform. The committee

arso furnished the Government and the MHRC with a long list of

organizations and religious denominations which supported cívi1
rights protection for gay þeople (see Appendix C). It a_Lso

.,¡
,i

\i provided them with statements of support from religious leaders
il
,.l- and organizations as welt as evidence of support from professional

and scientific organizations, and a memorandum from the NDp

provincial executive reninding members of caucus that the party

was on recorcl as supportÍng the legislation.

The comnittee also provided other indicators of growing

pubric support for gay rights. It said the province of Quebec had

already enacted such a legis-Lation in Dece¡nber rg77. Toronto,

ottawa, windsor, Kitchener, and vancouver had all adopted gay

rights ordinances and human rights protection for honosexuaLs was

being supported by canadÍan federar and provincial Human Rights

commissions. commissions in British corumbia, Alberta,
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Saskatche$/an, Manitoba and Ontario had recommended such

Iegis-lation in their respective provincial human rights codes.

Furthermore, it noted that the absence of organized

opposition to gay rights in Manitoba was indicative of the high

Ievel of public tolerance on this issue. The Committee had been

able to collect over two thousand names in two days on a petition

urging the enactment of thÍs legislation.

POSITION 3: The legislation is unnecessary because homosexuals

are not an oppressed group.

In October 1977, Premier Schreyer, said: "f bear no

animosity to those who may be in that condition". He said the

matter was not one on which one shoulcl rnal(e any adverse co¡n¡nents,
,.1

adding that he was not of the opinion that homo""*u,iif" were an
,l

oppressed group (Itlinnipeg Free Press, October 6, 1gÌ'?).

The reference to homosexuality as a "condition" has strong

nedical undertones and is suggestive of some nental or

physiological i1lness, although the notion that homosexuality was

a function of mental abnornality or neurotic disorder had been

rejected by the American Psychiatric AssocÍation since 1973.

f{hether or not this reflected a rejection (or lack of knowledge)

of current scientific opinion by a member of the power elite in

society, it amounted to a strategy of evasion, of avoiding

"unnecessary" public controversy.
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RESPONSE/COUNTER ARGUMENT

In its brief, GFE exp-lained that there were severat

reasons why the number of documented cases of discrimination

against homosexuals was not large. It said, there had been no

Ín-depth studies into the extent of discrimination against

homosexuals. It added further that most cases of discri¡nination

never come to right as many homosexuals are so frightened of

further social censure that they do not seek redress, f'lry
realizing that under the present lega1 system, it would be

impossible to obtain.

Furthermore, discrinination against honosexuars was aiso

unique when compared to the more obvious forms of discriminatÍon

such as racisn, for honosexuals have the option of hiding their
sexual orientation. It agreed that the majority of homosexuals

were indistinguishable from heterosexuals and could "conveniently

pass" without detection. However, it noted, concealment hras

obtaÍned at a terribre cost. The person nust constantly be on

guard that a chance remark or slip of the tongue would reveal

his/her homosexuality. The ho¡nosexual is permanently apprehensive

and must live a schizophrenic life Ín which he,/she hides his/her
sexual relationships fron even ciose friends and relatives. it
said' It cited two studies (Hoffman, 1969; west, 1960) which had

concluded that nental illness among honosexuais is not related to

homosexuality itself but is caused by thÍs oppression. Despite
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these pressures, it said, a study by Hooker (1947) among others.

had shown that homosexual-s are on the average no more neurotic

than heterosexuals.

The brief said not on-ly is concealment of one's sexual

orientation oppressive and harmful to the individual, but it is

also wrong in principle to deny protection to a minority on the

ground that they can conceal thenselves. such a situation would

imply that the HRA should not protect against discrinÍnation on

the basis of religion since any person couid probably avoid

dÍscrinination through the concea-tment of his/her religious

beiiefs and practices.

It added that with the energence of gay rights organizations

across canada, more and more cases of discriminatÍon have

occurred. It cited several exanples of discrimination agaÍnst

homosexuals in Manitoba over the years. One of the most obvious

exaìri'j 'i-¡rrcerned the denial 0f a private club charter to

non-profit gay social organization by the Attorney-General of

ManÍtoba (ülinnipeg Free Press, December 6, IgTZl .

During the interview with the 1eadership of GFE, its

spokesperson provided the fol"towing illustration that highlights

the difficuities faced by the homosexual community in its

day-to-day activities, as weli as the psychology of gay political

activism.

Two gay social clubs were establishecl in 7972. In order that
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the organizations could establish their premises, they needed to

incorporate and to obtain a liquor licence. They attempted to do

that in 1972. At that time, the government of the province was

NDP which might have been expected to be relatively tolerant even

though attitudes toward homosexualÍty at that time were stil1

fairly negative. The governnent refused to allow the

organization to Íncorporate, Let alone to obtain a liquor .licence.

The Attorney-Generat at the tine said that alttrough he thought

homosexuars ought not to be "hounded and pilJ.oried" they ought not

have the same legal rights as the peop_le. In the words of the

then Attorney-General, Mackling:

Our concern is that such groups ought not to be clothed with

the same rights and respectability as other groups (lr¡innipee

Free Press, Decenber 6, 7972) .

He added that he was not sure society was wiJ.ling to grant rÍghts

under the law to groups that were "different" such as the rights

that are enjoyed by groups that meet "normal standards'..

The ciub, seeking to naintain a safe social environment,

sought unobtrusÍve legal remedies to this. GFE took up the issue.

The 1973 Provinciat etections ürere in progress and the

organization confronted the NDP candidates everywhere in the city

of llinnipeg and some other constituencies with questions about the

Attorney-General's resistance. They succeeded Ín finding that

many of them, including the President of the party (who happened
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to run in a constituerrcy with some open homosexuals) disagreed

with the Attorney-General. The Attorney-Genera-l subsequently was

obliged to withdraw his objections and to atlow that social

organization to be incorporated and to get liquor licence.

GFE said further that in the area of housing, and employnent,

a winnipeg lesbian couple were continuatly harassed at their

residence because they were lesbians, and one of them, a teacher

in a locar schoot, had her contract revoked because of her sexuaL

orientatÍon. In the area of services offered to the public, a

Local loan company issued a directive that loans be refused to

homosexuals. The Big Brothers organization also refused to allow

qualified men to becone Big Brothers when they were known to be

honosexual, thereby perpetuating the myth that honosexuaLs were

child nolesters (IrÍÍnnipeg Free press, October 26, 1gg3, p. 10).

Other instances of discrimination cited by GFE included the

following:

Derksen Printers Ltd. of steinbach, Manitoba refused to print the

Manitoba Gay Directory (Toronto Globe and Mait, July 4, 7974);

both the WÍnnipeg Tribune and the Ílinnipeg Free press refused paid

advertisements from GFE announcing counselling and educatÍonaL

services; the Manitoba Te.Lephone systen refused to list GFE's

telephone number in the directory; cBc rejected public service

announcements from gay organizations (The uniter, october 6, 19?6,

p. 8; Manitoban, January 20, 197,7, p. 1); menbers of GFE had been
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fÍred from their jotrs and had had Landlords refuse to rent to

them only because of their sexual orientation. It noted that had

the grounds of discrimination in any of these instances been race,

sex' religion, ethnic origin or political beliefs, the victims

would have had recourse to law and possible reparation would be

achieved.

GFE focused some attention on the philosophical

justifications for the existence of the MHRC itself, pointing out

that its very existence was indicative of the necessity of public

guidance and lega1 protection in the face of prevalent social

prejudice. It said the ideas of dignity and equal rights Ínplicit

in the MHRA, must be constantly upheld. It intÍmated that

enlightened public opinion would support the inclusion of such

-tega1 proteçtion, citing the majority of psychiatrists,

psychologists, socioJ.ogists and theologians of alr faiths as a

segment of the educated pubric which would urge such protection.

Finally, it dealt with the possible benefits of having such a

legislation. It suggested that this a¡nendnent would benefit the

whole of society as talented ho¡nosexuals could deveJ.op their

potentials more fuLly. A qual.ified honosexual who now dares not

run for public office or apply for a promotion or a high security

job cou-td then do so. The general public would be reassured that

its fears of homosexuals are not well-founded, an<l the vicious

anti-homosexual prejudice would recede and pave the way for a
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greater sense of torerance of diversity. This, it said, wourd

move the province one step closer to the "mosaic" idea-l of

society. It ended this counter-argument with a statement from Dr.

Lars Ullerstron:

Many of the norns that are used for discrimination against

(these) minoritÍes are indefensible from a utilÍtarian, legal

or hunanitarian point of view. They stand in opposÍtion to

all our basic values and to the spirit expressed in the

United Nations Declaration of Human RÍghts.

on the basis of these arguments, the committee said it was

appealing to the strength of the moraL leadership of the

Attorney-General and the MHRC in all areas of human rights in

Manitoba to estab-Lish a study group within the commission to

research existing forms of discrimination against homosexuals in
Manitoba, and to produce and make public educational material on

the issues raised in the brief. It arso appealed to them to

recommend to the Government the amendment of the MHRA so that

sexual orientation could no longer be a legal basis for

discrinination. The brief concluded wÍth the fo.trowing statment:

The issue at stake is not whether homosexual.ity should be

'approved' or 'pronoted' any more than protection of freedom

of speech is an approvar of unpopurar views, or freedom of

religion, the promotion of extreme religious beliefs.

Instead, the issue is whether a minority group which does no
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harm to any person should be alrowed to rive normal and open

lives, or whether it will continue to be forced to conceal

its closest interpersonal relationships and to publicry deny

a fundanental part of itself. In 19ga, it takes little
courage to condemn racial or religious discrimination. ffe

submit, holûever, that discri¡nination on the basis of sexual

orientation is morarly indistinguishable from raciar or

religlous discrimination. I{e hope that persons today will go

beyond the advocacy of what ls universally popular and will
support the changes which we have proposed.

This statement is grounded in three important prenises which

may be sum¡narized as follows: first, honosexuallty is nornai;

second, homosexuals do not harm others in society; third,
discrimlnation against homosexuals is moral.ly indistinguishable

from racial or religious discrimination.

PosrrloN 4: "Gay rights" legislation if unnecessary because the

Act already covers it.

In a letter dated June 12, 19g4, addressed to a constituent,
Mr. Roland Penner, the Attorney-General and MLA for Fort Rouge

stated:

rt is my view and the view of others that as the Act is
presentry worded it does in fact provide protection against

discrimination based on sexual orientation. The difficulty
Ís that this has never been tested.
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However, the letter reÍterated the government's continuÍng

opposition to dÍscrinination in any form. this was the first

indication that the government ¡uas noving closer to introducing

the amendment reguested by the homosexual lobby groups. If it

could be established that the Act did not provlde the protection

being sought, then presunably the government could be persuaded to

introduce it.
:.

' In 1983, the MHRC reco¡nnended the inclusion of "sexual

orientation" Ín the Act; this was part of a package of

recommendations forwarded to the governnent. The government's

emphasÍs here had clearly shifted fron the moral/religious stance

I that regarded homosexuality as unacceptable to a human rights

perspective.

While the governnent,s position had clearly changed, there

had been no changes in the Act itself. The government's

contention was that the existing provision prohibiting

discrimination based on "sex" covered "sexual orientation".

RESPONSE/COUNTER ARGUMENT

On July 3, t974, f{hite, Manitoba's Chlef Hunan Rights

officer said with reference to the refusal of a Steinbach printing

. company to print a federally-financed booklet entitled,

'Understanding Honosexuality' :

Unfortunatley there is nothing in the Act that covers the

people in that movement. As a group, they have no
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protection.

He said he was sonetimes able to "do something for individual

cases" but there was nothing that provided homosexuals legal

protection frorn discrimination. He added: "They're going to have

to push for it" (Toronto Globe and Mail, July 4, L974).

In a legal precedent in 7974, the Saskatchewan Court of

Queen's Bench ruled that denyÍng employment on the basis of

homosexuality or sexua-l orientation could not be interpreted as

sex discrimination under the province's Fair Employment Practices.

The court held that "the provision of the Act prohibiting

employment discrimination on the basis of sex would generally be

considered to be about whether the person in question was a nan or

a woman, not on the basis of sexual orientation, sexual proclivity

or sexual activity" (Winnipeg Tribune, February 7, 1976).

Moats, Executive Director of MHRC said the Human Rights Act

said that the Commission had no power to prohibit discri¡nination

against homosexuaLs. He quoted the SaskatcherÀran court ruling

cited above, noting that in terns of human rights, present

enforcement of laws against discrimination on grounds of sex

applied only to males or females and not homosexuaLs (Winnipeg

Free Press, November 20, 1976).

These statements were crucÍal in that they clearly challenge

and contradict the government's contention that the provision

against sex discrimination in the Act also covered sexual
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orientation. In a letter dated August 17, 1977, Monk, the Human

Rights Development Counsellor, indicated that a man's compJ.aint

presented to the MHRC alleging that the SalvatÍon Army in

W.innipeg had dismissed him from employnent because of his sexual

orientation, could not be processed by the Commission. He

explained that sexuaL orientation had not yet been included among

the prohibited grounds for discrimination contained in Section

6(1) which deals with enployment practices.

The real test of the government position came when on June

25,1983, Vogel who had been fornally marriecl to his lover,

Richard North by the Unitarian Universalist Church in 19?4,

brought a complaint to the MHRC. The gravamen of his complaint

was that he had been discriminated against on the basis of sex,

narita-l status and sexual orientation by his employer (the

Government) who had refused to provide his partner with spousal

benefits under the employee dental plan. In Vogel vs. Government

gf Manitoba, the board of adjudication ruled that because "sex

dÍscrimination" refers to the of the enployee and maritaj

status can onJ.y be considered in relationships between member:s of

the opposite sex, Vogel was not being discriminated against. The

ruling, delivered on August 23, 1983 said the denial of dentaj

benefits was because of Vogel's sexual preference not his gender

(Winnipee Free Press, August 25, 1983). It concluded that "sexuaj

orÍentation" was not covered under Section 6 of the Act (MHRC
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1983 Annual Report, p. 22-23).

This ruling proved that the HRA did not protect homosexuals

despite assurances to the contrary from the Attorney-General.

Sinilarly, in October 1983, the MHRC told a former volunteer Big

Brother that a recent ruling (Vogel vs. Government of Manitoba)

confÍrned that "sexual orientation" was not a prohibited ground of

dÍscrimÍnation.(Winnipeg Free Press, October 26, 19S3).

The Co¡nmittee for the Inclusion of Sexual Orientation in the

HRA, in a 1984 pamphlet submitted to the MHRC and the government,

argued that since "sex" and "physical handicap" had been adcled to

the Act when it was deemed necessary to provide protection against

discrimination on these grounds, "sexual orientation" also should

be added to the Act if the government believed in the need to

protect ho¡nosexuals against discrinination based on this factor.

For ten years, the MHRC and the government maintained that

the Act did not cover homosexuals. The Connission repeatedly

declined to act on complaints involving sexual orientation because

the Act did not give it jurisdiction in this area. It would seen

also that the Attorney-Genera-L's position, whÍ1e acknowledging the

necessity for guaranteeing homosexual rights protection in law,

h¡as an attempt to relieve the government of responsibility for

introducing "gay rights" legislation which the governnent belleved

to be unpopular.
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There is a need to include sexual orientatÍon in the

HRA to provide legal protection for homosexuals

against discrÍmination based on this ground.

In December, 1986, the Attorney-General introduced an

amendment in the NDP caucus and proceeded to introduce Bi Il 47 in

the provincial legislature on May 29, 1987. The objective of this

Bill was to include "sexual orientation" in the HRA. Bill 47 was

passed by the legislature in July 1987 after a lengthy and

diffÍcult debate.

Fron the perspective of the NDP governnents over the years,

it can be said that the first four positions represent the main

argunents against the Ínclusion of the anendment in the Act. The

views of the leader of the PCP who was opposed to the Bill tallied

with the first four positions of the NDP governnent. The fact

that the government shifted Íts position on the issue reflect the

impact of the lobbying activities of the honosexual advocacy which

was initiated and championed by GFE and SOL, wÍth cooperation fron

the MHRC.

IT. THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATTVE PARTY (PCP)

The PCP's positÍon on protecting the rights of homosexuals

remained constant throughout the period 7972-7987. Its leader

said:

There was no change in my party's position on this matter at

all. hlhen we were in government in the late 1970s we just
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didn't feel that it was appropriate to put this into Human

Rights legisJ.ation and we continued to be opposed to it.

Both as Government and Opposition, the PC maintained its

perception of the de¡nand as an attempt on the part of the lobby

groups to secure the legalization and acceptance of homosexual.ity

as a lifestyle equivalent to heterosexuality. This perception was

actually consonant with GFE's main objective as noted earlier.

The PCP leader said he did not believe that the majority of

Manitobans wanted to see the enjoyment of a homosexual lifestyle

as equivalent to a heterosexual one. Yet evidence fron public

opinion polls suggested that contrary to the PCP's position most

Manitobans and Canadians in general were supportive of the demand

even if they personally found homosexuality morally unacceptable.

The PCP's position was grounded in reLigious conservatism which

defined homosexuality as a sin.

THE LIBERAL PARTY

There rrras a change in the position of the LP on the question

of homosexual rÍghts. The LP leader explained this change in

terms of an attitude change within the rank and file of the

party:

Our position changed over the years. Like the majority of

people in our society, Liberals were intolerant about

homosexuality in the 1930s and 40s, and certainly in the last

century....While those in their 60s and even those Ín their
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50s have some serious problems about homosexuality,

teenagers today, kids in theÍr 20s and adujts in their 30s

have in fact decided that this is a non-issue; this is not

sonething that is probably going to affect then and therefore

it is not their right to discriminate against homosexuals.

This reflects on the age conposition of the Lp. A good number of

Liberals today experienced the sexual revolution of the 1960s and

appreciated its impact on society. The young menbers of the

Manitoba LP supported homosexual rÍghts legisJ.ation and the Lp

adopted a resolution ca_tting for the inclusion of sexual

orientation in the canadian Human Rights Act during a national

party convention in 1980.,,,, Prior to that tine, the Lp had been

opposed to this demand. ii,rter this convention, it grew more and
1i

more supportive of it and its leader personally lobbied sone

members of the PC and the NDP in 1985-87 when she became a member

of the legislature.

TARGET GROUPS' PERCEPTION OF NORTH'S ACTIONS

Two aspects of the North episode are considered in this

section. First, what were the targets' perceptions of his tactÍc

of hunger strike as an instrument of persuasion? second, how did

they judge or eval.uate the content of his open-retters? rn other

words, what was the effect of both the hunger strike and the

letters? The responses obtained from the j.nterviews are presented

and analysed in this order, beginning with the three political
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parties and then the MHRC.

1. THE HUNGER STRIKE

THE NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY GOVERNMENT

Both the Attorney-General- and the chaÍrperson of the NDp

government caucus perceived the hunger strike as a negative action

with detri¡nental consequences for the process of effecting the

amendment. The Attorney-Generaj said the hunger strike:

Had a rather negative inftuence because even those in the

caucus who felt that at the right time we should do this felt

that it would be a terrible error to be seen to be doing it

because of the actÍons of an indivÍdual. This would reave us

hostage to any individuaj who on an issue decides to have a

hunger strike, and we couldn't order our legislative

programme on the basis of doing that. So that in fact, even

if there was a notion to go ahead with it then, I think the

majority of the caucus said '0h oh, no, no! ' (Empfrasis adil. -.)

'.'l

',1

THE PROGRESSIVE COÌ.ISERVATIVE PARTY

The notion that hunger strikes and

tactics are reprehensÍble was shared by

noted:

other extra-parliamentary

the leader of the PCP. He

We were not in any way shape or for¡n influenced by the

lobbying activities of the homosexual advocacy groups,

including the hunger strike and open-letters of Mr. Rick

North. We sas{ his aclions as bordering on blackmail. and we
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goutd not Oe pressur

introducing or supporting anv kind of legislation. (Emphasis

added).

THE LIBERAL PARTY

Conmenting on this issue, the leader of the Lp said:

I think that an awful lot of people regarded Rick North as a

grandstander, and felt that that was not the way to go about

i t ; that quiet diplomacy r^ras f ar more ef f ective .

THE MANITOBA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

The past chairperson of this body said the hunger strike had

no impact on the connission. He added that "in genera.L it helped

keep the natter more public in the forefront".

The concern of the NDp caucus was clearly that by going

forward with the amendment at that naterial time it would seem as

though the governnent was yielding to the tactic of an individual

and thereby indirectly encouraging peopre to resort to hunger

strike or other such extrene measures as kidnapping,

hostage-taking or even terrorism in pursuit of their goals. In

essence, these are coercive instruments of power which compel

compliance because they endanger the lives of either the actor or

the victim. They are a form of po-titical blacknail. They feed on

the potential sympathies of the victim's associates, or the

political exigencies which often co¡npel politicians to show

compassion, even if onry for potitical reasons, either toward the
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actor or the victim. This is often a big chal_lenge for

politicians. The hunger strike served to alienate "even those in

the caucus who felt th¿rt "at the right time" the anendnent should

be pushed forward. The notion of timing here is an important

indication that some in the governing elite were supportive or the

amendnent but were reluctant to advance it for political

consideratÍons. They seemed to be waiting for the "right"

political atmosphere for fear that they might arienate sections of

the public and thus jeopardize their future electoral chances.

since the NDP had just come out of an election with a reduced

majority in the legislature, it is plausibJ.e that some within the

caucus fe.tt the political climate was not conducive for such an

action. This is a further indication that politicaL actors,

especially the governing elites, take into account, the political

environnent external to the substance of the demands of lobbv

groups in reaching decisions on such demands.

the chairperson of the NDP caucus ampJ.ified the role of such

"externaL" variables in the decision-making process:

The political process is slow and it's really difficult and

there are always high profile issues and a dozen of other

minor issues on the -tist in caucus and you just have to await

Vour turn. (Enphasis added).

Caucuses draw up their agendas with certain

profile" status. The determination of what

issues given "high

constitutes a "high
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profÍle" issue and what does not rests with a particular caucus.

In this priorÍzation process, the perceptions and interests of

politicians influence where in the agenda particular issues are

placed, or whether or not they are included in the agenda at all.

Although the protection of homosexual rights issue was an NDP

policy from the 19?0s onward and was an element in electoral

platforms, its incLusion Ín the NDP governnent caucus agenda did

not cone until the end of 1986. The party adopted a resoLution

supporting this amendment. The Attorney-General said:

The party positÍon has been for some considerable period of

time, that there should be specific protection against

discrimination for homosexuals. There was no formal

positÍon of our caucus until I brought the legistatÍon

forward in this session. So that you're deaLing in terns of

the official position that began to be formulated in December

of 1986 when I introduced the legislation into our caucus.

The NDP government's delay in putting homosexual rÍghts on

the agenda reflect its fear of the reaction of segnents of the

populace other than the homosexual community. If the lobbyÍng and

educational efforts continued, and the public opinion polls

continued to refiect increasing popular support for the amendment,

then the government might do so. Such a situation prevailed in

1985 when a Gallup poll Índicated that over 'lov" of Canadians were

supportive of the anendment. The "right time" had finalJ.y cone
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for the government to go ahead with the amendment.

In civil democracies, the capacity of lobby groups to be

patient and a1lo¡.r the government bureaucracy and

quasi-bureaucratic machinery to sort out the issues is a veritable

virtue. The use of "extra-parliamentary" methods (i.e.

unconventionai tactics) by tobby groups to speed up the political

process is seen by targets to be undemocratic and irresponsible.

The 1985 NDP caucus chairperson articulated this point:

Richard North's hunger strike did not have any inpact on me

personally at all because I was already on side. I don't

approve of extra-parliamentary things like hunger strikes at

all. In fact, ny big concern in achieving that goal. - which

is obviously a shared goal - is that that particular tactic

might be detrimental; it night nake it harder for those of us

in caucus at the tÍme who were supportive of the demand to

get support from other neutral, wavering and undecided

peop.Le. It might antagonize them and swing them the other

way. I feared it might be counter-productive.

The NDP caucus viewed the hunger strike as a negative development

with detrimentai consequences for the politicai process of

securing the amendment. This perception was shared by the PCP,

the LP and the MHRC.

The denunciation of the hunger strike as blackmail had a

political objective. It was a signal to those who might
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find similar tactics appealing that the ruLing elites wouLd not

tolerate such actions. What is pecu-tiar about hunger strÍkes,

from the standpoint of criminal law and political expedÍency, is

that the actor can neither be forced to eat, nor prosecuted for

embarkÍng on such an action. This places responsibility on the

shoulders of those for whom it is targeted to acquiesce to the

demands of the strike. The ability to reject such a

responsibility is itself evidence of tremendous poJ.itical

will-power. This is because it has the potential for representÍng

the target as callous and insensitive to the plight of the striker

while at the same time, acquiescence could be seen as evidence of

a Lack of political tenacity.

But the spokesperson of SOL provided a different perspective

on the ineffectiveness of North's hunger strike when she saÍd:

So here's Rick, embarking on a hunger strike, and the

government is nearing the end of the session, and having to

go to the polls, and determined to stay away from everything

that was controversial. They think thÍs issue is as

controversial as the French language issue; they think they

can go down on this issue; they think they can lose in the

legislature. You see, the NDP has only a majority of two

votes over the 0pposition, and they've got.one nember...who

may cross the floor at any time and who's terrible on this

issue. That leaves them with one vote over the Opposition.

According to this perspective, the real issue here was not that
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the hunger strike constituted blackmail but rather the overriding

need of the NDP to avoid controversy in order not to damage its

chances for re-election.

In the opinion of North and GFE every possible civil route in

their bÍd to secure their goal had been exhausted. For North

persona-lIy, the hunger strike was an untried course open to him to

demonstrate his frustrations at the government's failure to act on

the demand, and to back the denand itself. At any rate, the

target groups perceived North's hunger strike as a negative

deveJ.opment which did not influence their judgement.

The one benefit which accrued from the hunger strike was that

it served to dranatize the de¡nands of the homosexual lobby groups

and thereby succeeded in keeping the issue very much alive. The

speaker of the .Legislature and 1985 NDP caucus chairperson

amplified this point:

I think people can make requests of governnents for years and

years but until somebody actually does something by proposing

an action whether its a programme or legislation so that

there's something concrete for beople to react to, it just

ends up as talk. Sometines there's a need for the

dramatization of clemands. Thus, Rick North's hunger strike

and lrearings of the Co¡nmission both were a catalyst making it

a pubtic issue. (E¡nphasis added).

In other words, the hunger strike was not totally without inpact.
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It kept the Íssue in focus and corrtributed to the eventual passage

of the legislation in the long run.

THE NORTH LETTERS

The letters had the objective r¡f informing and educating the

targets about homosexuality, the problems of homosexuals, and the

need to provide protective legislation in the Human Rights Act for

homosexuals. A1J. target groups interviewed for this thesis

indicated knowledge of the Lett.ers and their contents.

THE NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

The Attorney-General expressed the view that the letters had

no direct influence on the process of securing the amendment. He

said:

The contents of his letters and the insights he sought to

share with us were of no direct benefit. No, not directly,

and that's not to put down the letters, contents or Mr.

North. You see, eh, I was personally of the belief long ago, 
,,.,.: 

.l ,that we ought to do this in our Hu¡nan Rights legislation, so t' .:

that I didn't need to be persuaded

The Attorney-Generai added that, "in terms of subsequent events"

the letters were of some benefit. He continued:

The support in the caucus grew steadily throughout the

discussion in caucus itself, and from the time that we

introduced the legislation for debate in the house - through

all of that - and particularly in the very 1ast stages of the
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debate, the posÍtion of the caucus strengthened. Many who

were going a-tong with it but were still not very sure became

more certain in their mind that we were d.oing the right

thing.

According to the Attorney-Genera1 the letters were part and parcel

of a large body of information which the govern¡nent needed to

prepare for the debate, to frame the legislation, and to consider

all the detaiLs Ínvolved in enacting such a legislation. He

indicated that the Letters, together with information from other

sources helped them to understand " in a much more complete sense

than night otherwise have been the case", the etiology of

homosexuality, and to formulate counter-arguments to objections to

the entrenchment of honosexual rights in tegistation. It can be

inferred from the above information, that the letters had a

limited, indirect inpact on the eventual adoption of the amendnent

to the MHRA.

THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY AND THE LIBERAL PARTY

The leaders of these parties said the North letters had no

impact on their organizations. The LP leader said:

The content of the open letters of Mr. North had no effect

any more than I think the lobbying canpaign of the Gays For

Equal.ity had during the bui.td-up to thÍs legislation. I

don't think it changed a single vote. I think we all went in

there absolutely determined we were going to do what we
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a very personal choice.

THE MANITOBA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
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reaJ.Iy, for many people,

The response from the past chair was that the letters had no

impact on the commission. He indicated, however, that they "might

have been educational. on the government's part".

SUMMARY

The homosexuai lobby groups presented their denand for the

amendment of the MHRA within the context of a human rights

campaÍgn. In their l0bbying activities they chronicled the

difficulties of a sexual minority which had been denied the basic

dignity and equal- rights enjoyed by other menbers of society.

They portrayed the pains of concearing their homosexuality due to

the fear of discrimination.

The North 1etters represented honosexuality and

as normal and argued for the extension of protective

for homosexuals. It also exposed and refuted the

counter-arguments against the anendnent. The .Letters

ho¡nosexuals

J. egi s 1at i on

had an

educationat impact on most of the targets.

Most of the targets perceived North's hunger strike as a

developnent which had negative conseguences on the process toward

the passage of Bill 47. Most believed his action was tantamount

to blackmail, and therefore they condenned it. one informant

indicated the hunger strÍke was functÍonal in that it helped keep
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the issue more pub_t ic .

Fromtheperiodín7972to1987mostofthekeytargetgroupS

adopted a number of different positions on the subject of :::'.

homosexual rights. The NDP adopted five positions which ranged

from denial and trivilizatÍon to the acknowledgement of the

existence of homosexuals as a minority faced with problems of ,l ,

,:. ,:..:

discrimination and conceaLment. The PCP remained unchanged in its
'.' , .opposition to gay rights tegislation. The Lp changed its position

from one of opposition to support.

Overall, the activities of the ho¡nosexual lobby groups

produced significant changes in the perceptions of most of the

targets on the subject of ho¡nosexual rights legis-tation.
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CHAPTER SIX

TESTING THE PROPOSITIONS

The objectÍve of this chapter is to test the three

propositions outlined in chapter three of this thesis

PROPOSITION ONE

The first proposition stated that the success or faiture of

an interest group in securing laws beneficiát to its members will

depend on the amount of vatued resources and organizational

strength it possesses. Data from the research confirm this

proposition.

ATTRIBUTES OF POÍ{ER

A. ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCE

This competence was operationalized fn terms of an ability to

present a unified voice, to enlist the support and sympathies of

powerful andlor respected bodfes, as well as to counter opposing

viewpoints successfully. In terns of these criteria the two

homosexual lobby groups studfed in thÍs thesls were found to be

conpetently organlzed.

1. COHESIVENESS

A unitary voice in lobbying is possible when internal dissent

on major issues is either absent or so ninimal that factlonal

opposition to the official position of the group does not emerge.

Thls enhances the public's perception of the group as a cohesive,

discip.Lined body. From the period. 1972 to 1987, the offlcial
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positron of the Gays For Equal.ity on issues as articulated by its
elected representatives or spokespersons was never found to have

been publicly challenged either by members of the group or

individuals within the honosexual comnunity. After a careful

review of all the political and judÍcial records and media

clippings of GFE, found no public dissent with the offlcial
posltions. A search of the print ¡nedia in Winnlpeg, Íncluding

university neürspapers (The, Manltoban and rhe uniter) revealed no

such dissent. The spokespersons of GFE and SOL both indicated the

absence of dlssent fron inside their organizations. yet, there

were a number of potentially controversial issues on which dissent

could reasonably have been expected. thus, even though gay

potitical actlvism was not free of dlscord,l irrtr"nul discipline,

cohesiveness, and singleness of purpose have characterlzed the

demand by the gay n¡ovenent in Manitoba for the extension of hunan

rights provision to cover fts nembers.

2. I{EALTH/RESOURCES

Both organizations tended to rely alnost exclusively on dues

and voluntary contrlbutions from members. These groups

periodically organized social activities at the prenises of

Giovannirs Room, a coffee house and restaurant operated by GFE.

Neither of these groups owned shares, stocks or bonds in any

financlal institution, and whatever savings they had were not
tsignificant. -
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Indeed, on the whole questlon of whether or not these tobby

groups were econonically powerful, the evidence from the

lnterviews suggest that they were not. The spokesperson of GFE

had this to say about the novenent:

To the extent that it draws on its own resources, the

movement is econonically limited as its members are generally

youthful and are lacking ln economic resourges, experience

and political accomplishnents.

THE PERCEPTIONS OF TARGET GROUPS

Addressing the issue of econo¡nic power of lobby groups, the

immediate past chair of the MHRC said:

The co¡nnission did not þerceive the gay advocacy groups as
{?
ri .. .'ll ponrerful ...certainly, the people who were talking to the
;i

caucus and appearing before our commission fi¡ere not highly

influential or $Jealthy people.

The sa¡ne sentinent was echoed by the Attorney-General when he

sald:

rt is a mistake to think of this regislation as something

that the homosexual comnunity brought about by its own

lobbying and its advocacy; it was by no means influential and

powerful enough to do that.

3. NUMERICAL STRENGTH

Concerning the perceptions of the target groups on the

nunerical strength of the lobby groups, the findings were not so
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clear-cut. However, the statements made by the interviewees on

this subject indicate that nu¡nbers were rnportant, even if only to
a limited extent.

The Leader of the LP had this to say about the nunerical

strength of the lobby groups:

They were very unpowerful, because first of all since they

onry represent 10% of the population, they can't affect a

particular constituency - there are not enough of then.

Lack of numerical strength, in a general sense, may make a

minority group vulnerable and defenceless. The Attorney-General

percelved the homosexual community as a vulnerable minority:

I came to feel very strongly that this was a group that

really dtd need the protectlon, that they were ve,lry
:i

vulnerable and very defenceless. It was their ve'ry lack of

posrer that made me argue for the legislation.

The Attorney-General suggested that the governnent did not

consider the lobby groups themselves as powerful. However, he

noted that in terns of the party:

In a very narros¡, political partisan way, they were nore

influentiaL in basically two constituencies, although not

influential at all in many others. There is a very

.consrderable number of homosexuals who rive downtown. My own

constituency, Fort Rouge, has undoubtedly the highest

concentration of homosexuals in the province, and so too in
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WoIsIey constituency represented by Myrna Phlllips.

At least in the context of these two constituencies, the

homosexuals were perceived as numerical-ty powerful to the extent

that lt wouLd be politically unwise to alienate then. The speaker

of the Manitoba Legislature and chatrperson of the NDP caucus in

1985 addressed this issue extensively:

f{e perceived them as a group that we would rather not

alienate. The homosexual group in Manitoba would be just

about 10% of the population. But you wouldn,t get all the

homosexuals feeting absolutely grateful and running out to

vote NDP the next time round - that's ridiculous; they don't

do that any nore than all women vote Liberal because the

Llberals gave them the vote; it Just doesn't work that way.

In support of this posltion, this informant contended that it was

the government's commitment to the princÍples of equality and

justice and devotion to human rights that served as the main

inpetus to the lntroduction of the law. She explained:

Ho¡nosexuals are our neighbours and friends, especially in the

two constituencies of Fort Rouge and WoIsIey where Roland

Penner and I are the MLAs respectively, and where a lot of

homosexuals feel quite comfortable partly because of the

diversity of people and llfestyles here....Most of the people

ln those lobbies are neighbours and friends of mine. If I

want to get re-elected in WoJsLey, I ¡ryould be really stupid
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to alienate them; I nean, lf r was just being crass - if they

hreren't truly friends of mine as well as my constituents.

But what advantage or difference does it make to somebody

like John Plohman tn swan River? rn fact, he wouLd probably

get a bigger maJorlty if he wasn't in favour of the Birr, but

he was ln this Party. so it wasn't a honogeneous kind of

thing; each MtA had to look at their own cÍrcumstances. I

would suggest that some of the Tory members in l{innipeg -
charlie Birt in Fort Garry for instance - would have voted

for the Bilt. 0n the other hand, I can see Jin Downey in

Arthur and others who wouldn't even say that word out there.

Given the large nunber of homosexuals in the Fort Rouge and

[tfolsley constituencies, the MLAs for these ridings could safely go

along with the recommendation. This is particularly inportant

slnce the Attorney-Generar whose responsibiJ.ity it was to initiate
and implenent this legistation rìras the MLA of Fort Rouge, and a

key target of the homosexual lobby groups.

In this regard, the forlowing statement fron the lnnediate

past chairman of the MHRC suggests the ratent numerical power of

the ho¡nosexual advocacy groups ¡uho seened to enjoy the support of

the entire homosexual comnunity:

The Government might have felt they were a power group - a

kind of a hidden power group since no one reat-ty knows how

nany they are in the conmunity.
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Thls view is further augmented by the Attorney-Generar when he

said:

The other impetus [for introducing the legistation on sexual

orientationl undoubtedly, 1s that those in the homosexual

connunity itself becane more, I think, than just an issue of

discrimination. Certainly, that was the bottom-line issue.

But lt became a question of their acceptance in society. I

think many people in that community felt that as long as a

very slgnificant group in society - as nuch as or as high as

10% are of that sexual. orlentation rather than heterosexuar -

aren't specifically granted this protection, then social

attltudes would continue to be those of exclusÍon, those of

discrlnination and those of the put-down.

Altogether then, the governing elltes consfdered the size of the

homosexual lobby groups as unimportant except in the two

constituencies of Fort Rouge and I{oIsley.

LEADERSHIP, ORGANIZATION, LOBBYING AND EDUCATION

Turning to other ingredients of poürer such as organizational

capabllities and effectlve educational efforts, there was

evidence to suggest that the homosexual lobby groups were indeed

powerful. The leader of the PC nade the point very succinctly:

The maJor factor that made for the success of this

legislation was that the homosexuals were so well organized.

They reallv did go out throughout the conmunity and
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ident

(Emphasis

view was

added).

shared by the past chairnan of the MHRC who saidThis

that:

The homosexuar advocacy groups, with chris vogel on the ma_re

side and Margaret Coghill on the female sÍde, did an

lobbvi

naI

platfor¡ns. (Emphasis

The Leader of the Lp also

honosexual lobby groups as

of persuasion:

added).

confirned this perception of the

organizationally conpetent in the art

The issue on which they lobbied was an unpopular one, in
terms of what you had to raise. I think what they dld

effectively was to appeal to the basrc decency of canadians,

in this sense, Manitobans, and they said, 'f{e are being

discriminated against' .

ThÍs comment about the effectiveness of the tobby groups

contradict this informant's earller assertlons that the efforts of
the groups had no rnpact. This informant said that she personalry

did not need to be convinced since she was arready synpathetlc,

havfng personal knowledge of homosexual individuals who were being

discrininated against. However, thelr efforts, she noted, did
raise her consciousness on the rssue. she marvelred at their
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persuasive skilIs:

I{hat they had to do was to convince the poritlcal narty that

Ireferring to the

NDPI; that this was an unpopurar issue that they should take.

.

Comnentlng on the educatlonal component of

past chairnan of the MHRC safd:

(Enphasis added).

this persuasion, the

There was a huge amount of opposrtion to gay rfghts in the

government caucus. But the gay advocacy groups organized a

nunber of soclal events to which they invited menbers of the

caucus and the opposltlon, and they would discuss with the¡n

on a one-to-one basis what the problems were. And they

in the eventual successful passage of the B1ll. ( Emphas is
added).

The lobby groups overcane their "biggest difficulty" whlch was

motivatfng the Attorney-General to introduce the birl and also

managed to convince other MLAs to support them. The spokesperson

of sol provided the folrowlng graphic illustration of the dynamics

and success of one such effort:
f{e were getting a lot of flap fron two NDp Mlnisters - vic
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schroeder and Larry Desjardln. These two were making a 1ot

of negative action. But üre were able to talk to Larry at the

christmas open House, and he see¡nd to come around a bit as he

Iistened to us; but Vic was angry and yelled at us. Irfe went

after conrad santos - a visible minority who was initiatly
against it and wouldn't even talk to us. A year later, he

sent a letter saying he would be supportlve of whatever his

caucus declded and he believed everyone should have basic

human rights. r tarked to him for a rong time, and we got a

positive feedback fro¡n hin eventually.

This face-to-face lobbying technique paid off in the final
analysis, also reflected the effectiveness of the nessage sol,

was sending.

on the MHRC's perception of the educational resources and

capabilitles of the lobby groups, the past chalrperson renarkedr

I{e were considering this legislation before we tatked with

the honosexual groups. However, we sa¡{ them as peopre who

could explain the problems of the gay and lesbian comnunrty

and who could make very useful suggestions.

This informant noted that the commission sought and obtained

fron the lobby groups advice as to the form in ¡uhich the law or

statute shouLd be expressed. For example, the commission wanted

to know whether "sexual orientation" or '.sexual preference" would

be a better way of expressing the law, or whether it would be a
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good idea to omit any express reference to sexual orientation. In

the end, the robby groups favoured specific wording and this was

deened very helpful.

Also attesting to the capabilities of the lobby groups is the

foJ.lowfng statement fron the same respondent:

They did an absolutely superb job of lobbyingl thev worked

verv very hard and carefully; they worked on individuals, and

. they chose very reasonable, strong and low key people as

their leaders or spokespersons. (Emphasls added).

This is not only a commentary on the leadership of the tno

honosexuat lobby groups but also a testimony to their skirls in

lobbying. However, there was at least one instance when the

leadership of the GFE came close to allenating one crucial source

of support for the legislation. The Leader of the Lp was very

critical of the GFE leadership when she expressed her indignation

this way:

In fact, if any one hurt this whote debate about the

leglslation, lt was Chris Vogel who ¡yrote a rldiculous

letter, quite frankly, and nade some ridicutous statements

during the debate, to the effect that this was going to

change marriage laws, and he was going to be able to get his

partner on the dental plan, and that type of thing.3

she said, this was capitalized on by the Leader of the opposition

who used these state¡nents over and over again in the legisrature.
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She continued:

At one point, I would have liked to get hold of Chris Vogel

and shake him to understand that thls was not the way to pass

this BiIl and that by naking these statenents, all he was

doing was creating and sustaining the very fears t.hat people

. thought existed - that if you did this, if you open the door,

all these things were going to follow. WelI, they are not

going to follow. And so the kinds of things Mr. Vogel.talked

about threw a red herring lnto the air, making the whole

passage of the legis-tation much more difficult, and made the

whole issue less rational to those who were in fact trying to

debate it on the basis of discrinination or

non-discrlmlnation.

This informant felt strongly that the best way to carry the

legislation forward was to concentrate on the broad fssues of

oppositlon to discri¡nination and support for human rights which

enjoyed considerable public sympathles rather than to spell out

all the detailed aspects of the demands and aspiratlons of the

Iobby groups which may have seemed morally reprehensible to some

people. In other words, even anong persons who supported Blll 47,

there Íras opposltion to certain lssues and strategies employed by

the homosexual lobby groups.

The LP's opposition to the statements fron the GFE leadership

$¡hich were deemed to possess the potential for harmful
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consequences must be seen in the context of the party's mainstream

ideological position. Its Leader said:

The Liberal Party tends to be in the norn of soclety,

sometimes a little avant-garde, but frequently we are with

the society at any one given time.

Thus, not alL of the demands were favourably perceived b.y the

target groups - even those who supported the essential princlples

underlying the denand. SimiJ.arily, the leadership and its
lobbylng efforts was not universally perceived as helpful by the

target groups. Nevertheless, overa.Ll both the leadership and

tactics were considered effective by the targets. The leader of

the PC said:

The issue became topical at the tlme it did primarily as a

result of the constant Lobbying of those groups in support of

homosexual lifestyle and freedons to practise honosexual^

lifestyles. Their lobbying efforts finally came to a point

where they convinced the government to put it in, I know

that they've certainly lobbled actively for as J.ong as I have

been in government, which Ís ten years norrr or close to it.
Commenting on the tine span between the commencement of the

Iobbying and the passag,j of the J.egislation, the Speaker of the

Manitoba Leglslature noted that:

So...really in political terms, for a governnent to do

sonething like that early Ín the sessÍon of their second term
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or their second mandate is not alt that really long. I mean,

you know wonen have been persons since the ZOs but we

still have sexlsm, and slavery has been abolished but we

still have racism. So indeed, to achieve a goal _tike that in
a decade is actually miraculous.

It is also important to note that the ability of the homosexual

lobby groups to attract the support of other respected, organized

bodies to theÍr cause was critical. The Attorney-General's

comments belo¡r illustrate the impact of this support, and the

inportance of its timing:

Depending on other variables though, if the homosexual

advocacy groups had obtained the support and synpathies of

these Ínfluential groups behlnd them earlier, this

legislation could presumably have been passed earlier.

Other comments from the Attorney-General on the leadershlp and

educative efforts of the lobby groups were nore indirect, yet they

polnt to the educational prowess of the lobby groups:

Ilhen we came to the point where the legislation was going to

be introduced, we wanted to be in a position to defend it.

Clearly, Í,e rrrere helped by a lot of infornation that we

recelved fron many sources as to the causes of homosexuality

and all the lssues that night be raised. Irle also were helped

by being informed in a much more complete sense than mfght

otherwise have been the case as to what in fact were the
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positions taken by religious groups, and the lnformation of

that kind were supplied, whether fro¡n Mr. North or from any

of the advocacy groups or fron whatever source.... AII thÍs

üras very valuabLe to us in planning how we would bring in the

IeglslatÍon, how we would debate it, how we would meet some

of the objections, how we would frame the legislation,

etc.... In terms of subsequent events, they were part and

parcel of a large body of information that we had and needed

to carry the matter forward.

CREATING A HOMOSEXUAL ADVOCACY

ASSOCIATION WITH OTHER GROUPS

Part of the pressure that helped the governing elites to

"carry the matter forward" r,úas in the abillty of the tobby groups

to win and retaln the support of respected groups. In the opinlon

of all the infornants, assogiatlon with other groups was one of

the najor factors whlch helped propel the denand for the inclusion

of sexual orientatlon in the Human Rights Act to success. For

instance, the leader of the PCP recognized the inpact of the

support whlch the homosexual lobby groups obtained fron other

organizations:

I must say that the major factor that made for the success of

this legislation was that the homosexuals were so well

organized. They reaLiy did go out throughout the comnunity

and ldentified and convinced other groups to support them.
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And that, I suppose, brought enough pressure to bear on the

governnent, and to which the government eventually succumbed.

(Emphasis added).

By procuring support from other organizations, the homosexuaj

lobby groups succeeded in creating an effective homosexual

advocacy which in turn became a dynanic pressure group - a

coalÍtion of organizations sufftciently concerned and effectively

mobilized to advance the campaign for the entrench¡nent of

homosexual rÍghts in legislation. The creation of thls effective

honosexual advocacy and its role in the passage of Bill 4Z was

important. The Attorney-General amplified this polnt:

The honosexual advocacy, ln fact, rùas so much broader than

the homosexual community, so that it is a nistake to think of

this legislation as so¡nething that the honosexual community

brought about by lts lobbying and its advocacy; it was by no

neans influential and powerful enough to do that,

The homosexual comnunity, in and of Ítsetf, lacked sufftcient

influence and power. The leader of the LP, as aLready noted,

explained this lack (of lnfluence and power) In terms of their

li¡nited numbers and the unpopularlly of the very issue around

which they were organized. Thus, the creatlon of a homosexual

advocacy lent to the homosexual lobby groups the crucial force

which pressured the governnent to push for the legfslation.

Infiuence and power were gained through assoclation with others.
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Without the creatÍon of this alliance, it is probable that Bi MT

would not have naterialized. The Attorney-General expanded on

: this point:

But when you have the Manitoba Teachers' Society, the

Manltoba Federatlon of Labour, the Winnipeg Labour Council,

the principal church groups, the University of Manltoba

Faculty Association, the Universlty of Manitoba Students'

Association, the University of l{innipeg Students'

Assoclation, and a whole number of women's groups, to mention

only half a dozen or so of many, many groups, one has to see

that as the polÍtical context and not just the particular

i lobby groups.

SOL's spokesperson, Margaret Coghi-tI also appreciated the support

of other groups in achleving the passage of this Iegislation:

other groups sent supportive letters to the government and

the MHRC - churches and other soclal service gnoups -

organizations that are seen in society to possess credibifity

and power base. Thev lent their credibilltv and fnfluence to

our cause and they helped the government know that its not

just gays and lesblans who think that they should have human

riehts but that there ls support for it in societv.

(Emphasis added).

(For detailed list of organizations or bodles which supported this

legislation see Appendix C).
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In terns of enhanclng the power, credlbility and influence of

the honosexual- Iobby groups, the Attorney-General stated that

these several groups:

Sent either nemos, statenents and/or briefs to the

government's Human Rights Commission indicating support for

the inclusion 'sexual orientation' in the Human Rights Gode.

Many of these groups subsequently appeared at the Committee

to make presentations to the Legislative Committee in support

of the leglslation.

In a me¡norandu¡n sent to the MHRC in 1983, the University of

Manitoba Faculty Association expressed:

Support for the inclusi^on of 'sexual orientation' as
.ti

prohibited grounds torl,jOtscrimination in the Manitoba Human
ii

Rights Act. The Association itself negotiated such a

protective

ago.

The University

clause Ínto our Collective Agreement several years

is not onJ.y seen as a seat of learning but also as

an instltution composed of highly resourceful people. According

to the Attorney-General, the NDP government respected the opinions

of the University Faculty Association. The support of such an

associatlon is therefore likely to be lnfluential, especially when

tt had itself negotiated such a clause in its own employment

agreement. The University of l{innipeg Faculty Association and the

students' unions of both f{innipeg universlties also indicated
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support for the proposed amendment.

rn 1995, the united church of canada, in a supportive brief
noted that:

To reave one group of citizens beyond the pale is a dangerous

precedent' In a democracy, it is equarly dangerous to leave

the decision about incrusion or exclusion of any particular
group from human rights safeguards to the will of the pubric
at any noment in history.

similarly, in 192g, the House of Bishops of the Angrican church of
canada, indicated its support for the protection of honosexuar

rights in la¡c.

rn a supportive tetter to GFE copied to the NDp governnent

and the MHRC in 1985, the Manitoba Teachers' soctety made the

following statenent:

rt is our betief that a person's fundanentar human rights
must not be abrogated by a personal, private decislon
regarding their sexual preference.

consldering the high esteem in whrch the government apparently

held the Teachers' soclety as the Attorney-Generar emphasized,

this statement of support must have had a great deal of lmpact.

The inpact of support fron other organizations beco¡nes even

more evident ln thls statement from the same Attorney-Generar:

'n 
sure that some of the attributes of power which the

ho¡nosexuar Irobby] groups possessed such as associatlon

,:!
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with other respectable and Ínfluential bodies influenced our

decision on this legislation. I'm sure that they did. But

had the Manitoba Teachers, Soclety and the l{anÍtoba

Federation of Labour - two groups to which I think we are

qulte responsive said'Don't do this' - and one is often more

influenced by people who say 'Don't!'- that one would have

been very influential. How influentlal we could only

speculate. Yes, some Ilobby] groups have more influence

r¿ith the governfng group than others depending on who the

governlng group is.

The reasons for the influential status of the Manitoba Teachers'

Society were explored as a means of, ascertainlng the critical

attributes whlch affected the government's perception of the

advocacy groups ln general. The Attorney-General noted that I

One tends to be lnfluenced more by sone bodies than by

others, depending on one's positlon in the political

spectrun, and one's own ideological make-up.... The Manitoba

Teachers' Society represen.ts a large group: it ls a very

influentlal group because of its contact with the community -
the children and parents; it is a group that doesn't have

poü¡er because of wealth or any of that kind of professional

stature in the sense that we could call doctors and lawyers;

it is articulate, and the fact that it is articulate, I

think, is what in many $rays, makes a blg difference between
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professional and quasi-professional groups, and they are more

infLuential than poverty organizations who don't have the

means' qurte often, to articulate and to advocate, as do the

better-positions groups .

Articulatlon can enhance credibility whrch in turn may generate

confidence in an organization and hence render it influential.
The homosexual lobby groups succeeded rn identffyÍng and lobbying

those bodies in the society respected by the governing elites for
being broad-based, artrculate and credible. The result of this was

the energence of a homosexual advocacy pubtic - an alliance of

groups that transcended the homosexual lobby groups, and that

pressured the governing elites into introducing and passing Bitl
47.

PROPOSITION TWO

The second proposition to be tested stated that if the demanct

of an interest group accords with the ideological position of the

rulfng elites, 1t will receive a favorable response. In testing

this propositlon, it must be determined whether the denand for the

inclusion of sexual orientation uras in consonance with the

dominant ideology of the ruling elites. Furthermore, the question

must be ans¡uered as to ¡uhether or not the passage of Bill 47 hacl

anything to do with the ideologies of the target groups.
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THE ROLE OF ÍDEOLOGICAT FACTORS IN THE PASSAGE OF BILL 47

It has been noted that congruence between the ldeology of a

target group and the demands of a lobby group is crucial in

deternining the latter's potential for attaining the entrench¡nent

of such demands in legislation. Ideology here ls used to refer

to the statenent of asplrations, goals and vaiues of a social

group vla a system of rules of law and the philosophical

orientations from which it is derived. Thus,. ideology is a systen

of beliefs and ideas that orients the patterns of thought and the

actions of human beings. It is a particuLar definition of real.ity

which comes to be attached to a concrete power interest fn

society. It refers to the doctrines, opinions, or body of ideas

on which a partlcular polltical, economic, or social system is

based.

It appeared that there were no significant differences

between the fdeologies of the three political partfes ln Manltoba

with regards to hu¡nan rights and minority issues in general. The

parties' posltion papers, letters and statenents from their

leaders Írere exanined in an attempt to ascertain their ideotogical

positions regarding minority rights lssues.

The naJority of the target groups covered in this study found

the demands of the homosexual lobby groups to be in accord with

their general ideological positions on hunan rights. Afl three

polltical partles $rere committed to the Western, libertarlan
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ideology of fundamental human rights, justice, equality as

enshrined in the canadian charter of Rights. The Human Rights

commission (HRC) was evidently supportive of the demands of the

-tobby group fro¡n an ideological standpoint. The target groups

supported minorlty rlghts even if some did not approve of the

demands of the homosexual lobby groups per se, and even lf such

support did not advance the legltimated interests of the target

groups. As Berger and Luckmann (19g1) note, there nay be large

elenents in an ideotogy that bear no particurar relatÍonship to

legltimated interests but that are vigorousry affirmed by the

"carrler" group (which upholds it) sinply because it has comnitted

itself to that ideology.

Informants were questioned as to why they thought the

Manitoba government Íntroduced Bill 4?. opinions tended to

crystarlize around the perception that the government was

convinced about the necessity of providing protective legislation
to cover homosexuals ln Manitoba. with the sole exception of the

leader of the PC, alr the infornants attributed the government's

action to a fundamentar conviction on the necessity of such an

action, as ¡ûell as its approprlateness from a hunan rights
perspective.

1. THE NET{ DEMOCRATIC PARTY

The afflrmatlon of honosexuality as a legiti¡nate lifestyle
and support for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Hunan
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Rights Act as a prohibited ground of discrimination was not round

to be part of the "legitimated interests" of the NDp. However,

homosexual rlghts lssues, under the general rubric of minority

rlghts issues, constituted an integral conponent of the socialist
ideology of the NDP (which provldes enough room for comnitment to

the welfare of various kinds of minorities).

Addressing the fssue of why the government introduced Bill
47, the Attorney-General of Manitoba and nembers of the NDp caucus

sald:

The fundanental lssue was the issue of discrimination. .. .

Basically, human rights legrslatlon starts with the premise

that a de¡nocracy cannot really be a democracy without

equallty of oppontunlty. Í{e recognize that people aren't

equar in the sense of being the same but they ought to have,

nevertheless, the same equarity of opportunity, taking into

account special circumstances and special needs; that what

provlncial adnlnfstrations can and ought to advance the

cause of egual opportunity and hence to strengthen democracy

fs to prohibit discrlmination in areas of provincial

jurisdiction partlcularly rn employ¡nent acconnodation and

publlc servfces. starting with that premise, there seened to

be no ground whatever for refusing to specify that one of the

prohibited grounds

It is evident from

sexual orientatÍon.

above connent that co¡nnitment to the

was

the
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democratic idear, to the essentiar princtples of justice and

equality formed the basis of the NDp's support for Bill 42. This

lnfornant further explained:

There were others who tried to asses it [the Brrr] on purely

poritical grounds and felt that because we were a party

identified with hunan rights issues, it would be inconsistent

and a political error for us not to do it; they tried to

bring nore of a poritical evaluation - a philosophical or

conceptual evaluation to the debate.

He noted however that there were some who had very intense

personal feerings probably rooted in rerigious bellefs and who

rejected the ideologlcal - philosophicar justification for the

legislation. He continued:

Eventually, all of them, as Íre debated it, came to see that

it really was an issue of discriminatlon, and that the real

noral issue involved ¡vas whether you were going to condone

discrimlnation.

rn response to the same question, thê speaker of the MLA and

chairperson of the NDP caucus in 1gg5 attributed the government's

action to the inadequacy of the human rights J.egislation, the

de¡nands of the honosexual advocacy groups and the NDp's

comnitment to then:

r presume that it would have been because slnce we passed the

Human Rlghts Leglsration in 1974, over the years, homosexual
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indivÍduals have found that it doesn't cover them - the

legislation wasn't adequate and that there were situations

that arose in enough numbers to shor{ that they needed

anendnents to cover their particular situations. Thus, the

NDP felt that there hras a need to make the amendment to

include sexual orientation ln the Hunan Rights code. rn many

Party conventions, not only was a resolution for this

amendnent passed but also reiterated at subsequent

conventions.

Here again, a fundanental commitnent to irt¡nan rights and a

genuine convlction about the necessity of entrenching homosexual

rights in law were emphasized. rndeed, the two central notions of

commitment to human rÍghts and conviction about the necessity for

BilI 47 were found to be shared by the federal NDp.

In a letter to Mr. North of GFE dated February 14, 1995,

Ed Broadbent, Leader of the federal NDp noted that prohibiting

sexual orientatlon discrimination nras a question of human rights

worthy of support regardless of anyone's personal attitude towards

the protected category. He sald:

The issue...reLates directly to the charter of Rrghts. The

NDP has long upheld the need to provide Canadians with

entrenched protection for the fundamental freedo¡ns of

thought, belief, expression, peaceful assembly and

associations as well as provisions against discrinination on
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the basis of race, ethnic orrgin...age or menta.l or physical

disability.... The NDp views this question as a natter of

human rights and not as an endorsenent of a particular

I ifestyle . 4

The foregoing illustrate the fact that there $¡as a basic

congruence between the demands of the lobby group and the

commitment of the NDP to the broad issue of human rights. The NDp

saw the issue of sexual minority rights as an integral part of

human rights.

2. THE LIBERAT PARTY

concerning the position of the Lp, its provincial Leader

said:

The official position of the Llberal party rrras an affirmation

of the Bill in its entirety. The sexual orientatton section

of the bill was also supported without any reservations

simply because at two prevlous policy conferences we had

supported such a legislation.... The party passed it for the

first tlme in 1983 and we reaffÍrned it in a policy

convention in 1985.... In other words, rire were convinced

about the normality of honosexuality. Furthernore, I think

that society is Judged by its tolerance, not by its
lntolerance, and if we really believe in de¡nocracy and the

rÍghts of individuals provided that ¡shat they do does not
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resolution ancl this kind of debate and law-making. (Ernphasis

added).

Again, connit¡nent to the principles of equality, justice, human

rlghts and torerance of others erere espoused as the basis for the

LP's support for Bilr 47. These senti¡nents [r¡ere in accord with

the ethos of a democratic socÍety. For the Lp, it wourd seem a

contradiction in terms to support basic human rights and

denocratic ideals and yet reject the human rtghts component of

Bitl 47.

Explaining the basis of her oü¡n personal support, the Leader

of the LP saÍd this derived from:

having,laurtna many youngsters (. ..mainly in a boys' school)

and beiiirg aware of the incredible difficulties faced by young
''L

men as they energed and discovered that they were

homosexuals¡ not that they wanted to be. This is whv I am

firnly convinced that honosexualitv is not a choice; I'm

convinced that it is somethÍng with whlch $re are born. or our

environmental experiences lead us to be that, or some

combination of both. But it is not something that we wake up

in the norning and say 'I an a homosexual' , or 'I am a

heterosexual' . (Emphasis added).

The position of the Irlanitoba Liberal party was consistent with the

Federal Party's position, In 1g85, the Leader of the Lp, John

Turner, stated:
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Itle believe that the canadian Human Rights Act ought to be

amended to extend the list of prohibited discrimination to

include sexuar orientation, political beriefs, criminal

conviction or criminal charges.

Like the NDP, the federal and provincial leadership of the Lp

were both supportive of the denand to include sexual orientation

in the Hunan Rights Act, and saw the issue as being congruent with

their party' s ideoJ.ogy.

THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY

It can be inferred fro¡n the foregoing that lack of support

for Bi 1l 47 stems from a perceptlon that rt is not a human rights

issue ¡{as not invorved. The pcp was the only target group in this
study which saw the issue not in hunan rights terns but as a morar

question' The PC leader explained their opposition this way:

hle were opposed to the inclusion of sexual orientation in the

Human Rights Act essentialry because rùe saw it as a matter of

moral standards. I{e did not believe that the mass maJority

of Manitobans accepted homosexuality as being equivalent

acceptable lifestyle. And that, in fact, puts into

legislation the enjoynent of a -tifestyle as opposed to the

other kinds of protections of our basic freedoms, whether

they're freedoms of speech, religion, association or any of

those things.... In a word, Í{e satv it as an attempt to

justify an unacceptabre lifestyle, and arso there was the

,'t
:,I

ii
',1
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moral issue of essentially changing moral standards and

changing the tradltional famiry values and lifestyle that our

society is built upon.

The PCP represents a class of citizens whose legitimated interests

In society are grounded in traditlonalism, and hence opposition to

alternative definitions of reality. For the pcp to support Bill
47 out of a convictton that it was a human rights question would

be a tacit recognition of homosexuality as an alternative

lifestyle and hence an endorsement of an alternative definition of

reality. such a stance woutd not appropriately mirror the

tradftional conservatisn for which the pcp stands. This fs not to
say that the PCP regards the extenslon of rights to minorities as

incongruous to lts legitimated interests, Indeed, as the Leader

said of the party and its nenbership, they:

support protection from discriminatton on the basis of any

natters that wourd be visibly discernible difference anongst

people - race, color, religlon, gender and any of those

physical characteristics and physical handicap.

To the PCP, none of these crÍteria applied to homosexuality, and

hence its opposition to Bilt 4?.

3. TITE MANTTOBA HT]UAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

The MHRC, which reconmended the bill to the governnent ln

1983, supported it fully and saw it as fundanentarly harmonious

with its ldeological connitment to the hunan rights of alt
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Its progress said:
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The preamble to the MHRC's 1922 report on

The real measure of a society's concern with the rights of

its citizens goes beyond the broad guestions of citizenship,

suffrage and equarity before the law and seeks to establish

recourse from the subtle injustices of discrimination for its
citlzens. rt is this far more subtle yardstick that led to

ongoing job of providing recourse for aff Manitobans in their
efforts to achleve real human dÍgnity and economic

opportunity. (Emphasis added).

This statement constituted the cornerstone of the commission's

commitment to the fundamental rights of atl }tanitobans.

The past chairnan of the MHRC said, in 19g5, that the general

guarantee of equality contained in section 1s of the Human Rights

charter was applicable to every minorlty. During an interview,

he explained the commitment of the Connission this way:

The conmission felt very strongly that the incrusion of

sexual orientation in the Human Rights Code was very

necessary. The comnission Íras recetving complaints about

discrimination and our hands were tied.... Ile fert that we

were not getting all the conplaints we should have been

gettlng because the gay and tesbian comnunities did not

realize that they were effectivery protected. The Act just
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said 'sex discrimination' and they often would not bring a

conplaint to us because they just didn't think they were

protected so we knew that it was neceasary to secure theÍr

protection in Law.

The above quotation denonstrated that the Commission's

support for the demand was born out of a realization that

honosexuals were an unprotected ninorlty. The previous Act which

speclfied a prohibition against "sex discrimination" did not

offer any protection to homosexuals. In fact, it was not intended

to do so and only a misreading or nfsinterpretation of that

provision could produce the perception that "sexual orientation"

rather than gender t{as intended. The Attorney-General, speaking

to this specific issue during the interview, explained it this

f!Íay r

One has to take into account the history of our legislation.

Had our legislation started out with the general statement

with respect to, and not named the grounds, then arguably,

you might have been able to in the courts have the courts to

agree that any non-justifiable discrinination including

dÍscriminatlon on account of sexual orientation would be

prohibited. But since we had already naned certain specific

grounds, the courts took the narrow or literal grounds and

said 'ïlell, if you as a Governnent hadn't naned it in your

legfslatÍon then you wouldn't intend it'. So then the
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argument was '$fell, it's included in the general rubric of

'sex discri¡nination' which is prohibited'. And the courts

and adjudicators came back and sald'No, we don't think that

it was intended that the generar notion of prohibition of

discrimination on account of sex is the same as prohibition

on account of sexual orientation'.

The ruling elltes eventually realized that homosexuais were

not protected from discri¡nination under the law. This realization

came about as a resurt of at least two legal. battles in which

honosexual employees took their enproyers to the MHRC alleging

discrimination based on their sexual orientation. The MHRC

deternined that sexual orientation was neither incruded nor

intended in the Hu¡nan Rights Act, and sex discrimlnation referred

to gender not sexual or affectional. preference. Thus it ¡{as made

clear the rack of regar protection for honosexuals in Manitoba.

The dynamics of the shift in the Governnent's position was

amplffied by the past chairman of the MHRC this way:

The Governnent did not originalry want to include sexual

orientation in the Human Rights Act. They included it
because the Human Rights Comnission asked for it to be

included. The CommissÍon gave the Minister Ii.e. the

Attorney-General] a proposai for a nerrr human rights code and

the intentlon lras that it would improve on the old

legislation which had become outdated in several ways. one
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of the things that the commission wanted to include in the

new Act was a section prohibiting discrimination based on

sexual orientation or affectlonal preference. under the

previous J.egislation, there rr¡as a point of view, an

interpretation to the effect that discri¡ninatÍon based on sex

which was prohibited wouid include sexuar orientation. But

the courts ruled that that was wrong, and so the commission

found itself unable to deal with dlscrimination against gays

and lesblans, unless there was a speciflc change in the

legislation prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of

sexual orientation. Thus, the pressure came first and

foremost fron the Human Rights Con¡nission.

The Attorney-Generar was reructant at first because it
was his opinion that the existing legislation already covered

the change being sought, and he felt that the Commission

should have taken an appeat fron the case that said sexual

orlentation Íras not covered. The Commission was of the

opinion that it would probably have Lost the appeal anyway

and so it was much better to have the change explicitly
placed in the Act. The comnission was not at all sure that

the Govern¡nent would accept that, and we knew alr along as

the new draft was being discus.sed over a period of several

years that the Government was very reluctant because they did

not want to get into an unnecessary public controversy if the
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existing law would do it. That is not to say that they

approved of discrimination against honosexuals, although that
was one of the factors. But they were eventuarry persuaded

that the change was very necessary and so they clid.

This rengthy quote hÍghlighted a number of important factual

undercurrents involved in the process of legislating a prohibition
against the discriminatlon of homosexuars in Manitoba. FÍrst, it
pointed to the MHRC as the primary official source of the pressure

and the recommendation for Bill 4? which was contained in the 1gg3

draft -tegisration. second, it reflected the internat and external
politicar difficulties which the government had with introduclng

the legisration. Third, and most imnediately rerevant, this piece

also indicated the commission's conviction that the denand for
Bilt 47 constituted a human rights questÍon which was

ideologically conpatible with its obJectives.

Two conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing anarysis.

First, the demand of the homosexuar lobby groups was congruent

with the ideologles of a majority of the target groups. second,

ideorogical consÍderations, frequently refered to by the targets

as "party policy" were important and influenced the passage of

Bill 47. These concruslons confirmed the proposition whlch llnks
interest group success to target groups' ideorogicar positions.
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PROPOSI.iION THREE

This proposition stated that in responding to specific

interest group demands, the ruling elites take into account thelr
perception of public opinion. In other words, if targets perceive

public opinion to be supportive of a given interest group de¡nand

then they are rnore likely to give it a favorable response.

Conversely, Íf targets perceive public opinion to be against a

given interest group denand, they are less tikely to accede to it.
This proposition Iinks the ruling elites' perception of public

opinion to their treatnent of interest group denands.

Data fron the research confirmed this proposltion. There ¡ryas

evidence that all the targets, in assuming their various

positions, erere responsive to what they perceived to be the state

of public opinion on the demand for the provision of legal

protection for the human rights of homosexuals,

THE NDP

Public opinion, as perceived by this target group, fnfluenced

its stance regarding the amendment. In 1972, the then

Attorney-General, Mackling, stated that the NDp government would

not amend the MItrRA to provide legal protection for honosexuals

because the majority of society was against such a nove (I{innipeg

Free Press, December 6, 1972). In 1974, Howard pawley, who was

the Attorney-General, said there was insufficient support for

honosexuar rights legislation and therefore the governnent was not
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ÍncLined to go along with the amendment (winnipeg Tribune, October

5, 1974) .

These instances showed the significance which the NÐp

government attached to their perception of public opinl0n on this
subject. During the interviews, the Attorney-General and the

speaker of the.legÍslature both indicated the inportant role of

public opinion ln the passage of Bill 4?. The Attorney-General.

noted that severar credibre bodies and individuals sent letters,
nemos' briefs and statenents indicating support for the amendnent,

and that this influenced thelr position. The Attorney-General

said the homosexual lobby groups ¡uere not influentiar, but the

advocacy group they created was an inportant development in the

passage of Bill 47. He enphasized that "when you have ... a whole

number of nany, nany groups" declaring support for the amendment,

"yo,r've got to see that as the political context for the actton,,.

This was in accord wtth this lnterviewee's characterization of the

NDP govern¡nent as a body which is influenced by its:
natural tles wlth more popu.tlst organizations or more

broadly-based organizations, whether it is the union movement

or others. lle are more Ínfluenced by the church groups in

nany ways than by the Ghamber of Conmerce.

Many of the groups which declared support for the a¡nendment fell
into the "broadly-based" category. The inportant point here is
that the NDP perceived the support of such organizations as a
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reflection of public opinion on the subject. Indeed, the

Attorney-General surmised that, had the honosexual interest groups

obtafned the "support and synpathies of these groups earlier", the

amendnent would have been passed earlier than July 1982.

It must be noted that public opinion is not exclusively

measured through public opinion polls. Although polls nay be the

most relÍable index of publfc oplnion, it is possible to estimate

the opinion of the public on any issue through the behavior of the

public. In the absence of objectively conducted opinion poIls,

demonstrations, picketing, protest marches, rallies; letters,

memos and briefs to governments, commissions, and the print and

broadcast media; editorial comnents and even gossip and runors may

reflect the state of public opinion to varying degrees of accuracy

and reliability, Thus, although there lrrere no specific public

opinion polls on support for honosexual rights in Manitoba, the

NDP relied on other criteria to gauge public opinion.

The polnt here is that the support from several groups wlthin

the honosexual advocacy acted as a surrogate kind of public

opÍnion poll. These groups were seen by the NDP as representing

the opinion of a broad constituency on the amendnent.

Speaking to the lssue of the role of publÍc opinion, the

Speaker of the .tegÍslature said:

Other letters from the coalition had informatlon that those

who cared to read found very useful. They were statisticat
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kinds of things. you tark of public opinion for instance,

almost every porl that had been done showed that a rarge

percentage - someüfhere ln the ?0s and gos, I can't remember

clearly - approved of this kind of arrangement or agreed that
a person should not be evicted or fired or rejected from a

restaurant because they were gays. so those kinds of things,
I think, were really helpful.

The reference to "the coatition" is to the honosexual advocacy

groups - the several bodies and lndivlduals supportive of the

anendment. The public opinion data nentioned above were national.
rather than provincial. rt is crear that the NDp took into account

its perception of public opinion on the anendnent fron 1922 to
1987. By 1986 when the NDp introduced the amendment into Íts
caucus ' it was convinced that there was overwhelning support for
it among the public.

THE PCP

This target ar.so took its perception of public opinion on the

amend¡nent'into consideration. The Leader of the pcp said he and

his party "did not berieve that the mass najority of Manitobans

accepted homosexuatlty and heterosexuallty as being equival.ent

acceptable lifestyles". He expressed disappointment at the

passage of Bilr 47, which he said was against their opposltion and

"the opposition of literally hundreds of people,'. There was anple

indication here that the pcp's position was partJ.y grounded in
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wirrt is perceived to be the state of pubJ.ic opinion on homosexual

rights legislation.

THE tP

The leader of this target saw Liberal opposition to

homosexuality as the norm in the early part of this century. The

change officia-lly cane about when the party adopted a resolution

supportlng the anendment at its. July 19g0 convention in Ífinnipeg.

she said their opposition to the issue was reflective of the

general societal intolerance of homosexuality, and their support

for it marked a change in the attitude of the public on

homosexuallty. she noted that the Lp frequently tends to be in

tune with society, so its positions often vary in accordance with

changes fn public opinion at any given tfme" she emphasized that

the party supported the anendment when they became convinced,

inter alia, that the broad majority of people supported it. This

indicated that the LP considered the state of public opinion as an

important factor in deternlning its positlon on Bill 42.

THE MHRC

This target group recommended the anendnent to the government

not onry because it was convinced of the necessity of providlng

legal protection for ho¡nosexuats but also because it believed the

public was supportrve of it. During the public hearings on the

amendment of the MHRA in 1982, there were over 60 submissions

from various bodies and organizations supportlng the amendnent
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while there were only two submissions from individuals opposed to

it. The commission took this as an indication of public support

for the amendnent.

All the above indicate that the target groups took into

consideration, their perception of public opinion on the amendment

in determining their varlous positions toward Birl 42. Thus the

third proposition Is also conflr¡ned by the data.

In sun, all three propositions as outtined at the end of

chapter Three were confirmed by the data produced from this

research.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING BILL 47

There hrere a number of other factors which influenced the

lobbying process, the course and duration of the debate and the

eventual enactnent of Bill 47. Some of these were centrifugal -

they either directed attention away from the central issue of

human rights protection for a minorlty or they slo¡ved down the

process. There were other factors whfch were centripetal, in that

they continually directed attentlon to the central issue of human

rights, or maintained pressure on the ruling elite, and thus

facilitated the .passage of the BlIl. Thls chapter explores these

factors.

A. THE CENTRIFUGAL FACTORS

As noted, the NDP government avoided the issue of honosexual

rights until 1983 when the MHRC recommended amending the HRA.

Three more years elapsed before the governnent introduced Bill 47

in the legislature. The centrifugal forces lnvolved in thÍs

process were: (1) fear of controversy on the part of the

government; (2) the lessons from the French language issue;

(3) the mass nedia; and (4) the inpact of deflectlve strength fron

the officlal opposition, the PCP. The first three factors were

closely interrelated and co¡nplimentary.
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1. FEAR

It has been noted that the NDp government sought to avoid the

issue of homosexual rights because it did not want to engage

itself in an issue that it believed to be unpopular. Introducing

controversia.t legÍslation could be potentially costly to the

governnent' s popularity.

The explanation for the governnent's slowness to act on the

amendment must lie in the fact that lt was afraid of losing some

of its rather fragile support. Its small majority in the

legislature rías considerably weakened after the 1gg5 provÍnciar

election. sone of its party caucus and key cabinet me¡nbers were

opposed to the leglslatlon. 
.r?

2. THE FRENCH LANGUAGE ISSUE 
\I
:l

Another important factor underlying "the fear of the NDp

government was its bitter experience with the French language

issue during the prevlous session of the legisiature. The past

chair of the MHRC expressed the governnent's difficulty this way:

The governnent was reructant to pass the legtslation not so

much as a result of thelr opposition to gay rights (although

that was one of the factors), but because they had just come

through a difficult debate over the French language Bill, and

they were afraid that any ktnd of rights legislation might

get them into the sane kind of debate.

Exploring the porÍtics of this process in 19g4, the spokesperson
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of SOL said:

The government's refusal to act on this natter as quickly as

one would have expected, had nothing to do with any personal

things. It üras a whole political thing: they were coning

near to election, and they had just been burned by the French

language issue, You see, a governnent's nu¡nber one priority

- and this see¡ns to be universally true - is to get

re-elected, co¡ne hell or high water, regardless. That's

their number one priority, no matter which government, no

matter where they are. An electÍon was coming up, and they

didn't want to do anythlng controversial. So they said, 'you

know, there'l-[ be a better tine'.

she said, the French ranguage issue declmated the government. she

added:

Not that it should have, but they tveren't prepared for the

backlash; they weren't prepared for the kind of thing that

was going to come out of it - the racisn against French

people.... The Conservative party played really dirty
politics in terms of encouraging that - really fueJ.ing that,

getting everybody out of theÍr closets and Just hating, you

know. And it didn,t take much to fan it, and they fanned it.
The NDP government had painfully learned the lesson that in

matters of minority rights, forging a consensus can be a

politically dangerous undertaking. It was therefore afraid to
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embark on a course that held the potentlal for controversy, and

dissent, especial.ly when electÍons were just around the corner.

In other words, desplte Íts commitment to the rights of

minorities, the govern¡nent's own seLf-interest - the avoidance of

any actions that would jeopardize its chances of winning the

up-coming elections - was paramount in its priorities.

3. THE MASS MEDIA

The Ì{innipeg mass media did not aid the cause of the Lobby

groups. As already noted the ülinnipeg Free Press refused paid

advertisements from GFE. In January 7977, the CBC adopted a

policy of refusÍng to air public service announcements fron gay

organizations in Canada because "honosexuality is controversial"

(Winnipeg Trlbune, February 21, 1977, p. 4; The Uniter, March g,

1977, p. 5). the media also gave then negattve publicity.

Margaret Coghil.L, the SOL spokesperson amplified thls point:

It was risky to go publtc with the media because the media

don't understand the issues and is [sicJ just as prejudiced

and discrininatory as anybody else; the way they report it

does us more har¡n than good, and all your widows start coming

out of the woodwork and you get all kinds of negative press.

The print media are in business to make noney, and part of this

money-making venture is to attract readership.

However, it must be noted that even negative media coverage

on ¡ninorities has a potential for a "boonerang" effect. The
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spokesperson of GFE made this polnt succinctly:

We have found that attacks upon us succeed in promoting

posltive public attitudes toward us. Publicized instances of

discrimination, no matter how ominous or dirty the coverage,

can be used to present our case - we could identify and

isolate the essential issue of discrimination and enploy it
to our advantage.

Such publicized instances of discrimination have been exploited by

many ethnic and religious minorities in persuading their audÍence

that they are an oppressed group.

4. THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY'S OPPOSITION

The officia.L Opposition in the legislature, the pCp was

vehementiy opposed to Blll 47: every Conservatlve MLA voted

against the Bitl. The Leader of the LP expressed surprise at thÍs

development:

I was shocked that all the Conservatives voted against tt. I

was surprised at somebody lIke Gary Hammond who has been

active as a women's rights advocate. I was shocked by

Mitchelson, and I don't know whether they were affected by

the Party's cause or solidarlty or what. I was terribly

shocked when Don Scott indicated to me that he was concerned

about this legislation.

Even those in the PCP who were sympathetlc to mÍnortty rights

issue voted against it, presumably in accord with thelr Party's
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official position. The past chair of the MHRC described the pcp,s

for¡nidable opposition to Bilr 4z as "deflective strength of

opposition" by whlch he meant the power to militate against the

passage of the bÍr1. Explaining hls view of the characteristics

of those who opposed it, he said they were:

people with conservative social views. r got a few crank

letters rshich tended to come from people wlth extrene

relrgious vlews - people of extrene conservative, protestant

sects as a rule. But these were probably extremists within

the community and so it is probably hard to characterize

them.

The same infornant identified the officlal opposition as the ¡nain

group which opposed the blll. He suggested that:

It seemed the Conservatlves felt they coutd hurt the

governnent by creating a controversy around the issue,...

sone opposed it for reasons of gaining political advantage:

some members of the opposition felt thrs was an issue upon

which they could enbarrass or possibly defeat the governnent.

Others opposed it because they feared it would ffrstly
legitinize and secondly encourage an innoral activity, and

thlrcfry create the possibfrity of encouraglng the employment

of homosexuals in sensitive jobs such as teaching.

Except for the presumed ulterior motive of hurting the

government for political advantage, the Leader of the pcp agreed
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with these assertions regarding his party's opposition to the

proposal. Party loyalty was high, and most pcp menbers were also

convinced such an amendment would not only anount to an

endorsenent of inmorality but would be also inimical to pubric

good. The leader added:

Because it was a moral issue, in my view, I allowed it to be

a free vote in the legislature. As it happened, none of our

menbers voted in favour of it.
This opposition was werl known to the government, and given the

near-balance of their respective MLA's in the legislature, the

government was insecure about introduclng the biIl.
B. THE CENTRIPETAL FACTORS

There Írrere a number of other factors which aided the process

of securing the inclusion of "sexual orientation" in the Act.

These r{ere:

(1) the MHRc's conmitnent to the anendment after recomnending it
to the government in 1983 i G, the experlence of Quebec and

ontario with sinilar bills; (3) the support of the Liberal party

of Manltoba; (4) the wording of the brtr ttsetf; (5) the politicar

clinate in Manitoba after 1985, and (6) politicar courage on the

part of the NDP government.

1. THE COMMITMENT OF THE MANITOBA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

After recommending the amendment to the Government, the MHRC

stood by its co¡nnit¡nent by defending and supporting it throughout
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the period leadlng to the debate. Indeed, such rvas the

Gonnission's commit¡nent that it felt frustrated at the

government's reluctance to act on it. The past chair of the MHRC

expressed it this way:

We on the Connission were pretty disappointed because we were

entrusted with the responsibifity of creating a new

legislation, and yet when ¡ue proposed it, they sat on it for

quite a while and said: 'Not just yet'.

The comnission's Legislation com¡nittee continued to work alongside

the Government's drafting staff until the Government agreed to

introduce the bitl in the legistature. It is evident that the

CommissÍon's con¡¡nitment was a major contributory factor in the

eventual passage of BiIl 47.

2, THE QUEBEC AND ONTARIO PRECEDENTS

The experiences of Quebec and Ontario positively affected the

passage of Bill 47. Quebec included sexual orientation in its

Human Rights Act in 7977. this action created no significant

problems in that province, and there was no major debate on

it before it was passed. The Quebec Human Rights Conmission nras

also able to administer it without any problems. According to the

past chairnan of the MHRC, these positive developments in Quebec

were brought to bear on the debate in Manitoba. He also noted,

however, that:

The key external factor was the 0ntario legislature passing
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such legislation the previous year. lrlhen even a

traditionally conservative province like Ontario which had

rejected this bill previously passed this legislatlon it

became easier to persuade the Manitoba Governnent that this

was something they could do without getting into too much

difficulty.

The Attorney-Genera1 agreed that the Government benefÍted fron

information 1t receÍved from the Province of Quebec. These joint

precedents were also cited in the campaign literature of the two

homosexual lobby groups.

3. THE LIBERAL PARTY'S SUPPORT

In 1983, the LP of Manitoba passed a resolution supportÍng

the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Human Rights Act. This

was reaffÍrmed in its 1985 policy convention. Until 1985, the Lp

had no representation in the provincial Iegislature, and the

proposed amendment had been contentious between the NDP and the

PCP. By the tlme the amend¡nent was introduced in the legislature

in December, 1985, Sharon Carstairs, the leader of the LP, had

been elected as the only Llberal nenber of the House. She threw

her support and that of her party behind the amendment and voted

for it during the debate. She atso canvassed support for it
privately anong both the NDP and the PCP. She described the

impact of her support this way:

Another factor that helped them (the NDP and the governnent)
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the legislature, it was not a French

not the Conservatives versus the

NDP....

of an opposition party which was preDared to say 'I also

support this legislation'. And I think that that also

as a moral one, we saw it as a.þunan riehts issue. and this
was a very telling difference between the .two_-gppos¡-gion

parties. (Emphasis added).

This support was significant for two reasons. First having

the support of an opposÍtion party enhances confldence and morale

ln a government which rarely succeeds in wooing the support of its
officiar opposition on major issues of debate. In effect, the Lp

was saying the NDP governnent were on course.

second, lt was an assurance of one more critical vote in
support of the amendment during the voting in the House. Besides

Mrs' carstairs, there were 30 NDp and 26 pcp members of the

legislature. Although the speaker, who was known to be supportive

of the proposed amendnent could vote in the event of a tie, it ¡vas

especially inportant to be sure of an extra vote fro¡n another

party slnce there r4ras a remote possibility some NDp MLAs could

break ranks and vote against the bilt. As it turned out, Mrs.

carstairs and all. the NDp menbers voterl in favour of it, whire all
the PCPs voted against it.

the Conse
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4. THE WORDING OF BTLL 47

One of the factors which initially mi-titated against the

passage of this bill was the discomfort which some of its
potential supporters had with its wording. The homosexual lobby,

through its Committee for the Inclusion of Sexual OrientatÍon ln

the Hunan Rights Act, working alongside the MHRC's legislation

Committee and the Government draftÍng staff eventually succeeded

in fine-tuning the proposal in a r{ay that many NDP MLAs found

acceptable. Both the Attorney-General and the past chalrperson of

th MHRC noted that the wordlng of the bill was vitally inportant

in winning support for it, and they were helped in this regard by

the homosexual .tobby groups and information from Quebec, Ontario

and elsewhere.

5. THE POLITICAL CLIMATE IN I'IANTTOBA

By May 1987, the politÍcal climate in the province was

amenable to the introduction of Bill 47. The NDP had just

received a nerv mandate for another term and so an election r{as

three or four years away. The governnent could conveniently risk

"controversial" Iegislatlon and hope that any polftical wounds it

night sustain in the process would hea-l before the next election.

Furthermore the number of organizations supporting the legislation

had grown considerably. This ¡ras the conducive political context

in which the legislation was passed.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCTUSION

It is essential at this point to recapitulate the

propositions spelJ.ed out in Chapter Three. These were:

(1) An interest group's success in securing laws beneficial

to its constituency will depend on the amount of valued

resources and organization strength Ít possess;

(2) An interest group's demands will be favourably responded

to if they accord with the ideology of the ruling elites;

(3) In responding to specific interest group denands, the

rulfng elites take into account their perception of the

position of the public on those denands.

Data fron the research pertaining to these propositÍons as

discussed in Chapter Five are sumnarized below.

(1) Resources and Organizational Strength

1. The homosexual rights lobby groups possessed effective

Ieadership and internal cohesiveness.

2. They lacked nunerÍcal strength but this weakness was

compensated for by their alliance with other groups.

3. They identified the appropriate target groups and

directed thelr efforts at them.

4. They successfully educated their targets and the general

public on homosexuallty and the need for ho¡nosexual
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rights legislation.

5. They persisted in their efforts which focused on one main

demand.

The target groups' perception of the homosexual lobby groups

also corroborated these findings:

1. the targets perceived the lobby groups as

_ organizationally resourceful and conpetent.

2. They indicated that association with other groups - the

creation and expansion of the homosexual advocacy _

helped the lobby groups achieve their goals.

Fron the above, it can be inferred that the homosexuar

lobby groups r{ere organizationally competent and possessed

adequate hunan and material resources necessary for the attainnent

of thelr objectives. on this basis of this inference, it can be

concluded that the first proposition was confirmed.

(2) Ideological Congruity

Those targets with ideological frames of reference conpatible

with the demands of the lobby groups ¡rere supportive of the

denands.

Although the ideotogical position of the key target group _

the NDP government - was in accord rclth the demand, this target

adopted a number of positions intended to enable it to avoid

actlon because it was fearful of antagonlzing or disp.teasing

certain segrnents of the population. The second proposition was
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confirmed by the findings of this research.

(3) Target's Perception of Public Opinion

The ruling elites took into consideration their perceptions

of the state of public opinion on the Íssue of ho¡nosexual rights

legislation. Sometimes these perceptions did not reflect reality

as denonstrated Ín public opinion polls. This confirned the third

proposi tion.

SUMMARY

It is clear from the foregoing analysls that among the

various ingredients of portler identified in the theoretical section

of this thesis, organlzational strength (cohesiveness, narroÍs

focus of demands, association with other groups), leadership and

strategies were positively correlated with the success of the

homosexual tobby groups ln attaining their denands. As the

quotations fron the targets in this study illustrate, the lobby

groups did an inpressive job of presenting convincing arguments,

an attribute which is both a measure and a nark of organizational

conpetence and effective leadership.

None of the naÍn target groups lobbied by the interest groups

indicated a concern with the political power of the latter as

materiaL to the positions they took ln the debate. In other

words, targets claimed that in deternining and assuning positions

in the debate no attention was paid to the political power wielded

by the lobby groups. I{hat see¡ned to natter ¡¡as the substance and
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credibility of the arguments - that is, hor.r convincing they were -
rather than fear of the power of the lobby groups. However, the

data showed that associative po$rer or the credibilrty and strength

acquired through association with other respected and powerful

groups helped the lobby groups to achieve their goal.

As this thesis has sho¡en, the ho¡nosexual lobby groups

in Manitoba have engaged in a relentless educational

campaign since 7972, ai¡ned at deconstructing the deviant status of

honosexualÍty. This effort generated a conflict situation

involving political and noral rather than econonic issues. The

principal actors in this confrict were the homosexuar lobby groups

(GFE and sol), the NDP and the pcp. For the homosexual lobby

groups, rt was a poritical and morar (human rights) issue. The

NDP opposed the demand for Bill 47 for a political reason: it was

afraid of .l.osing its future electorar chances and hence its
political poïrer. The pcp opposed the amendnent because it saw it
as a conflict involving morality (standards and values), a

conflict over the social construction of reality. The

non-economic nature of the conftict justified the analysis of the

situation within the analyticat conflict perspective.

lthile the general public was the overall target, much

attention was paid to the political leadership in the province,

since this segment of the poputatÍon wourd eventualry have to

effect changes in the IUHRA. This canpaign succeeded in persuading
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most of their targets of the idea of the intrinsic harmlessness of

honosexuality, in sensitizing then to the second-ctass status of

homosexuals due to discriminatory treatment, and in exposing the

apparent contradictions between the NDp government,s ideol0gical

commitment to the protection of minority rights and their

proronged refusal to entrench ho¡nosexual. rights provisions fn the

MHRA.

The plethora of literature nade available to these target

groups succeeded in convÍncing all 0f then except the pcp of the

supportive state of public opinion on homosexual rights, and

thereby assuring them of the unlikelihood of any significant vote

loss in future provinciat elections.
,:,1

The point ,iis that the homosexual iobby groups ü¡ere
:l

organizationall'þ competent in identifying the appropriate target

groups and the issues of controversy; in assembling information

relevant to, and supportive of their arguments; in lobbying,

professional and religious bodies and individuats to support their

cause, and in persisting in their efforts white constantly

revÍewing their strategles. In the end, they succeeded in

educating the governing elites about honosexuality, the oppression

of homosexuals, and the necesslty for the inclusion of sexual

orientation in the MHRA. Their lobbying efforts amounted to a

deconstruction of homosexuarity as deviant and its construction as
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a Iifestyle. success was attained when Bill 4z was passed on Jury

77, 1987. The Act was proclaimed on December 10. 1982.

THEORETICAL IMPTICATIONS

This thesis has five inplications for theory which can be

sunmarized as followsl

(1) Alternative definitions of reality professed by subordinates

in pluraristic societies emerge and are legitimated by dominants

depending on the ability of the former to persuade the latter of

the validity of their clalms to existence, and the necessity for
its legal protection or defence. persuasion entails education

whrch in turn requires organizattonal competence and the

mobilization of resources.

(2) A given definltion of reality can emerge and prevail provided

that it can be encompassed within the existing synbolic universe.

Thus, as this thesis shows, not only have the ruring erites in
Manitoba given official recognition to the existence of

homosexuarity as an alternative lifestyle (even if they personally

disapprove of it) by guaranteeing its protection in raw but they

have also integrated honosexual rights within one of the existing
provinces of neaning - the advancement of basic human rights for
arr persons. This is compatibre with the provlsion of equar

ii
'.t

,'f
,l
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rights, which is a cardinal principle in Western pluralistic

societies.

(3) The conceptualization of power in the analysis of interest

group politics must encompass the critical ingredÍents of power

such as organizational strength, size, and Ieadership which must

be treated as mutually exclusive but interrelated unÍts of

analysis.

(4) The study of interest group politics must take account of

social-psychological variables pertaining to the struggle. It
must incLude but transcend perceptions of poürer. The cognitive

preparedness or the anount of knowledge and the of fear of

generating adverse public reaction on the part of target groups as

they relate to the substance of the denand as well as the

naintenance of self-interest nust be given attention and

integrated withln the theoretical fnamework.

(5) The political context within which lobbying takes place must

be included in the analysis of the process and its outcome. That

is, attention nust be paid to the nature of public opinion, the

viccissltude of power of the targets, and the doninant ideology on

the substance of the denand.

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It would be interesting to compare the findings of

this study with results of a study of the women's Liberation

novenent, or an ethnic or religious minority lobbying. This would
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presumably enhance

generalizability of

understanding

the findings

of the external validity or

contained in this thesis.
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ENDNOTES

Chapter One

1Th" t""r ,gay, and ,homosexual, are used interchangeable in

this thesis. There is however, a fine distinction between them.

Itlhereas the forner refers to every person who experiences sexual

attraction to people of the same sex, the jatter refers to one who

positively avoürs such an identity openly. Thus, 'gay' is a

sub-set ofrhomosexual'. The word'homosexuar,was coined by Ben

Kurte, a Hungarian psychologist in the 19th century. It was

rejected by the homosexuar movement in preference for the word

'gay' as its official designation because it is non-clinical,

shorter and easier to use. In this thesis 'gay' has been used as

a noun rather than an adjective. The rdord 'gay' was originally

appried to well-off, unattached young men in lgth century France

who were easy going, preoccupied with dressing and the pursuit of

fun. It hras also loosely apprled to prostitutes who tend to share

some of these attrlbutes.

Chapter Two

lThe strident campaign nounted by the anti-pornography

crusade in the united states led by the Reverend Jerry Far¡rerl's

"MoraL Majority" and the U.S. Supreme Court,s ruling banning the

sale of Playboy and Penthouse magazines from Z-Eleven (Southland

Corporation) stores ls a recent case in point.
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Chapter Four

lThr th."is would have benefitted fron the responses of the

current chairperson of the MHRC during whose tenure of office Bill

47 was debated and passed into law. The fact that the leader of

the NDP was not interviewed did not affect the quality of the data

as the Attorney-General and the caucus chairperson of the

government, both of whom could be expected to be fairly conversant

with the party's position on the issue were intervie¡ued.

Chapter Five

lThe Manitoba Gay Directory, 7977 lists the following as the

other homosexual organizations in Manitoba:

1. Council on Homosexuality and Religion. This is a

grouping of clergy and lay people forned in the Fall of 1976 to

offer educational and counselling programs in the religious

communi ty;

2. Dignity, an organization of gay Catholic nen and women

devoted to the reconciliation of Catholiclsm and honosexuality;

3. Gay Friends of Brandon established fn the Spring of 1926;

4. Thomson Gay group for¡ned in July, 1976;

5. Gay Men's Discussion Groups, a systen of organized

discusslon groups for homosexual-orÍented men in f{innipeg;

6. Mutual Friendship Society, a co-operative organization in

Winnipeg serving the social needs of the gay community¡

7. I{innipeg Gay Youth, a grouping of gay young people
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(between the ages of 16 and ?1 years) providing a forum for the

discussion of problems of nutual concern to then;

8. Winnipeg Lesbian Society, formed in the Fall of 1925 to

serve the social and educational needs of the l{innipeg lesbian

communi ty.

There is also a ülinnipeg-based journal of gay liberation,

After stonewarl, founded in January t977, devoted to de¡nonstrating

gay self-esteem and "challenging and breaching the walls of

al ienation" .

2-In the absence of

sexual orientation, GFE

1953 which it dee¡ned the

the following figures:

any conplete census of the population by

relied on the Kinsey reports of 1948 and

nost authoritative. These reports gave

13% of the males were predoninantly homosexual; 4% of the

males were exclusively homosexual; 9% oT the females were

predoninantly honosexual; 3Jt of the females were exclusively

homosexual.

Based on these estimates, the brief provided the following

statistics :

If the nale population of Manitoba is 500,000, 13% of this

figure is 65,000 and 4% is 20,000. If the femaie popuJ.ation

is 50O,000, 9% is 45,O0O and Sli is 15,000. Taklng even the

smallest percentage it would appear that there are over

35,000 homosexual nen and women in Manitoba.
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a"Although sone, but not all, Manitoba newspapers accepted

advertisements and announcements from gay organizations, this was

only a recent and conditional tolerance. The Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation operated under a policy which

specifically forbids the broadcast of any public service

announcement originating trom any gay organization. The effect of

such censorship was to deny a complete picture of homosexual life

to the pubtic.

Chapter Six
I-Internal differences ürere not unconmon in the early 19?Os.

There was considerable contnoversy over such issues as the prace

of feninis¡n in gay liberation. There was also ample debate on

whether or not the family unlt was exploitatlve and whether Quebec

should be granted separate status in the federal constitution.

Gays and lesbians of color have been dlscrimlnated against and

ghettorized by white middle-class male ho¡nosexuals (Kinsnan, 19g?,

p. 186). Some of these dlscords surfaced at the Natlonal Gay

Conference Ín l{innipeg in 1974.
2-This is not to say that the movement is financiatly weak.

Homosexuals have not suffered econonically, unlike Blacks or

Natlve Indians for instance. Thus, they could afford to finance,

even personally, a novement because they have access to jobs,

housing and other services, as long as their honosexuality

remained secret. Dlscri¡nination does not occur until after the
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homosexuaL has become pubricly known, in most instances. Thus,

many older gay peopl.e are stiLt in the closet, married

heterosexually and keeping their careers built upon the premise of
their public heterosexuality. such people tend to tend

substantial monetary support to the movement provided they believe

in its political cause(s). Nevertheless, rnenbership dues and

contributions are the chief sources of financing for these groups.

They are not entitled to funding and subsidies fron governnent or

the agencies which partry cater to the financiar needs of

ethnocultural conmunities. The people who forn gay communlties

are by and large, young people; the movement and the people in it
are roughly the same age. To some extent, this imposes econo¡nic

Iimits on the movenent. To the extent that it draws on rts o¡yn

resources, fron people whose average ages are ZO_25, and whose

econonic resources and levels of experience and poriticar
acco¡nplishnents are scanty and rimited. {cJ am indebted to chris
Vogel for these inslghts.

3Th" kirrd of statenents being refered to here refrect the

totaL deconstructive intents of the homosexual lobby groups. part

of their future political prans consisted of getting equal

treatment in the area of pensron and dental plans, discounted

airline and rairway tickets for coupres, and regal honosexual

marriages.

4Thi" reaffirmation reflected a seven-point resoLution passed
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by the Party in its Plenary session on July 2, 19'17. During

Parriamentary connittee hearings on the constitutional resolution,

the NDP introduced an amendment to include sexual orientation

within the CanadÍan Charter of Rights. The amendnent was not

accepted.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDE

a) why do you think the governnent wanted to include sexual

orientation in the Hunan Rights Act? (i.e. why did they

introduce BiIl 47?)

b) l{hat was the official position of (Name of organization) on

BitL 47?

c) f{ould you tell me the reasons why the (Name of

Organization) took that position?

d) Has the position of (Name of organization) on the inclusion

of sexual orientation in the Hunan Rights Act always been the

same?

e) PLease explain. (If ans!ìrer to (d) ls "No").

f) From your polnt of view, who ¡vere the strongest supoorters of

BitI 47?

e) I{hy dict they take that posltion?

h) From your point of view, who where the strongest opponents of

BiIl 47?

i ) Ilhy did they take that position?

i) Are there any other comments you would like to make about the

Íssue of legally protecting the rights of honosexuals?
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOB,{ DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T2N2

July 13, 1987

To Whom IÈ May Concern:
This letter is to inÈroduce Kenneth Attafuah, candidate for a Master's

degree in the Sociology DeparÈment at the UniversiEy of Manitoba. In his the-sis, Mr. Attafuah will be studying the debate over amending the Manitoba Human
Rights Act to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexuãl orientation.

One aspect of Mr. Attafuah's research involves intervierring members of org-
anizations which have had a role in this debate. Any assistañce which you .ãnprovide to him in this regard will be gratefully aprreciated.

As the supervisor of Mr. Attafuah's thesis, I will be glad to answer any ques-
Èions which you night have about his research. Please feel free t.o contact me
aL either 474-8150 (office) or 237-4624 (residence). If you prefer, you candirect your questions to Professor Edward Botdt, Head of ttre 3ociology Depart-
ment, at 474-9260.

Sincerely yours,

¡-
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(ulul,'\-.!_

rI i/
J*\ /<-F(J'---

Jay Goldstein
Associate Professor



-.APPE}TÐIX C-

ORGANIZATIONS IN CANADA THAT SUPPORT PROTECTION
FROM DISCRIMINATION FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS
REGARDLESS OF THEIR SEXUAL ORIENTATIÖN

Acadia University (Nova Scotia) Canad¡an Churchman New Democratic Party of Manitoba
Air Canada Ontario House of Anglican Bishops New Democratic Party of Ontario
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. Ontario Provincial Council of the Angl¡can New Democrat¡c Party ol Saskatchewan
Bank of Amenca Church of Canada Ontario Conference of University Faculty
Bank of Montreal Episcopal Commission for Social Affa¡rs of the Associations
Bank of Nova Scotia Canadian Conference ol Catholic Bishops Ontano Federation of Labour
Bell Canada Ltd. Canad¡an Unitarian Council Ontario Federation of Students
Between The Lines Pub Co. (Ontar¡o) United Church of Canada Ontario Human Rights Commission. Task
Bishop's Un¡vers¡ty (Ouebec) - Manitoba & Northwestern Ontario Conlerence Force & Special Report
Boeing Company General Council Ontario L¡bertarian Party
Brandon University (Manitoba) - Calgary Presbytery Ontario Psych¡atric Associatron
Brandon General Hospital - Emmanuel College Student Soc¡ety (Ontario) Ontario Public Interest Research Group
Bristoi Aerospace Ltd. - United Church Observer Ontario Public Service Employees Union.
Canadian Broadcastrng Corporation/ - Department of Church rn Society Locals 578. 531 .548.556

Radio Canada Adv¡sory Council on the Status ol Women Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federatron
Canadian lmperial Bank of Canada (Canada) Ontario Status of Women Council
Carleton University (Ontar¡o) Alberta Human Rights Commission. Oshawa & Distr¡ct Labour Council
Catalysl Press lToronto) Annual Report Ottawa-Carleton Women's Centre
Children's Aid Society of Metro Toronto Association of Prolessronal Student Services Parkdale Community Legal Services (Toronto)
City of K¡tchener (Ontario) Personnel (Ontario) Planned Parenthood Federation of Canada .:.

: C¡ty of Ottawa (Ontario) Association of Women Electors of Metro Toronto Planned Parenthood (Toronto) :.

City of Toronto (Ontario) Canadian Associat¡on of Social Workers. Planned Parenthood (Manitoba)
City of Windsor (Ontar¡o) Board of D¡rectors Ouebec Human Rights Commission
CKMS-FM Radio Windsor Canadian Association of University Teachers Quebec Nalional Assembly
Dalhousie University (Nova Scotia) Canadian Bar Associat¡on Reg¡stered Nurses Association of 8.C..
The T. Eaton Co. Ltd. Canadian Civil Liberties Associat¡on Board of D¡rectors
Eaton Corporation Canadian Federation of Civil Liberties & Saskatchewan Assocration on, Human R¡ghts

: Globe and Mail (Toronto) Human Righls Associations Saskatchewan Federat¡on of Labour
Great-West Life Assurance Co. Canadian Human Rights Commission Saskatchewan Human Rights Commrssion
Health Sciences Centre (Manitoba) Canadian Labour Congress Sex Education & Information Council of
Hudson's Bay Company Canadian Psychiatric Associat¡on Canada
Man¡toba Hydro Canadian Psychological Associat¡on Sex Education Centre. University of Toronto
Mohawk College (Ontario) Canadian Sociology & Anthropology Assoc¡ation SFPO - Quebec Union of Provincial Civil

I New Democratic Party of Manitoba ' Canadian Un¡on of Postal Workers Servants
Ontario Instilute for Stud¡es in Higher Canadian Union of Publ¡c Employees. Locals Southern Ontario Newspaper Guild

Education 49.79.82.1230. 1250. 1281. 1582. 1996. Thunder Bay & Distr¡ct Labour Council
; Oxfam Canada 2001.2189.2316: Onlario Div.: Sask. Div. Toronto Boards of Education
' Post Office Deparlment (Canada) Coalit¡on of Provincial Organizat¡ons of Toronto Globe and Mail

Progressive Conservative Association Manitoba the Hand¡capped The Toronto Sta¡
Rice Sportswear Ltd. Committee on Human Rights of Sudbury Toronto Teachers Federation
Simon Fraser University (8.C.) & Region W¡ndsor & District Labour Council

:l Toronto Public Library Board Communication Workers of Canada Womens Counselling. Referral & Educatron ..,I United Church of Canada, Toronto Conference. Communisl Party of Canada Centre (Toronto)
Personnel Committee Le Droit (Ottawa) Womens Resource Centre. Y.W.C.A. (Toronto)

: Un¡versity of British Columbia Edmonton Journal (Albeña) College of Family Physicians of Canada, ,.
University of Man¡toba Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa Manrtoba Chapter
University of Ottawa Family Services Assocrations of Metro Toronto Manitoba Action Comm¡ttee on the Status of
University of Regina FEQ - Quebec Federat¡on of Teachers Women
University of Toronto Ham¡lton Public Library Employees Assocration Central Mortgage & Housrng Co. Canada
University of Waterloo Institute of Professional L¡brarians (Ontario)
University of Windsor Krtchener-Waterloo Human Righls Caucus
Universilé de Moncton (N.8.) Law Union of Ontario
Université de Montréal Letter Carriers Un¡on of Canada

:t Université de Québec à Rimo.rsk¡ Liberal Party of Manitoba
Women s Press (Ontario) Liberal Party of Ontario
York University (Ontario) Liberal Party of Canada
Campus Ministries Foundat¡on. University Manitoba Assocralion for Rights & Liberties

of Toronto Manitoba Assoc¡at¡on of Regrstered Nurses
Canadian Council of Chí¡st¡ans and Jews Manitoba L¡brary Associalion
Canadian Council of Churches Man¡toba Teachers Society
Counc¡l on Homosexuality and Religion Montreal Gazette (Quebec)

(Canada) The Montreal Star lOuebec)
Student Chrislian Movement Nat¡onal Associat¡on of Women & the Law
Anglican Church of Canada. House of Bishops New Democratic Party of Canada



APPENDIX D

THE RICHARD NORTH LETTERS

FIRST LETTER: March 8, 1985

This -Letter, written on the first day of the hunger strike,

reninded the government of the NDP's policy of including "sexual

orientation" in the MHRA. It attached a copy of a Letter from

Charles Bigelow, President of the Manitoba NDp reminding the

government caucus about the party's promise during the 1gB3

legislative session to amend the Act to include sexual

orientation. It urged the government to make that resolution a

real i ty .

North's letter also reninded the government about the NDp's

continuous affirmatÍon of human rÍghts as top prir_r¡.i:y 1t-em on its

agenda during conventions. It noted that the Attorney-Generar and

the caucus chairperson had both promised after the 19g1 election

to neet this demand. It expressed surprise at the

Attorney-General's refusal to undertake the reforms he promised,

adding that "it is part of the function of the Attorney-General to

insure that the purposes of the legislation that he

administrators are adequately served". It ended with a collorary

questÍon to the above statement:

How can the purposes of the Manitoba Human Rights Act be

adequateJ.y served when a minority group conprising one tenth



2

of the population Ís completely vulnerable to discrÍmination?

SECOND LETTER: March 11, 1985 (Monday, Fourth Day of Hunger

Strike )

This letter provided background information on the

appointment, functions and activitÍes of the MHRC. It noted that

during the Comnission's pubJ.ic hearings throughout the province,

it received two hundred odd submissions, sixty of which

specÍfical-ty favoured the inclusion of "sexual orientation" in the

Act. There were only two letters from individuals opposed to thÍs

addition. It said, in page five of its report the MHRC

recommended this addition "to remove the doubt created by a recent

Board of Adjudication decisÍon that discrimination on the basis of

one's intinate lifestyle is unacceptable" (the attached copy of

the relevant page to the letter).

It urged the government to respect its own CommissÍon's

recom¡nendations and to implenent them, now that the legislature

had reconvened, adding that there was "no good reason why

homosexuals cannot be treated in the sane manner as other ninority

groups who are subjected to prejudÍce".

It indicated the state of public opinion on the amend¡nent as

of 1983 when the MHRC held its hearings. There was greater

support than opposition fron the public to this amendnent. It

also challenged the government to respect the opinion of its

people and to undertake the amendnent.



THIRD LETTER: March 12. 1985

This letter questioned the basis of the targets' refusal to

add sexual orientation to the MHRA and wondered if this refusal

was grounded in fear of opposition fron religious groups. It

assured the targets of the support of many religious people and

provided a long list of North American Churches and other

relÍgious organizations whÍch support human rights protection on

the basis of sexual orientation (see Appendix ). It said

churches of al1 theologies and from all backgrounds understand the

inportance of preventing discrimination fron harning the lives of

innocent individuals. It quoted statenents from two of canada's

largest churches: the United Church of Canada declared and

reaffirmed the ,orro*rnffiral councir in

Morden in 1984:

Itle can begin by affirning the right of persons regardless of

sexual 0rientation to employment, accommodation and access to

the services and facilities that they need and desire.

The Anglican Church of Canada stated:

The gospel of Jesus Christ conpels Christians to guard

against all forms of hunan injustice and to affirm that all

persons are brothers and sisters for whom Christ died. We

affirm that homosexual persons are entitled to equal

protection under the law with all other Canaclian üitizens.

It ended with a call on the government to respect the voice of the
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great majority of canadÍan church people who were urging it to

include "sexua_[ orientation" in the Act.

FOURTH LETTER: March 13, 19Bs

This letter denonstrated the experience of Quebec which

included this clause in its charter of Human Rights and Freedoms

on December 19, 7977. It noted that Quebec's seven-year

experience with the amendment was an indicatÍon that it was

necessary, unobtrus,ive, uncomplicated and unobjectionab-te. (For

informatÍon on the Quebec experience, see Appendix This is

included because of its fundamental inportance to the other

sectÌons of the thesisi.

FïFTH LETTER: March 14, 19Bs

This missive urged the government to fol low the examp.l.e of

Stanley Knowles, nember of the House of com¡nons for winnipeg North

Centre, who had "long been a champion for the rÍghts of the

disadvantaged and the disinherÍted". In a letter to North dated

October 20, 7916, Knowles expressed his belief and hope that'.the
proposed canadian Human Rights Act should include a prohibition

against discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation".

North attached a copy of this letter to his.

SIXTH LETTER: March 15, 1985

This was a covering retter on the submission by the canadian

Labour congress on Birl c-2s, the canadian Human Rights Act, on

March 29, 7977. The Congress urged the Canadian government to



inclucte sexual orientation or sexual preference in ilre Act.

The congress also ¡nade a submission to the code Review

committee of the ontario Human RÍghts commission on september 16,

1976. It said homosexuals have constant-ly facect discrimination in

all fields, and since there was no reason why their sexual

preference should bar them fron employment or accommodation it

should be made a prohibited ground of discri¡nination.

SEVENTH TETTER: March 18, 1985

The objective of this letter $ras to educate the targets about

the norlnality of homosexuality as evidenced in the 194g Kinsey

Report on sexual behavior. It said, Kinsey demonstrated not only

that homosexual activity among both ¡nen and women was far more

common than had ever been supposed, but also that it co-existed

with complete normality in al1 other areas of -tife. Kinsey said:

The honosexual has been a signÍfÍcant part of hunan sexual

activity ever since the dawn of history, primariry because it

is an expression of capacities that are basÍc in the human

animal (1948).

The letter clained that homosexuals comprÍse 10% of the population

of Manitoba (see p. ), a proportion which was "larger than nost

ethnic groups and larger than nany minority groups who are already

covered under the Human Rights Act".

Attached to this tetter was another letter fron North dated

February 10, 1985, to these targets. It highlighted the essential



conclusions of the Kinsey study and used them as

demanding protective legislation since homosexual

normaL and far nore common than generally assumed

portions of this letter are provided below:

grouncls f or

ity was both

. Edited

"when sexual Behavior Ín the Human Male was published in

1948 ' the public reacted with shock and disberief , particu.l.arly in
response to the studies on honosexuality. until recently, ideas

about sexuality were the product of culturar inftuences rather

than scientific investigation. Because the taboo against

honosexuality has been so strong in the Judeo-christian tradition.

this form of sexual behavior appeared to be a perversÍon of nornal

sexuality which contravened the laws of nature. Attitudes toward

honosexuality were based on a conception of the natural order

which originated in culturar tradition rather than scientific

understanding.

The 'Kinsey report' represente<l a turning point in attitudes

toward sexual matters generally, and toward homosexuality in

particular. It was the first large-scare, thoroughry scientific,

statistical study of human sexual behavior. It revealed the

enornous discrepancy between conventionar wisdon about sexuality

and the realities of sexual behavior; what people were really

doing was often inconsistent with what they said they were doing.

In particular, the statistics on homosexuaL behavior completely

contradicted the traditional conception of homosexuality as a
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sexual anomaly that represented a perversÍon of human nature.

It is one thing if we are dearing with a type of activity

that is unusual, without precedent among other animals, and

restricted to pecu.tiar types ot individuals within the hu¡nan

population. It is another if the phenomenon proves to be a

fundamentar part, not onry of human sexuarity, but of arl

. 
manmalian patterns as a who-le.

hle ourselves were totally unprepared to find such

Íncidence data ¡.vhen this research was originally undertaken.

over a period of several years we were repeatedly assailed

with doubts as to whether we were getting a fair

cross-section of the total population, or whether a selection

of cases was biasing the results. It has been our

experience, however, that each new group into which we have

gone has provided substantially the same data.

llhile the varidity of the data on arr of the sexua_t

outlets has been tested and re-tested throughout the study,

especially attention has been giv'en to testing the naterial

on the homosexual (Kinsey et aI, 194g).

Attenpts to challenge the statistical base of the KÍnsey

report have been unsuccessful, and there has not been any

convincing evidence to suggest that Kinsey's sanpJ.e was not

typical of the entire male popuLation. criticisms concerning the

inclusion of prison popurations were answered when Kinsey's
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research associate, Wardell Pomeroy, recalcu_lated the data,

omitting the prison samp-les. This recalculation caused no change

in the overall statistics on the incidence of ho¡noseruality.

subsequent statistical research has consistently reinforced the

findings of the Kinsey studies. "

North also provided his targets with excerpts from the Kinsey

report. He ended this letter wÍth a call on the government.to

provide honosexuats with the sane basic protections and rights

enjoyed by other minority groups.

EIGHTH LETTER: March 19, 1985

This letter dealt with the contributions of homosexuals to

the development of ïlestern civirization. It sought to show that

these contributions have been concealed from society by

heterosexuars as a means of rendering homosexuality invisible.

This invisibility amounts to triviaLization which is a mechanism

of sociar control. By revealing the contributions of.homosexuals,

North hoped to convince his targets that homosexualtty and

homosexuals are normal just like heterosexuality and

heterosexuals, and that civilization was a product of men and

women, irrespective of their sexua-l orientation.

In this letter, North saÍd:

We gave you Plato, perhaps the prine nover in the history

of Western thought. lrle gave you leaders of the order of

Alexander the Great, Hadrian Enperor of Rome, Richard the
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Lion Heart, Frederick the Great, Lawrence of ArabÍa. fle gave

you the poetry of !ù.H. Auden, A.E. Housnan, Robert Graves,

and Arlen Ginsberg. fle gave you the novels of E.Irl. Forster,

Jean Genet, Andre Gide, Marcel proust, Somerset Maughn,

christopher Isherwood, May sarton, Gore vidat, Truman capote.

lfe gave you the plays of Joe orton, Tennessee t{illiams,

Edward Arbee. I{e gave you the filns of Fassbinder, cocteau,

Eisenstein, and Pasolini. ïle entertained you with the plays

of Noel coward, oscar f{irde, and core porter. sle gave you

the music of rchaikovsky and Benjamin Britten. we helped to

shape the course of 20th century thought ¡rith the writings of

Ítlittgenstein, John Maynard Keynes, Gertrude Stein, paul

Goodman, I[alcolm Boyd, Charles Reich, Kate MiIlett. In

canadian literature, we have given you the writings of Michel

Tremblay, Èlarie-Claire Blais, Timothy Findley, Jane Rule.

We have given you all of this, and nore. lÌhy wilt you

not acknowledge our contributions, or even our existence, by

including this ninority in human rights legislation?

NINTH LETTER: IIIarch 20, 1985

North noted that hunan rights laws are intended to protect

groups and individuals who are vulnerable to discrimination

because they are outside a donÍnant or majority class. He said

popular groups and individuats do not need protection, and the

responsibility of the legislator is to deter¡nine, not whether a
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group is popular enough to be accorded protection, but whelher an

unpopular group can be protected without danage to the essential

structures of society.

But owing to his recognition of the sensitivity which

legislators have for the degree of public acceptance received by

any proposed legislation, he provided copies of letters from a

numþer of Manitoba organizations which he believed were

representative of local support for the "sexuaL c¡rientation,,

amendment. These bodies were: college of Fa¡nily physicians of

Canada, Manitoba Chapter; Diocese of Rupter's Land, .Ang_Lican

church of canada; Manitoba Action committee on the status of

Women; Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses; Manitoba Library
rlAssociation; iiilrnitoba Psychological Association; Manitoba
ii

Teachers' Sociäty; Planned parenthood Manitoba; province of

Manitoba Departnent of Education, student personnel services:

university of Manitoba Faculty Association and university of

Winnipeg Faculty Association.

A-tl these organizations indicated support for the inclusion

of "sexual orientation" in the MHRA.

TENTH LETTER: March 21, 1985

This letter showed the positive response of the

Attorney-General to the question as to whether he would support

the incrusion of sexual orientation in the MHRA. This was during

a poll of aLl candidates before the 1981 provincial elections on
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gay rights conducted by the University of ülinnipeg Gay Students'

Association. The Attorney-General indicated he would act to move

this anendment Íf elected. He also indicated he was well informed

on this issue.

North noted that, after his election, Mr. penner was

appointed the Attorney-General and therefore placed in an

advantaged position to advance the amendment. He urged Mr. penner

to respect the call of the gay community, the Manitobas who

respect the rights of others, and his own better principles and to

go ahead with the amendment.

ELEVENTH LETTER,. Vlarch 22, 1985

This was a coverÍng letter on a number of correspondence from 
t;1.

honosexual groups in Manitoba. The objective was to denonstrate il
ii

that several. gay groups were supportive of his actions. He

attached statements from these gayllesbian organizations: Council

on HomosexualÍty and Religion; Committee for the Inclusion of

"Sexual Orientation" in the MHRA; Dignity; Gays For Equality,

Oscar Wilde Memorial Society; ttlinnipeg Gay Media Collective;

Project Lanbda and Gay Interest Group, Canadian Library

Association.

A-tl these groups urged the governnent to amend the MHRA to

include sexual orientatlon as a prohibited ground for

di scrimination .
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TWELFTH LETTER: March 25, 1985

The substance of this letter was that lega1 protection of the

hunan rights of homosexuais is no more a matter of controversy

anong Canadians than many other issues passed into legislation.

North attached copies of the results of several public opÍnion

polls on "gay rights" in Canada and the United States. The

majority of respondents in these polls indicated support for

legislation protectÍng gays from discrimination.

The letter said some people have the impression that

antagonism towards homosexuals has remained high because

antagonistic statements are accorded extensive publicÍty while

positive statenents about homosexuality and honosexua-ts are not

given profile coverage but treated as not newsworthy. It added

that nore and more people with knowledge of honosexuals are

recognizing that they themseLves do not need to be protected from

homosexuals but that honosexuais need the protection of the law.

It urged the targets to close the gap between public opinion and

the needs of honosexuaLs on one hand, and the responsibilities of

the rulÍng elites to provide basic human rights protection for

all.

THIRTEENTH LETTER: March 26, 1985

this .tetter contained excerpts from the comments of Prof.

Jack London and Prof. Dale Gibson, both of the University of

Manitoba Faculty of Law, JÍlt 0liver and Lawrie Cherniack who were
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panellists at a function convened by GFE. These persons were

identified as "local experts on human rights law, " and they were

either current or past ¡nembers of the MHRC. The panelIÍsts

expressed unanimous agreement on three points:

1. There is no legal reason why "sexual orientation" should not

be added to the ltlanitoba Human Rights Act to provide

protectÍon for homosexual persons;

2. The ter¡n "sex" anong the enumerated grounds in the present

Act provides no protection whatever against sexual

orientation discrimination ;

3. Whatever is the possibility of using the "general purpose"

clauses in the present Act to act against sexual orientation

discrimination, this possibilfty in no way precludes or

diminishes the need to explicitly anend the Act to include

"sexual orientation". Use of these general. clauses wouLd

require costly and ti¡ne-consuming J.itigation, with no promise

of suçcess, durÍng which time no protection could be

confident.ty offered. In addition, failing to include "sexual

orientation" specifically would defeat the educational and

statement-of-principle functions of the .Act, while rendering

both complaint and enforcement procedures hesitant, confused,

and difficult, if these could take place at all.

Al1 the panelJ.ists concluded by urging the government to add

"sexual orientatÍon" to the Act.
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The goal of this letter, much like the panel discussion,

itself, ü¡as to refute a statenent in the media attributed to the

Attornty-General to the effect that the addj.tion of sexual

orientation in the MHRA was unnecessary because some form of

protectÍon was already availabie Ín the Act against discrimination

on this ground.

EQUB.EENTH LETTEI: March 2?, 1987

A list of the various jurisdictions across North .Anerica that

had already included "sexual orientation" in their hunan rights

-laws was provided in this letter. He argued that the need was not

unique to Manitoba and if the experiences of these various

governnents, incJ.uding Quebec, was anything to go by, then the

amendment was very necessary, simple and feasÍble. It said many of

these jurisdÍctions such as Quebec and Boston, Massachusetts were

essentially conservative while others were known for their

liberalism or progressivism in the past 
:. : : :

In other r¡¡ords "sexual orientation" has been added to the :,,.:.

hunan rights Laws in jurisdictions wÍth varying degrees of 
,1 ,,.,,

tolerance of diversity and acceptance of difference. Thus there

$ras no reason why Manitoba which has been traditionally liberal

could not go ahead with the amendment.

The reference to Manitoba as having a long history of

relative tolerance is interesting. The gay movement in Winnipeg

has received very tittle resistance. Up until the Second f{orld
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War, at least, $Iinnipeg was a ptace to which unorthodox people of

all sorts came, because it was known to be far more tolerant of

them than most other places in Canada. It did not have the

hostile political organization that were common on the West coast;

it did not have the vicÍous puritan white Anglo-Saxon Protestant

prejudices of the Maritines or of Ontario, or the rural

conservatism of Quebec.

This toierance nanifested itself in a number of snall

instances involving homosexuals in the years following the War.

Perhaps, these instances were gratuitous, but they created. the

impression that in Manitoba homosexuality was not as objectionable

as it was in other places. For example, while the police in

WÍnnipeg did hound honosexuals, they never did so neither more

than, nor more recently as did the police in Ontario, Quebec or

British Colu¡nbia.

It nay also be the case that the novenent Ín Manitoba has

been less publicly visible than is true in some of these other

places, thereby provoking less reaction fron anti-homosexual

segments of the population and the police. 0n the other hand,

there has never been any substantial religious opposition to gay

liberation in Manitoba, although there has been such opposÍtion in

a great nany other jurisdictions, Iarge and smalJ. Nor has there

been any significant or substantial instances of discrimination.

Those which have occurred have been ninor ones affecting one or
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two victims who are, in many instances unwilling to protest.

Nevertheless, the Winnipeg gay movement has not had the

cataclysnic instances of discrimination as have occurred Ín

Montreal, Toronto, or vancouver. Thus, the movenent as a whole

has been unthreatened, and at the same time unstimulated and

therefore has not in turn reacted in a way that would generate

further reactions.

The consequence of this is that the movement has achieved a

considerable improvement in pub-lic attitudes, but has done so

imperceptive.Ly. Thus, the change in attitudes is on-ty evidencecl

through the occasional pub-tic opinÍon polrs but not in single

occurrences and particu-lar incidents.

FIFTEENTH LETTER: March 28, 1985

This letter reiterated the 192? NDp federal policy on

homosexual rights which affirmed support for the inclusion of

"sexual orientation" in the canadian Hunan Rights Act. rt also

contained a summary statement from Ed Broadbent, the party's

federal leader supporting the amendment. He urged the provincial

NDP to align its actions with its promises and the position of the

federal party on this matter.

SIXTEENTH LETTER: March 29, 198S

Attached to this letter were letters supportive of the

amendment received frorn key federal NDp politicians in the House

of Connons. Iain Angus, Les Benjamin, Derek Blackburn. Ed
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Broadbent, MÍchael Cassidy, Ernie Epp, Jim Fulton and Simon de

Jong al-l expressed support for the proposed amendnent and

identified it as an NDP pol.icy. CyriI Keeper, Stanley Knowles,

Jim Manley, Lorne Nystron, Ne1son Riis, Svend Robinson and John

Rodriquez were others who also sent supportive letters to Mr.

North.

Harping on the NDP's traditional support for human rign-Ls anrl

equality as reflected Ín these letters, North urged the provincial

NDP government to introduce the amendnent in the MHRA.

SEVENTEENTH LETTER: April 1, 1985

In this letter North pressed his demand capitalizing on the

justice and equal.ity components of the Throne Speech delivered by

the Hon. Pearl McGonigal, Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba on March

7, 1985 at the opening of the Fourth SessÍon of Manitoba's

Thirty-Second Legislature. 0n this occasion, the

Lieutenant-Governor declared :

My governnent is dedicated to achievÍng equality before and

under the law in our statutes, regu.Lations and programs.

North said, "dedication" is a strong and honourable word and

implies action in the cause to which it is given. He therefore

urged the government to ensure that such a noble worcl ri:it not

becone one more empty word for the homosexual community Ín its

search for equality before and under the Iaw.

This letter, like many others, enp,loyed a content analysis of
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comnunication. It delved deeper into the meanirigs of words and

symbolisms and urged the government to respect its co¡nmitment to

these lofty princip.Les and the sentiments which underlie them.

EIGHTEENTH LETTER: ApriJ. 2, 1985

On May 11, 1983, Svend Robinson, Mp for Burnaby introduced a

Bill into Parl.iament to add "sexual orientation" to the canadÍan

Human Rights Act. In this letter, North referred to this action

as the most recent ciapter Ín the history of the New Denocratic

Party's struggle against discrimÍnation. He quoted Mr. Robinson's

concluding remarks:

A fundamental question of hunan rights, of the right to live

and the right to love without fear of persecution and without

fear of discri¡nination and without fear of the loss of one's

livelihood, or one's home, or without fear of being denied

goods or servÍces. hle are talking about the right of young

people in Canada not to be afraid, not to have to keep silent

and not to have to conceal their own identity. In fact, we

are talking about a fundamental question of the civit

liberties of hundreds of thousands of canadian nen and women.

The crust of this letter was that the federal NDp had already

taken up the leadership challenge by introducÍng the anendment in

the House of commons. This was in consonance with its conmitment

to minority rights, even where the issue is unpopular. Mr.

Robinson's statement underlÍes the need to provide the kind of
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atmosphere tlìat would permit people to be honest with themselves

and others, to "live ancl love their lovers in peace',.

NINETEENTH LETTER: April 3, 19Bs

On March 7, 1985 North sent a packet to all the menbers of

the LegislatÍve Assembly (MtAs). In this letter, he recapitulated

the main points in that packet which documents the extent to which

enployers were ceasing to regard homosexuality as a

disqualification in the work place (see Appendix ). These

points were:

Firstly, many employers are no longer frightened by the bogey

that the honosexual men and women are undesirable enployees.

secondly, not alr enployers are represented on this -tist. so that

in many firms and agencies homosexuals stilr run the risk of being

unjustry treated. Thirdly, because the declarations and contracts

referred to on the list are not backed by legislation, they cannot

be depended upon by the employees affected for

implementation--especialty in the atmosphere where a "supposedly

progressive govern¡nent refuses to provide protection to the group

in question. "

North arso enclosed letters fron the Manitoba progressive

conservative Association dated March 13, 1gz4 and Manitoba NDp

dated March 4, 7974 (addressed to GFE) both of which rejected

the suggestion that homosexuality and membership of homosexuaL

organization was incompatible with ¡nembership in these parties.
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Despite this stance, both parties had failed to extend legat

protection for homosexuals.

TWENTIETII LETTER: April 4, 1985

This was a covering letter on the views expressed by leaders

in the federa-t PC stating their support for this anendment. They

included Pat Carney, David Crombie, Roch LaSalle, R.E.J. Layton

and Flora MacDonald.

Pat carney, then Minister for Energy, and Gordon Fairweather,

chief comnissioner of the canadian Human Rights commission and

former M.P. attenpted through amendment in committee and private

Member's Bill to make this human rights reform a reality.

North's objective here was to denonstrate that supporters of

the amendrnent were from alI sorts of political backgrounds, and

the leaders who took this position knew that their constituents

supported them and the amendment as weLl.

TWENTY-FIRST LETTER: April B, 19Bs

This letter portrayed the pains of being fired for being gay.

It talked about rejections, denials, abuses, hopelessness and

despondency as part of the multip-le agonies of the experience.

Materials fron the National Gay Rights Lobby in the U.S. were

attached. North said:

Being fired or evicted or refused service are concerns which

threaten honosexual men and women every day of our lÍves. Ífe

don't want anything specÍa-t...all we want is protection of
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our basic human rÍghts. our objectives in th.is matter are no

different from those of the nunerous ninority groups who are

a.Lready protected by the Manitoba Human Rights Act.

His point here is that whereas the amend¡nent would not make

homosexuals anynore special than heterosexuals, the agonies of

rejection and denigration consequent to being fired were greater

than the experience of the average heterosexual who gets fired.

TWENTY-SECOND LETTER: Aprit g, 1985

This was a Covering letter on a leaflet produced by Jerry

FaLwell-'s christian fundamentalist organization, the "Moral

Majority". The leaflet said in part:

Itlhile we believe that homosexuality Ís moraL pervasion, we

are committed to guaranteeing the civil rights of

homosexuaLs.

This state¡nent makes the point that even fundamentatist christian

organizations do not consider as controversial, the extension of

legal protection for honosexuals. This was intended to carn the

fears of the governing erites about their controversy surrounding

the amendnent. North said, if there r!¡as any controversy, it

resided in the government's fear to act on the proposed amendment.

TWENTY-THIRD TETTER: April 10, 1995

North returned to the issue of widespread support for the

a¡nend¡nent in this letter. He reenphasized that the support cuts

across party lines, and attached a copy of Birl c-z4z of May 2,
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1980, moved by Conservative M.P. Pat Carney, and the supporting

speeches in the House of Commons on June 19, 1981.

He said, it was regrettabLe that while politicians of all

ideological persuasions were prepared to defend the rights of

homosexuals, their efforts were being frustrated as though lives

were not being affected by the govern¡nent's inaction.

TWENTY-FOURTH LEruB: Aprit 11, 1985

North, relying on a pamphlet titl,ed "A Coming Out MÍracle at

58" produced by "Mr. David", a retiring male homosexual in

Winnipeg in 1983, talked about the sense of relief and

self-aceptance which comes wÍth being open about homosexuality. A

younger co-worker at David's workplace had been warned that any

public statement about his homosexuality would cost him his

position. This anounted to silencing and trivialization of

honosexualÍty r^rhich are veritable mechanisms of keeping

homosexuals in the cLoset.

Keeping ho¡nosexual.ity in the closet is a form of social

ordering, and "coning out" initially destabilizes the existing

social order because it challenges the taken-for-granted

assunptions of the heterosexual-dominated socÍal world and its

foundations. This process therefore necessariJ.y engenders social

conflict over the definition of sexuality and the control of

sexual expression in society.
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T!LE!.¡TY-FIF[H LETTEE: ApriL 2s, 1e85

The crux of this letter was that even politicians who do not

clain to have a speclal affinity for hunan rights know ho¡{

important the legal protection of rights is to many people. Such

people have felt the common conviction that it is essential to

prevent discrinination fron occurring to anyone, including

homosexuals. He attached letters from Lloyd Axworthy (dated

September 19, 1977), Alain Tardif (dated March 26, 1985), John

Nunziata (dated Harch 18, 1985) and Sheila Copps (dated March 28,

1985) as well as newspaper clippings (trlinnipeg Tribune, October 8,

1977, p. 17 and September 27, 1977, p. t0) afl of which reflected

the supportive positions of these and other politicians across

Canada. He urged the government to make the reform.

TWENTY-SIXTH LETTER: April 15, 1985

. North acknowledged the failure of the efforts to achieve thÍs

amendment, despite the admission of previous Human Rights

Commissions and Attorneys-General that there was no protection for

gays under the MHRA because none had been intended and no part of

the Act could be construed as providing any protection. He

referred to the case of Vogel vs. the Government of Manitoba in

which the adjudicator, Marshall Rothstein Q.C., appointed by the

Attorney-General determined as follows:

Had that been Íts intention, there has been ample opportunÍty

for the Hanitoba Legislature to amend the Manitoba Hu¡nan
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Rights Act to cover homosexualÍty or sexual orientation, and

its failure to do so confirms that it did not so intend....

To hold that the Manitoba Hunan Rights Act covers

homosexuarity or sexual orientation ¡vould be to legistate in

an area the legislature did not intend (see Appendix ).

This decision was bolstered by the arguments from the counsel for

the Government, Ron Perozzo, who was also appointed by the

Attorney-GeneraL for this case. He insisted that there was no

coverage for homosexuals under the Act.

North referred to the conclusions of a panel of regal experts

who considered this questÍon at the university of Manitoba Faculty

of Law on March 18, 1985 (see p.70-77). They concluded that the

Act was completeLy inadequate in providing i'i,rotection for
I'l

homosexuals against discrimination. On tha,l occasion, JiII

Oliver, member of the MHRC stated:

r think that it is absolutery essential that the Act and the

governnent be very specific about including ',sexual

orientation" per se....I an going to nake a bÍt of a plea

that it be incLuded as soon as possible....I am appealing to

the government to recognize the hardships that are being

caused, there are only two isolated cases (cited in previous

discussion) iD, f am sure, a great nunber of instances where

similar problens arise, and I certainly hope that sonething

is being done about it very shortly.
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Prot. Jack London, formerly Dean of tlre unÍversity of Manitoba

Faculty of Law also said:

Ítrhether or not the current Manitoba Hunan Rights Act was or

was not capable of protecting sexual orientation....is

irrelevant at this point....there are people who are hurting,

there are people who are in need and there are rights to be

protected and one ought not to have to go through that kind

of process (i.e. litigation in attempt to use a general

non--discrimination statement in the Act) in order to have

them protected....These are serious current problems which

ought not to be left to another government which is unlikely

to act upon them.

North arso indicated that in private conversations with him

the Attorney-General had stated that he personally believed that

effective protection for homosexua-ls required the addition of

"sexual orientation" to the enumerated grounds of discrimination

in the Act. North reasoned that since in Manitoba, as elsewhere.

hunan rÍghts Iegislation has only worked successfully when there

was specific and explicit inclusion of the protected category, the

Attorney-General ought to make the amendment.

TI{ENTY-SEVENTH LETTER: .Aprit 16, 1985

This document was missing from the files.
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TWENTY-NINTH LETTER: AprÍ I 17, 1985

The Equality Rights section (section 15) of the canadian

charter of Rights and Freedoms was conÍng into force on this day,

having been derayed three years since passage. North said this
delay had provided ampj.e time for the government to update the

raws of Manitoba to bring them in line with .this section of the

Charter.

He said, although this section specified prohibited grounds

of discrimination, sexuar orientation was not included, an

onission which the federaj NDp caucus had sought to rectify. This

shortcoming had already drawn the criticism of the NDp and Liberal
parties. NDP justice critic Svend Robinson said:

canadian women and minorities, homosexuals, lesbians and the

disabled, were tolcl that they must keep waiting for furl
equarity before the law as they thought was guaranteed them

by the Charter (Winnipeg Free press, February 2, 19SS).

The federal Opposition parties pointed out another probrem

which resuLted when legisiation was not explicit. Irlhen the law is
unclear, the onus falls on those who experience discrimination to

take .Legal action to secure justice:

opposition MPs said in the commons that this means women ancl

ninorities wilt have to go to court--a lengthy and expensive

process--to have their rÍghts enforced after April 17 when

arr sections of the charter are in effect (I{innipeg Free
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Press, February 2, 1985).

North noted that whether or not the Government of Manitoba

believed that Section 15 covered sexual orientation, it was not

relieved of its responsibilities for dealing with the inclusion in

the Manitoba Human Rights Act. If it believed that sexual

orientation r{as covered by the Charter, then the Manitoba Human

Rights Act should be one of those pieces of legislation it woutd

be a¡nendÍng to bring then in line with it, and "sexual

orÍentation" had to be added to achieve that alignment. If the

government did not think that the Charter covered sexual

orientation, then the need for explicÍt coverage under provincial

-tegislation was all the more necessary.

In February 1985, Gordon Fairweather, Chief Commissioner of

the Canadian Hunan Rights Conmission stated that the Charter was

not a substitute for human rights legislation, nor did it subsune

the function of' hunan rights co¡nnissions (enphasis actded) .

North added:

Ílhen the average person experiences discrinination, he,/she is

not going to resort to court action to obtain redress. The

day-to-day job of providing redress in cases of

discrimination will continue to fall to the federal and

provincial hu¡nan rights comnissions. The Charter of Rights

and Freedons serves as a statement of the philosophical

underpinnings of our laws, but it in no way replaces the body
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of statute law now in existence. If the Government of

Manitoba believes that there should be protection fron sexuaÌ

orientation discriminatÍon, then it should include sexual

orientation in the Manitoba Hunan Rights Act. hlhether or not

the charter of Rights covers this form of dÍscrimination, the

provincia.l government must stii] deat with this issue as it

pertains to provincial human rÍghts legislation.

TI{ENTY-NINTH LETTER: Aprit 19, 1985

North re-stated that there was no protection against

discrimination based on sexual orientation in the Canadian Charter

of Rights and Freedoms because "sexual orientation', was not

mentioned in it. This was aLso because those who wrote and passed

that legislation did not intend for it to be there. He saÍd, the

same was true of the MHRA.

He attached copies of the parliamentary debate on a private

Member's Bill (c-225) which was introduced in the House of conmons

by the NDP Justice critic svend Robinson on March 4, 19g5, urging

that "sexual orientation" be included in the canadian Human Rights

Act. The debate took place on March 26, after which the natter

was referred to the standing commÍttee on Justice and Legal

Affairs (Conmons Debates, March 26, 3g92-3999; the House of

Commons of Canada, Bill C-ZZS, March 4, 1935).
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THIRTIETH LETTER: ApriI 19, 1985

This was another letter aimed at calming any fears the

government might have with the possibLe reaction of the reJ.igious

community if it made the reforn. North provided the government

with the conclusi.ons of a panel of "religious experts" who

discussed the issue on April 9, 1985 at the University of

wÍnnipeg. The panel discussion was convened by the university of

Winnipeg Students Association and GFE.

The panellists represented a diverse selection of re-tigious

traditions, both Protestant and Ronan catholic. North said, arr

of then agreed with the statement by Rev. Macgfatts, Dean of

Theology at the University of lrlinnipeg that:

There is certainry plenty of the church's teaching and in the

Bib-lical teaching and in my own convictions about justice and

righteousness that would argue in favour of the legal

protection against discrimination for homosexuals.

They also agreed with Rev. (prof.) carl Ridd of the united church

of Canada and the Department of Religious Studies at the

unÍversity of winnipeg that there was nothing Ín the traditions of

theÍr respective denominations that argued against providing J.egal

protection for the human rights of homosexuals. They also joined

unanimously with stefan Jonasson, chaplain of the unitarian church

at the university of winnipeg and president of the Íüestern

canadian District of the unitarian-universa_tist Association in
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calling upon the government of Manitoba to add sexual orientation

to the MHRA.

North expressed the hope that this information would make the

government feel comfortable with making the reform, knowing that

church people and religious boclies were overwhelmingly supportive

of it.

THIRTY-FIRST LETTER: Apri I ZZ, 1995

This letter addressed a concern expressed by Don Orchard, in

the Manitoba LegisLature that such a reform would prevent the Red

cross from protecting theÍr blood bank from AIDS. North attached

a copy of a letter on this issue fron GFE, dated ApriJ. 1?, 1995.

He summarized the contents of GFE,s Letter as follows:

1. Hunan Rights legislation, with or without protection against

sexual orientatÍon discrimination, does not and cannot

interfere with the blood bank system. Even if the Red cr<¡ss

directly questioned potential donors about theÍr sexual

orientation, this woujd not violate any human rights

legislation, since such a question is obviously re.[evant.

2. Success in screening donors, either by asking about

homosexuality, or with the ¡nore indirect warning-pamphlet

system that they now actually use, depends on the candour of

the donors. The hostilÍty of our society towards

homosexuality, expressed in your government's refusa-t to

protect our human rights, among other ways, discourages
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anyone from making a public staternent on the subject. Thus,

your failure to provide this hunan rights protection

endangers ttre blood banking system.

The Manitoba Departnent of Health now wants to use the new

ELISA antibody test to discover everyone who has antibodies

:-.IIDS, in order to contain spread of this disease. To do

this will require the co-operation of the gay community. The

Departnent of Health wÍll also list all those who t.est

positively on an uncoded register, and they propose to do

contact tracing. This test is an indirect, unretiable.

incidental, and indeterminate measure for the disease. In

the present climate of hostility towards homosexuals (who are

imagined to be the only ones with AIDS) and panic about AIDS,

these -tinitations to the test wÍll be ignored and anyone who

is even known to have had the test, not to mention those who

test positively, are .tisted on the register, and have their

contacts traced, are certain to become the victims of

discrimination. Because your government refuses to provide

any protection against this discrimination, you witl not

receive co-operation from the gay community. Under the

circunstances, the test is much more dangerous than the

possibility of getting the disease.
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THIRTY-SECOND LETTER: Apri I 2g, 1g8s

This retter made the poÍnt that every attempt to extend human

rights protection through the use of other grounds, or of general

non-discrimination c-tauses had failed. He attached copies of the
rulings in the definitive cases where such attempts had been made.

He saicl, the governnent had defended itself against the charge

that it discriminated against its own homosexual empr.oyees by

insisting that no part of the MHRA provided any protection against
sexual orientation discrimination (Winnipeg Free press, August 25,

1983).

He noted that court actions are costly and time-consuning,

and court decisions, even if favourabre, do not necessarily mean

government compriance. He added that, going to court served

neither the purposes of the MHRA nor the respect for hunan rights
principles, especiatly when the decisions were arways a forgone

conclusion.

THIRTY-THIRD LETTER: Apri I t4, 1eB5

Attached to this letter was the list of non-rerigious

organizations supportive of the amendment (see Appendix ). They

included human rights commissions and organizations, poritical
parties, labour unions and federations, health professions, and

educationaL associations .

North said the Winnipeg Free press could be added to the 1ist
and pointed out that the growing list indicated that many
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oÌganizations were becoming increasingly supportive of the reform.

THIRTY-FOURTH LETTER: Apri I 25, 1gSs

This letter demonstrated the firm support of the NDp for
homosexual rights and the attempts of NDp politicians to attract
the support of homosexuars cturing electio.. Attached to this
Ietter hrere canpaign leafrets and other documents refrecting the

NDP's polÍcy on gay rights and promises of NDp poriticians to
reform the appropriate Canadian,/provincial .tegislations to inciude
"sexual orientation" as a prohibited ground of discrimination.
For instance, Ontario NDp reader stephen Lewis, speaking at york

University in October 1926 declared:

The NDP favours the im¡nediate addition

orientation to the Ontario Human Rights

Sinilarly, Jim Turk, president of the party

Gay Rights Demonstration in September 1926:

THIRTY-FIFTH LETTER: April 26, 1985

North attached an editorÍal fron

Post, Thursday April 4, 19SS) which he

of the tern sexual

Code.

stated at a NatÍonal

a local newspaper (Jewish

said showed both that

The incrusion of sexual orientation in the 
'ntario 

Human

Rights Code as only the first step to ensuring gay rights.
The NDP wilr continue to stand behind the gay minority after
this mÍnimal demand has been met.

These assertions were consistent with the officiar NDp position on

gay rights.
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leading members of one of Manitoba's major ethnic groups support

aclding "sexual orientation" to the MHRA, and also that they draw

fromtheirownexperiencetheneedforthisreform'

He said the horrible treatnent inflicted upon miLlions of

Jews Ín the Nazi prison and work camps Ís common knowledge. So

too, to Jews at _least, is an understancling of the direct
,

connection between this concentrated mistreatment and the broader

anti-semitism believed by most central and Eastern Europeans for

centuries before thÍs holocaust. He noted that it was not so

commonly known that hundreds of thousands of honosexuals were arso

interned in these camps by the Nazis, most of whom perished there,

adding that this horror arso was no more than the concentrated

implementation of the homophobia of the general population.

He said Jews and homosexuals had experienced al'l of their

lives the circumstance of being mistreated, despised, hated by the

other citizens of the communities in which they lived. They

experienced the expression of this in individual ways in 
.,,,,1 ,:: :

discrimination, assaults in public places, attacks both criminal 
,, 

,,,.,

and official. on their institutions, and collectively in the

indifference of the authorities to their victimization. He said

they know that failure to provide deliberate and explicit

protection of homosexua-l rights would mean that they wourd be ,,, ,

perpetually threatened, adding that a genuinely pLuralÍstÍc

society cannot exist when the rights of sone may be legally
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vÍolated without redress.

THIRTY-SIXTH LETTER: Apri I 29, 19Bs

This was a response to a letter North received from the

Attorney-General of Manitoba datetl April 25, 1985 in which the

latter stressed with reference to the MHRA that the general words

in section 3(1)(b) and 6(1) have the effect of prohibiting atl

forns of discrimination. North rejected this argument on the same

grounds as those stated in his thirteenth letter. A copy of the

Attorney-General's letter was attached.

THIRTY-SEVENTH LETTER: April 30, 1985

This letter contained the conclusions of the leaders of

Manitoba's labour organizations who met on April 22, lggs at the

union centre to discuss the addition of "sexual orientation" to

the MHRA. A copy of the proceedings üras attached to this letter.

The conclusions were as follows:

1. Most labour contracts do not inctude "sexual orientation".

or, indeed, any no-discrinination clause at aLJ. Beyond

that, most workers are not union nembers, and do not have the

protection of a collectÍve agreement.

2. rt is almost impossible to persuade emp.l.oyers to add to a

contract no-discrnination clause anything that is different

fron the wording of the MHRA. It is therefore inpossible,

under present circunstances, to add "sexual orientation" to a

contract, in most instances. 0n the other hand, nany
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empLoyers are doubly arìxious to acld to their contracts ilre

provisions which are explicitry incruded in the Act. to

insure that disputes are settled internally by the contract
grievance procedure and not externally by a public conptaint

to the Human Rights Commission. The wording of the Act

therefore has enormous impact <¡n contract protections.

Even the collective agreenents which contain protection

against sexual orientation protect only the employees already

a part of the bargaÍning unit, but no those seeking

enploynent ' These contracts can have no effect on preventing

discrimination in employment practices, since they cto not

cover non-enployees. Only the Act governs enptoyment

practices.

4' The experience of the unions is that their basic principles

with regard to empl0yment, "hire only according to merit,

fire only for cause", are equarly readiry applicable to
enployees regardless of whether they are homosexual or

heterosexual.

North noted that the labour movement in Manitoba had found

that their attempts to protect workers from discrimination based

on sexuar orientation had floundered because of the government's

faiLure to amend the MHRA. They called on the governnent to amend

the Act.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH LETIEE: May 1, 1985

This contained copies of letters and statements of support

for the amendnent fron local religious leaders such as Rev.

Barbara Barnett, Chaplain of St. John's ColJ.ege, University of

Manitoba; Rev. Dirk HabermehL of the Christian Reformed Church:

Rev. Doug Hartindale of the MHRC. Others weie: Rev. Donna L.

Atkinson; Rev. Norman N. Naylor of the Unitarian Center; Rev. John

Caird of the Anglican Church of Canada, the Parish of Saint James;

Archdeacon David CrawJ.ey of the Diocese of Rupert's Land and Rev.

Timothy M. Appleton. Most of these people sent copies of their

letters either to the Attorney-General or the Premier of Manitoba.

0n the basis of their arguments and supportive positÍons,

North urged the government to make the amendment.

THIRTY-NINTII LEIfER: May 2, 1985

This letter pointed out that there were marked

inconsistencies between the NDP's assertions of dedication to

human rights and Íts actual actions on human rights demands. It

urged the government to close the gap between its rhetorics of

comnitment and actions whÍch reflect this commitnent by, among

other things, providing human rights protectÍon for homosexuals.

FOURTIETH TETTER: May 3, 1985 (Fifty-seventh Day of the Hunger

Strike )

Attached to this -tetter was a copy

Bowman captioned "Honosexuais: Change

of an artlcle by John

in Law Appears Far Away" 1n
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the W-1nnÍpeg Tribune, October 7974. North said, a decade had

passed since homosexuais in Manitoba first presented a brief to

the government urging the inclusÍon of "sexual orientation" in the

MHRA. He noted that the passage of those years has neant that

many Manitobans have completely unnecessarily J.ost jobs, housing,

access to services and many have had to -live constantly in fear of

beÍng victimized in this way. He urged the governnent to take

constructive action on human rights and make it unnecessary for

people to waste financial and psychological resources in legal

battles in defence of their rights.
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